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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 7th day of November, 2018, a true and correct copy 

of the foregoing is being furnished via email to:  

W. Robert Vezina, III
Eduardo S. Lombard
Megan S. Reynolds
Vezina, Lawrence & Piscitelli, P.A.
413 East Park Avenue
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
rvezina@viplaw.com
elombard@iviplaw.com
mreynolds@viplaw.com
rhodge@viplaw.com

   s/ Daniel A. Bushell 
Daniel A. Bushell 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA 

             

EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC., 

a Florida corporation,     CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700 

 

 Plaintiff, 

vs. 

 

STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT    

OF HEALTH, 

 

 Defendant. 

_____________________________________ 

 

 

NOTICE OF FILING 

 

 The Plaintiff, EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC, by and through its undersigned counsel, 

herewith files the following: 

1. Emails Produced by Defendant in response to Plaintiff’s First Request for Production     

 dated July 25, 2017: 

a. Email from Patricia Nelson sent July 8, 2015 with attachment regarding 

    Dispensing Organization Applicants. 

b. Email from Michael Graddy sent July 8, 2015 12:14 regarding Bid Applications. 

c. Email from Patricia Nelson sent July 9, 2015 12:01 p.m. regarding Knox 

    Nurseries. 

d. Email from Christian Bax sent October 14, 2015 11:42 a.m. regarding 

 Application 

    Fee. 

 

2. Letters Produced by Defendant in response to Plaintiff’s First Request for Production 

   dated July 25, 2017: 

a. November 23, 2015 Letter to Razbuton Re: Application.  

b. July 29, 2015 Letter to Costa Nursury Farms LLC re: Application.  

c. November 23, 2015 Letter to Knox Nursery re: Application. 

Filing # 67194754 E-Filed 01/29/2018 03:18:04 PM
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3. Deposition Excerpts of Party/Opponent:

a. Deposition of Christian Bax taken on September 9, 2016 in the matter styled

McCrory’s Sunny Hill Nursery vs. Department of Health.

b. Deposition of Courtney Coppola taken on September 7, 2016 in the matter styled

McCrory’s Sunny Hill Nursery vs. Department of Health.

4. Florida Department of Administrative Hearings, Court Orders

a. Judge John G. Van Laningham’s Sept 12, 2016 Order Granting Ruskin’s Motion

In Limine.  Case Nos. 15-7270, 15-7272 DOAH.

b. Judge John G. Van Laningham’s May 23, 2017 Recommended Order.  Case No.

17-0116 and 0117 DOAH.

5. Affidavit of  Ronald L.Watson

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing was filed with the Florida E-Filing Portal and a 

copy was furnished by it to Eduardo S. Lombard, Esquire at elombard@vlplaw.com,Vezina, 

Lawrence & Piscitelli, P.A., Counsel for FDOH, 413 E. Park Avenue, Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

and to all other parties in this matter listed thereon, this 29th  day of  January, 2018. 

COHEN KOTLER, P.A. 

54 SW Boca Raton Boulevard 

Boca Raton, Florida 33432 

561-361-9600

561-361-9770 - Fax

By: __/s/ David Kotler___________________

David Kotler, Esquire 

Florida Bar No. 121290 

dkotler@cohenkotler.com 

-and-

Daniel A. Bushell, Esquire 

Florida Bar No. 0043442 

BUSHELL LAW, P.A. 

1451 West Cypress Creek Road, Suite 300 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309 

954-666-0220
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dan@bushellappellatelaw.com   

    

 

      Counsel for Plaintiff Edward Miller & Son, Inc. 
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Filing #67194754 E -Filed 01/29/2018 03:18:04 PM

From: Nelson, Patricia A <Patricia.Nelson©flhealthgov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 6:58 PM
To: Burger, Mara K; Cowie, Tiffany C; Spindle, Natalie R
Cc Cole, Shayla D; Revels, Shannon; Tschetter, Jennifer; Erickson, Kyle F
Subjeth Application List
Attachments: Dispensing Organization Applicants.docx

As of COB July 8, 2015.

Patricia A. Nelson
Director
Office of Compassionate Use
Florida Department of Health
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Dispensing Organization Applications

No. Applicant Region Received
1 McCrory's Sunny Hill Nursery Central July 7, 2015 10:16 a.m.

2 Loop's Nursery and Greenhouses, Inc. Northeast July 7, 2015 11:51 a.m.

3 Keith St. Germain Nursery Farms Southeast July 7, 2015 4:45 p.m.

4 Plants of Ruskin Southwest July 8, 2015 10:35 a.m.

5 Deleons' Bromellads, Inc. Central July 8, 2015 11:35 a.m.

6 Bill's Nursery, Inc. d/b/a Almond Tree

Nursery______________
Southeast July 8, 2015 11:36 a.m.

7 BIll's Nursery, Inc. d/b/a Almond Tree
Nursery

Northeast July 8, 2015 11:36 a.m.

8 Chestnut Hill Tree Farm, LLC Northeast July 8, 2015 1:17 p.m.

9 Costa Nursery Farms, LLC Southeast July 8, 2015 1:55 p.m.

10 George Hackney, Inc. d/b/a Hackney
Nursery

Northwest July 8, 2015 2:23 p.m.

11 Nature's Way Nursery of MIamI Southeast July 8, 2015 2:38 p.m.

12 Alpha Foliage, Inc. Northwest July 8, 2015 3:29 p.m.
13 Alpha Foliage, Inc. Southwest July 8, 2015 3:32 p.m.

14 Redland Nursery, Inc. Central July 8, 2015 3:33 p.m.

15 Redland Nursery, Inc. Southeast July 8, 2015

16 Hart's Plant Nursery, Inc. Northeast July 8, 2015 4:04 p.m.
17 Hart's Plant Nursery, Inc. Northwest July 8, 2015 4:04 p.m.
18 Sun Bulb Company, Inc. Southwest July 8, 2015 4:17 p.m.

19 Treadwell Nursery Central July 8, 2015 4:23 p.m.
20 Spring Oaks Greenhouse, Inc. Central July 8, 2015 4:29 p.m.
21 Knox Nursery, Inc. Northeast July 8, 2015 4:32 p.m.
22 San Felasco Nurseries, Inc. d/b/a

Grandiflora
Northeast July 8, 2015 4:41 p.m.

23 Tropiflora, LLC Southwest July 8, 2015 4:37 p.m.
24 Dewar Nurseries, Inc. Central July 8, 2015 4:43 p.m.
25 Tornello Landscape Corp. d/b/a 3 Boys

Farm

Southwest July 8, 2015 4:46 p.m.

26 Perkins Nursery, Inc. Southwest July 8, 2015 4:50 p.m.
27 Tree -King Tree Farm, Inc. Northwest July 8, 2015 4:57 p.m.
28

1

Razbuton, Inc. Central July 8, 2015 5:01 p.m.
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From: Graddy, Michael <Michael.Graddy@flhealth.gov>
Sent Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:14 PM

To: Lehrmann, Kevin M

Cc: Myrick, Janine

Subject: Bid Applications

Kevin,

Immediately inform all front desk receptionists that if ANYONE is attempting to drop off Bid Applications for Medical
Cannabis, they are too:

Have the individual dropping off sign in to whatever building they are at - with the time notated.
The front desk receptionist can (and should) sign the front page of the sheet- BUT NOT WHERE THE AGENCY CLERK
SIGNS - the FDR should notate on the sign in sheet that they sent them to 2585
Give them directions and send them directly to 2585.- General Counsel's office
Nothing is accepted after 5:30p.m.

If there is a problem (or Jan, if I have something wrong) call Jan on her Bat -Phone at 850-445-5346.

Thanks,

7vftcicae(

MICHAEL C. GRADDY
Administrator, Support Services Section
Phone (850) 245-4109

Blackberry (850) 519-0016

FAX (850) 412-1448

michaeLgraddy © flhealth.gov
How's my customer service? Please take our survey.

Mission: To protect, promote & improve the health of all people in Florida through integrated state, county, &
community efforts.

Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from a state official
regarding state business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail communication
may, therefore, be subject to public disclosure.

9



From: Nelson, Patricia A <Patricia.Nelson@flhealth.gov>
Sent Thursday, July 09, 2015 12:01 PM

To: bruce@knoxnursery.com
Subject Knox Nurseries Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing Organization Application

Mr. Knox,

We received your voicemail regarding the region for which Knox Nurseries was listed. The region is wrong because we
could not read your application. Both USB drives submitted with your letter are damaged and cannot be accessed. You
need to submit your application on new media immediately. When you submit the new media (whichever you choose),
please be sure to label the applications so we can determine which is the redacted application.

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Nelson
Director
Office of Compassionate Use
Florida Department of Health

1010



From: Bax, Christian <Christian.Bax@flhealth.gov>

Sent Wednesday, October 14, 2015 11:42 AM

To: Cole, Shayla D

Subject: FW: Application Fee

From: Bax, Christian
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2015 1:29 PM
To: 'jotipton@tampabayrr.com' <jotiptontampabayrr.com>
Subject: Application Fee

To Whom It May Concern:

This email Is a curtesy to follow up on a previous conversation with a representative of Plants of Ruskin. Your
application fee was made out for $60,036 instead of $60,063. Please make arrangements to pay the additional $27.00 by
Monday, September14. All checks should be made out to Florida Department of Health.

Sincerely,
Christian Bax

Chr1stan Bax
Director, Office of compassionate Use
Florida Department of Health 14052 Bald cypress Way IlaUahassee, FL 32399

Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to orfrom state officials regarding state
business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to
public disclosure.

1
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November 23w, 2015

Razbuton, Inc.
17599 Sandhill Road
\Mnter Garden, FL 34787

In Re: Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing Organization AppUcalion

Dear Applicant:

On July 8, 2015 the Department of Heaith (Department) received your application to become a
dispensing organization under section 381.986, Florida Statutes. After a preliminary review of your
application, the Department notified you on July 29, 2015 that your application did not contain certified
financial statements that met the requirements of section 381 .986(5)(b)1., Florida Statutes, and
Chapter 84-4, of the Florida Administrative Code.

Section 381.986(5), Florida Statutes, requires that an applicant for a dispensing organization must be
able to demonstrate its ilnancial ability to maintain operations for the duration of the 2 -year approval
cycle, including the provision of certified financlals to the department' Rule 64-4.001 ,of the Florida
Administrative Code, defines 'certified financlats' as '(fjinanciai statements that have been audited In
accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (GAAS) by a Certified Public Accountant1
licensed pursuant to Chapter 473, P.S.' Rule 64-4.001, of the Florida Administrative Code, defines an
"applicant' as "lal nursery that meets the requirements of Section 381 .986(5)(b)1., F. S., applies for
approval as a dispensing organization, and identifies a nurseryman as defined in Section 581.011, F.
S., who will seve as the operator.'

in the July 29, 2015 letter to you, the Department requested that you cure the deficiency in your
application by submitting certified financial statements of the applicant itself- Razbuton, Inc. In a
response dated August 10, 2015, you did not cure the deficiency and, therefore, failed to meet the
mandatory requirements of section 381 .986(5)(b), Florida Statutes. Accordingly, your application Is
denied.

Sin

sieste Philip
Deputy Secretary for Health

CBlcc
Cc: Office of the General Counsel

NOTICE OF RiGHTS

Flodd* DepaTtm*nt of *f.alth
C5cCompwitaU5e
452 8aIdCypt Way, BtiäA.O6
Tailalaaoe. FL 32399.3255
pK0NE8501245-4444 FIX899tZ45-4?48

www.FfortdaHealtb.gov
1wrrrEaHethyFI.A

FACE9OC)FDapenbfieaith
vouThae

FUCR Me1tfrjFl
PIN1EREST HeaIthyla
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July 29. 2015

Certifled Mail No 7015 0640 0004 5575 5069

Costs Nursery Farms, ItO
22290 SW 162 Avenue
Glouds FL. 33170

In Re: Appilcatlon to become e licensed Dispensing Organization Pureuant to section 381 .988k
Florida Statutes

Dear Applicant.

The Florida Department of Health. Office of Compassionate Use Deparfrnant) recehted the above
referenced application1 on Juty 8 2015. A prethtinary review of the application Indicated the fcilcv4ng

Flaaee pmvtde a reepQn$e regarding these deficiencies to the Department within 14 rfaye of receMng
this letter.

Sincerely. if , --

.--", ..__--- i;--'/ 4r .('
L-.'

Christian Bar, Director
Office of CompassIonate Lisa /

Cc Office of the C3eneral Counsel

P%uddI Utpad*d of
OdGotU*
4O 8dCypWvy &M.Of

RA
'CUTh&1cih
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_e..
Rick Scott

Miulont
Oseemar

Taptotc, pmrnak&tmptuthe health

I-cida John H. Annstnn, MD, FACS
a, seuzt &cammunfty

HEALTH State Su1acn Gannet &Secwtaiy

VtaIon Ta be the Huihint Slits in the NaUse

November 23, 2015

Knox Nursery, Inc.
940 Avalon Road
Winter Garden, FL 34787-9701

Re: Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing Organization Appflcation

Dear Applicant:

I am pleased to inform you that Knox Nursery, Inc.'s Application to become a Low-THC Cannabis
Dispensing Organization for the Central region has been substantively reviewed, evaluated, and scored
by a panel of evaluators according to the requirements of Section 381.988, florIda Statutes and
Chapter 64-4, of the Florida Administrative Code. As your application received the highest scare for
the Central region, your application is granted. Knox Nursery, Inc. is approved as the dispensing
organization for the Central region of Florida.

Knox Nursery, Inc. has 10 busIness days to post a $5 million performance bond in accordance with
Rule 64-4.002(5)(e), of the Florida Administrative Code. The original bond, payable to the Florida
Department of Health, must be received by the Department no later than 50O PM EST on December
gth, 2015. If the performance band is canceled and Knox Nursery, Inc. fails to file a new bond with the
Department in the required amount on or before the effective date of cancellation, Knox Nursery, Inc.'s
approval shall be revoked.

Knox Nursery, Inc. must notify the Department that it is prepared to be inspected and seek
authorization to begin cultivation, processing, and dispensing. The following deadlines1 as outlined in
Rule 64-4.005, of the Florida Administrative Code, apply.

Cultivation

Knox Nursery, Inc. has 75 days from this approval to request Cultivation Authorization. No less than 30
calendar days prior to the initial cultivation of low-THC cannabis Knox Nursery, Inc. shall notify the
Department that it is ready to begin cultivation, is in compliance with Section 381.986, F.S., and
Chapter 64-4, of the Florida Administrative Code1 and is seeking Cultivation Authorization. Failure to
meet the deadline to seek Cultivation Authority may result in the revocation of the DepartmenVs
approval. Please note, no low-ThC cannabis plant source material may be present in any Dispensing
Organization facility prior to Cultivation Authorization.

Ftoalda Dap.at*tant of H.aUh
Olice aCcinpaselanain Use
4052 Bald Cypnea Way, Bin ISA-Os

ta8thassee, FL 32299-3265
PHCNE 8501245-4444. FAX 8501245-4748

www.FlorklaHeatth.ov
lwlrrERHaalthyFLA

FACEBOOKFWepnanini-lealth
YQUThB Idob

FLICKR HasithyFla
PIHISREST: HaeithyFla

14



- 'Knox Nursery, Inc.
November 23w, 2015

No less than 10 calendar days prior to the initial processing of low-THC cannabis, Knox Nursery, Inc.
must notify the Department that it Is ready to begin processing, is in compliance with Section 381.986,
F.S., and Chapter 64-4, of the florida Administrath,e Code, and is seeking Processing Authorization.

Dispensing

Knox Nursery, Inc. must begin dispensing derivative product within 210 calendar days of being granted
cultivation authorization. No less than 10 calendar days prior to the initial dispensing of derivative
product, Knox Nursery, Inc. must notify the Department that it is ready to begin dispensing, is in
compliance with SectIon 381.986, F.S., and Chapter 64-4, of the Florida Mminlstrative Code, and is
seeking Dispensing Authorization. Failure to meet the deadline to begin dispensing may result in the
revocation of the DepartmenVs approval.

Finally, submission of an application for Dispensing Organization approval constitutes permission for
entry by the Department at any reasonable time, Into any Dispensing Organization facility to inspect
any portion of the facility; review the records required pursuant to Section 381.986, F.S., or Chapter
84-4, of the Florida Administrative Code; and identify samples of any iow-THC cannabis or Derivative
Product for laboratory analysis, the results of whith shall be forwarded to the Department

Once again, congratulations on receiving approval to become the Low-ThC Dispensing Organization
for Central region. Should you have any questions about this approval, please contact the Florida
Department of Health, Office of Compassionate Use.

Sincerely,

Dr. Celeste Philip
Deputy Secretary for Health

CS/co
Cc. Office of the General Counsel

1515
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The tbtlowing dpàsitioo of CHRISTOPHER JAIviES
3 I3AX was taken on oral examinatibn, pursuant to notice,
4 f purposes of discovery, and for use as evidence, and
5 for otheruses and purposes as may be permitted by the
6 applicable and governing niles. Reading and signing is

r not waived,
B

9 THZVfl)EOGRAPflER;aaoemoa Weteiaw
1.0 on the recor& This i the iideotaped deposition
ii of Mr. Christian Bax, taken in Tallahassee;
1.2 Florida, Oft Friday', September 9, 2Q1,. The time is
'a 9O4 a.in. in the esse styled McCrory's Sunny Hill.
14 Nursery, petitiàner, versus Department of Health,
15 respondent, 111e4 with the Slate of Flpridaj

 16 Division of Ad nIstratvifle&ings, ease
17 Number 15-7275.
18. The couyt reporter this morning is .Sand
is Nargiz. The videographer is Garo Nargiz.
20' Counsel, will you please introduce yourselves
21 and the.witness will be sWorn..
2t. MR. BJELRY; Good morning, Lorence Bielby,
23 c3reenberg Traurig in Tallahassee1, for McCroryts
24 Sunny Hilt Nursery; Appeaxingwith me is. David
25 Ashbnm .1my office. And scathd to my far right

33 xiva r xun'a
14. á±s AtaCbad 'cq trszrrpt.
15 rio.. D5sGEzn1Qir

16 f takiztq pisit1*n .6
Vi

1 ccray' Wiret Rq'ist °r Vrtd1Mtiaft .th 5*sóndn Rtoda D.pztt of Be*ith 44

34 Pres. e1Ql4 5S
18 35 Pe .ERieu*. 72

35 Pxeu. 1a,e 76
19 37 coSiiti exhbi 105

20

22
23 czaxFxcnrn Q]. Ø

cza2fl'rcam or' nEROVIVa
24 RRA SfflB1!

25

Miu-UScript

3. raDon. Chfibrd a pnncipal with the applicant
2 MR.LOMBARD. Edtornard, ouiudecounsdto
3 tle)epartmentoftIea1th, aMwrth me is my law
4 partners Rob Vezina.
5 TBE COURT 1EPORTER o1dou ralseour
6 right hand, p1e9ae.
7 Do you swear or aftirin that th testimony you
a are about to gve wilt be t1e truth, tijem wlo]e

truth, and nothmg but the truth?
Ia TILE WIrESS I do..
ii TRE COURT RF.IORTER Thank you..
iz. DmECtXMflATIO
13 BY MR BIELBYr
14 Q dmoralng.

.5 A Good mOrnng4
16 Q Wouhlyou State your name for us, picase
ii A My name is Christian Bar.
18 Q Mdyourfnitname,please
is A Ch*istian James Bai.
20 Q AncUvfr Ba*, where are you enployed, sir,
a curtn.t1y?
22 A Employed at the Florida Department of Health,
23 Q All right We niet before this deposition, in
24 lid, several weekS ago. My name is Lorçnce Bielby, I
25 represent one of the applicants wIthin the central

Accurate Stenotype Reporters (1) Fages2 - S
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UastIon.. Flava you seen EXhibli 52ls ?Hd1flnibetwQ

Yes.

Q EXhb182,ix?
A ThlsIsaIefrommetaM,Fetd%nten

egard1ng darltyingSat$oith. Issues that Knox had asked

thedepanmenitoctaI1 .. .

Q ldyou-U ,bedWIro
coaect?

A Ye

Q P'ndththebondfanianditprovides
heccatop, Som isdyou discuss

the estthn, xkita S8n&g this letter, with anyone

ntrertlianyourslafl?
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Q. WdoucscusRvth7
kCoUflsel.
0. Andsew&oncorngthebord

rasdby M esrndal
A

reterfled n ths ne ;were providcd as a courtesy a
thbondasbspecUio

taw,astowhethe,ornotthatcuewIle&
0. p anne tceUncorpd.

i you piavide any clarircatlen to any olth&

s*iccesatA awat&es aster enaer2d cnncen ihe

25.

5
B

7

a.

10

It

12

13

14

15

Ii

'U

II

a

a

2

Q wrno(negulnernaon
I)ffidaJ)aL Ihabod ws dueand that th ema1$ camá Irorn

Mr. Knox or on ts bM conect.
tL.LOIRD GOthefarm.
11WrIIISS Idontremembeathlngaboutllhal
(Ethibjt 3T was .arkd)

t aIEL

0 otmeshonyouxhibndaskttyoucan
identhaçt4as

0 Hveyquebeforaleday?

a. A liatts thls

k ThIs Is an e aIfraeZacln Kobrtn to m.
Q And the questionis thgardln Mr. Kno

hand4eIlve4n the bond Ioday,fllhaBth2015

Q

Ihea n'ewiô a bond and tteroarteniehtthfleconect
. çorect.
0 Andthaner,Qteawadtont'ioern23t

each ol he awaidess stated that the bon4neededIobe filed

A CorrQ.
a. Mduulhaidtd

d32piEucorrecl?
A YeL.

0 And this eitiail appears to state that uce Iiox
.vRbehandetxidIhaIdaandwnIedle
cni1rn II there was someone crwheiespecche Shd ask
I gowben ha arrives to be sure it I eived Usnely.

that be a lair lea the ernafl

1 A I

2 4 &sedyoi. 4eponds
3 iaI
4 Idarit tecalL

Q Duapomanioetha[day
8 Bnjce}(oxxNwneri7

:A iiit.

8. Q
9 : .

. I received phone od Tromp I knaw) at least two

10 dMduala2acb obrtnapdGrgitIarntza.
0 Thaiday?,

l kVes
13 0 AndGCbrnlzo4owihreletèdloKno*
14

ia . A Tch&sthalrlobby13t
18 4
hdr't .. ,..
St A. tnnow.
19' Q Howovoawnoyouno
20. ththe rap Khtstoy}ti?
21 A HehucaMedrntthme

a

24' Q naphóecthe1coniealntotheQIUc
25 atoflMsioatetlEBandcomesinloyou,Isthereakg

eda as lowito has reda the

A. ,
Q WHtnyopondtramaca1tàcaI

ana of those Ind'Muals bedr ck you rnalntaifl a log or do

you keep a record ocallfng back?'

A No

0 -seeltlpronoun-
fL 1OflRD C41-A-M.I-Z-o, Chamlzo

ML1aiY: VhepMr-

WM Chatntao

. 11tEf:. Chamzo.
MR1 tOlARn chmrz.
IL eIEIJY: rnnevelgelihatrIgh,.
Uh LClARb Thasokay. Waflheepwoiidngat

it with you..

av n. aiEuY

Q Imayhayenitsheaxyouranswer. bldMr.Chaniiza
caR you thak bcerithe.the 9th?

AVes
O yourecra1yifedayfl

caitedyoü

AUa
0 late lfl the thy early iia the d? Were you

WeeyoudrvrCoke? Whatwas the

2525



4

5.

17

ia

1*
20

21

2!

A have no racotectton Qthen I celved any

tsdtvduaI, uUar (n thIs.

I ømail ,ht yoU )1aV8sawfl me.

o.

ünhlni.YNaW1el
methtdayJ

A

GearqaCam,zo1 dont)tnowlflrecevad mu1ttpseribol).
Q c4ay

l$ LMO;: Qb1ek.
wrms mr

BY IL BIEUY ..

a mPla8IswmquestedthostNngs andtoyouSwi
ctncucIed peihaps th*thwa wanct e-maa respcnng

W thM be acane asaumptlon?
' I think that thaLvqutd becameoL

Cjtay Thce1v*isefld
e a iatts on Oeca 9th,O15 te0a*r Fno

rethenoxIgobond?
A. dobUvothanoJdaa,
Q

t P*(dW. cembertha9th.VMdh9Sy?
2 k Idot recaft with peI1ctty 4iat altter

* tE Kôbriil or Mr. Charnizo said. IcajUeti yoU coHecUVe

4: thatth.-myracoflec1onoI those tonleraI!n! Vèea
5. siniht hi what thi., e-fn alt iy hIcl l wkere hoId
6 MrXnoqo. Heac0miflqUp EvenfualIsomeonataldm

7 Wa5colflifl0 up In a jet h cptr;wh1ph d nee heard o,
amdslcatIy maBin flo dp met and.th Ctt1c ot

.9 Compaslonate Usaawara That the 11cM had been ecUred,

10. ItwaSen raUe and keeping ma updated that-to still

it eth.bcnd.
12 Q DidyspoMverytheflDian5WarIohts
13 je*nhwsheuidhedeIW tt,wheeldhedeflveç
14 lltcetcatara1
15

16 O MdMyotuay
li A. My reeolt&IIôn Is that ha was t deliver It tO'

II 4Q25 hIlldin9 4Q4lch Is the Oltice otCopa3slonarn

19 UsebuIlding
2Q Q CeUvhatgtOanycn.lndlvidual?
if A Tome..

22 Q Andethepttocols&securypo}pcoIs
2a lorthat I. sIhe rig ocedatareain
24 piUme?
25 A I beUee that the exterior doors autamaticzrily

I Tocd t 5A The Internal doos te doors to my offices

Q Snnsahatw
4 In flow; corrct, reysioded
,' A.COtTEt

a a at ayscltedI9t Yoicart

m semtoba what

a
i

JO 4: OUmeO1daua
11 oeo1u1wNrL
la A ThaIIsnccrreta.simpUoi. yçmpjop

13 ci the flepatflent o }fealth leaie atSaL I d
.1.4

f

1

18 A Hotm,ybe-ImeanItcouldbe'1S.
19 couIbe5:QO r ot.Itwodnturprfsem& Imay
20. bmw gaoutthat . .

21 Q thrrnfogthac
2 mthfrthoeonw

23 thaagcotecI
4.. A ThaacorcU..

'45 4 sthe11rtebeMd

I

o rt to thefonn.

3: 11IEW!1NESS. dotIncwwhy1haLwasn't
4, udntheuIe .

s ..

Q' $oosItdpnnecaJatdayon
'1

a ttwberstoiIdg etcatra1Wai
t. 9 tbe egivantoh?

10 A Yeah, thai they needet to havit by end t
11 bus a rjdy
ia Q Weg weeJvst dlsctised It1Is that the shjti
13 and the rule ha'a requltarnent hihe bond being poed.

14 ntlieleIIereMbytheOlticao
15 UaEaldneededtabc recthby5
16 c1oc p.m. that day, correct?'

17 A cot..
18 .O styMamiMMnox
l we metheltbond. ohit
20 assunngth4tboy mctedahoer aethailcopler to
21 nely,by5Q'clockp.m. Wo4dtheankcorted
2 assunlion7

23, IL t0;: Obled to the form.
24 lilt tflhItESS: They - I don dIsagree tIM they
25 rented a helicopter In ardor hi mah timely deIivey of.
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th. ond4

BIELRY

a Ajhko
A

helicopter, bul wai told It Wae a !l hellcopte:

Q tódMr..Chatno'
k Oodoitrecalt
Q Tewbooil&.
A nfotLydzwhatpreenth

Kflo1IurSer.
Q SotakemethmIheimeeoIihesnphon.

talistqththAlopi hseqienc&

A w knot nd anoth lndivkivaL who-Vfl't

rzafl who wq with him - showad op at tha patm.i*4

Helt1, 40*. 11* front de3k called m up, and rwehtend
accaped Mr Knots ornance bond4

AnoltMChanizo?
A 1danIrailUft,tdon'trecalIwhoWa

wlLlhmhsnh&carneliQ. Secadby'youe
out tc the denlrat aLjin area pethap ol the htikitng Io

.k Yos

Q.
A. Mr. Knazwa Ii the bufl,ys.
Q whiebk1T?
. etleyeyehIbhacarelnthetar

i entsanca nd was waUlnquts1dat the hont desk when I

came out. don't have pertect recollection at this, but 1

baflove thaV& how j[! setup.

0 WaMs.Goppo1athyou?

A. I do't recall.

0 Q Sheddrea,bythyslfor
I daIlrctkJI1. So±h nitwithyoth Doyou

2 ttflatn

3 .. A liava nO memoly ctCeuilney being with mebu%.

4 h's cerWnly possible that she was with ma when wewent

IS out. WeIt,it even posbte she went out, saw thel It was

6 UP Knot, came bookend got me. I dc tecall the eact

Il Ibning othat.

! 0 ySowhananwoyeotwe,yotiam
Ii Issuedin 01eitoia badge olsome sod4 wheçe you can oom

211 wdgothcbngs1orrec41
21. A ThatIsaccutate

22 a Andthalatsyouncarofnandou(ol
a3 thobngtho*thenecessyothavIngtasaek
24 nadtotcoreci
25 A ThattscnrracL

Q.

2 tn0ona4nheea1IhedthrlNe
3 atñumthktngs7
4 A Yee,

- ibavodqth*.

bnqbasotr

A. Genorilty,yes..

10 0 Soostseyouthalth&otnom
Ii .oulChboonthaafrem
12 Qaceih.

;

15 A N:
16

17 'A $ohjptwOmeoMwaflcsIntatheenUwA
t dtt butdln they don-tdon bIleve

19 JUst the way toneilona vortcs, fd4hI believe th4

20 verybody who ul WaIk In s1gn up. It's usuali they

t. have a badg. and tha,e that protocol it you're ctiatIy

2*' gotq to btddhg soniething at the Dcartmèntcl Health

23. rathethán lust ehov4ngup and sosi thing oH

24 Sd lik*llnt morn viera to ohaw up and drop

25 scnoihlnqott farme shewouklrt necesearily have to sign

lnllImetheoutln theentryvay,andthensh.woutdu
leiv

Q Wlethecapcns1cnwlhes.

141, EMU, Cbectto
BY B(. BIEI.BYt

Q lf. t.ombaid had to come ad meet you, he Wq4JI

need to sign in aadsJn out.I assume, dgt?

4 No,neesadIPi.
I Q W doetJustIeuingyoukn Were you

aiam, though, that your &ectronlc badge- that Uiét&s

01 con and gc1n and aM btilkthi1

I Uvou!ettrooibadga?
A lwuno%awarealhaL
0 uawmthyotuneIeoticnio

bieialsa-ismtarytkua,butireconIsthe.

A lwosn'tawareolthetno1.
q bOyouhearcottnastohenyauIethe

bagmOenherthatllthalday?
t A Ihavenaidea.

a Q Soydudnot maetthhotcapt? Isthat
3 whiou'rásaig?
4 A That is correcUes

5 0 eversethehe(opiai1
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1 a

11

11

23

z4

25

UouasMChamoMt.ax
ttlia1athc*r?
4, i thhkl mada- I thilik I nat a corimertor they

mada amknaflt tt pa1riabuI the- a uaUy Unk
th aotualty Invited me to e.the h t5cNhefl Ihá

dredo1hnnd.
Q YouddnkeaoIJIrat?

soor
:

L4

deumenUothepnd?

thabt$ OToeS Qa ysbotthaFAA
epsiecCrd$ as to 4ien abrdpierony Iq&etets

apucuaUon
Wawal4oHa?

IW.Wi.ua
Q dabyMnumbatonllit

Jut lilta ai p'ane, cated a tail-
deda1thSthoy,!.

fr Ivawartbtthatve>
ti
A Either they -I think th.KesrtatW

4

5

the Kiio a aft waa on th ground thai was

2: pniorlo 500. He gave nihIs bond altei 5O0br
: I-tdoncaarInganelra-yoUrtkitaIna
4 woudp4 excise o, 15 mInutes 5:00.

5 I do&t mcj il taWng IbM long tot Thorn In eL

6 us

7 Bl,e1EtY:
a Q oohatnçtandnq
10: bnS0p*and&15pJfl?
11 l. tU tócqrn.
12:

13 raccrItetIon is that tie Was here at07 or5* 1ha

14 wasrnyeilecdnIcan'tspaaktaUeFM(ecWth
15 of when Mr

16 e1copedioppedoøradar
17

18 Q
19 A uIieynhsolutetycan.
2 Q eFotdS-21 oeuwtyetaUsa
2 ynchs23 admrada,,wiIth
24 eacbods Sothena
25 actualtyedebomwtiaathahdwhemac

tgId ma that thaIe what they were doing or that he had luat

dOne that and lie w3s on his way 1Ih the bonds crsamsne
etsuttd m But that Is not new InfocwaUO,

Fothewwdwhen a heftccpter c an aircraft

savfaI hundred [eel, goes oil radat and t)laras

diceptot that. SoWcrutdh suxpriseyouthth3

hdcçpJq landlnth acluai!y landed alter the Um Of

you jislsuggesled

e;that would surprise nw,
It' Q Kaveyouaver&wenbetweenSouUnoodCorJntry
12 cd4fHealtltbrildkrge7
13 Yes1l believe I hava

14 Q floyoukncwtcWlangIltakestOgat,hecehoffl

15

16

17

18

20

at
22
23

24

25

there?

A tdon'T no,

Q W&GoogaMsankieathattakesbceensix
anmInutesdeiengonIraUtc. SassumhlhaI
the he&opter landed ala tatec than ffcloc1t p.m.

that Would mean that it wöutdbe another six to eleven

ebeloreit anivés here. Would4agraewIthth*

II Gooejscotrec?
il t.twn: Obe to them.
TIlE WflNE5S I befleve hat's h,ctheUcafly

true. I believe I recafl getting communications from

I * tebelocckthemutt SoyoiIveoLatei
2 mthortaWrbapsninilyxim
3 MKnoI p4atIotheOnt Sothate going

4. loafetaottic. WdouaneeMh
:5 thatt'
6 LO1IIAPD: Object to the form..

I iirWr1Ns:. tagreethatltwouidtakea
g couple -it would potentially taiw acoupto of,

9 mrriutesunIestheyhad-IdonInqw.. tk*knaw
10 whatUieircaisitualJon.ie
11 t,Biatr
12 Q y.Mdilwectodayandthayhadd.
13

14 Wa,wmyuethatthèrearevideocamascnlb!
15 ouldaoflhesaj?'
1ff A YeIarflaWaretttatLhaI'etiIdeotapéd.
17 Q HeevIde-videosOt
Ia peaplecomtgandgotigonthadoom?
19 A IhaveneverseoeavldeootanybadyaLtha
2t Departmein4 Health,

21 Q WhalyoudoaflerMtondhed
22 yv-ercusenaaedyoirthobondnd
23 the

24 A Ye&

25 0 Md Mf Cbaniizo, ho dnparteil?
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7

a

20

2*

24

A dn wAtamtWa5wttMtn1. tdot
!eCaWltc3 the eond peons

Q ThndnaAH Biflhéyboth

de tbeun-
A. Ye,.-.
* -(tou.bond. tJta d

ovabooe4asfaaayAIqatn
A IbH!dfYecWhl7WUgqlln?
A fla tts nsyot1ke..

4 gwqulse?.
A I ralt:, ;.. -, ... .' .

.Q Evtyyguwdhaye!oflgtha

A 1b*cou
Q.,

 I

A on'I1n9w. Ida qowháIciIdatte
1wa.eoVreQo.,

Q, Sure,o.
A ar quei undc- stfhtly under a ea aga.

13

14

'5.

(Ehih1t No. U was. mrkd4
.0 rmgowyuEU8$Jwot4da5kyau

It otj could eccnze iz but yrthe aaadUiat,
eflafl,!ObetO(a. *eto.

oUth$taiist grab coGnih
aansdatê4ándtImedaIU*LØç '?oui
seethat

Okay.
1, Q

.en Dec rSth, 2O1. Thai vould be the day the

.bonctwas due and youve IsWied was bdd to you..And.

tawa Obe.535pMt. 48. tnstwnslaxidattfllmt

VeethaUstson tha frame ab

20

22

23
a4

as

Q
A Ye

0 MdIthaIotirtnéy Coppdabel*dVou?
A Ye,Itts.
Q And It açers to be N coming out?

A Iltook3Itkatl. Icán'L3yfosurethat
thatheNlthol&

0 DoycadeythaIdool
thouthemnethat535p.fl

A No.

(ciihit o. IS earkd.)

2.

3

4

5

a

10

Q No

!bromtha1aday,amInuteotwatate So
aIatenh1f them was adlsDJsscfl oue [he doot betweet

Uhree&you, Wodthistalement7
A

4 1qec?

.t

.flJøc .Dmrnyhalin&ftoolftlem

flUngthatdayat
ttl4n,yoU!eca.

: IttaènIdà,
.

(txhih1 yç1)
a.,

iidkg.Poawe? Is thai you?
4 11atIaotakkem.

ci

4ce whathpee' .

have.bn?
.

A.: Idontow.-
(hjbit to. Ua ratj)

:. dlB7

18

'9

20.

21

2$

24

25

HIhat s eIIin? ThIs Is datedxn9thso
øutdhavebeOnthsaneday

. Ye;tdo
Q

anUieI.

111. t,ØMto Ojct to ihe torm
11IjE Yo.,

'Q Whkhpans?
A KoxsrepresentaUvesataim1ngthaItheyhad

.bmlUed thelt partonnenovbonul pitor o 5 ococ p.m.
Q dyouraneetSeatOIllcaoICoassioile

UseoepiienoiHe1th alientinrec1y Lba to niake

a aewa souçoe thal

that epmsera on was hi faIncorrect

- HI. WWo: Cblttiithelónni.
ThE WEL'tESS: No.

a . aui-a1_
t.LclMn Cthekmk
1E r1IE5S lithe depailuient soughtt r.tatIt

avery misiaka that eIther waa mrepoftedor

rnsrepressnted ty a dIspensing organization tt thø

press, we Would have to hire tu-linie people to keep

PA!]
29



1?

*
1$

zt

22

23,

24

ackoIthaL Nswas-whatth
repteseS,tIIv-ancH doa ktaw. I wasni them. I
dbtknN IF the vid said that or it

Iha whal the reporie eaid, bt that statement Is

uhu
We did not ?eit }toecesary.and rm not th

o8Who iakes these dernutcd
deprtrnen acIsloc- to reach.bu

Ms. Uaa kern and oonectam jaemet ont

51ELBYL. .

Q :1.çka lpwU paraphate4paØ

A. SUft;.

*
A:9

Q}wMaraGamb
&r14ó.

.L LkdthDbs9,2OI5was$Øthi.

Q'.

Wednesday a'e that all a! e fe!cesaees, inc

Central Flodda rcj1on winner Itho; hadrnel the th1na In.

pavethe hed the bonds.

.

Q Agaln,dIusWnonesa
ambJnadtocothor.

t c*4hRb; Chee.t to the torm

ET)ISS No. Thats1stnie..

Q The statement s bii that they had a at the

aadtn t pe that had the bonds

Q. taqu *axt1d says.

that they landed the hetcoç4w, )no landed the

ala akin m1nut2 a5OOpei
diadre Wednesday In pm he had naIled down aiequiIte

nqnbonL thnthestoty?
A tseethaUnthestory.
Q

naind up1h $5 millon In &MataaJ bkw5;OOpm.
Wodnsdnothalhwasbthadeapostth
bond. thalInlhastoy?.

A Isethatinthestoy.ves
(Exhibit No, U was aarked)

Q oyouExhlbll8&AgaInMt
apoea,sta be an a mall from Ihieltitivldual at.

Senalodawcnm tlIchaid Sleinbenj.

A Yes.

I Q 11ehucrodown,hehade.makd
yauaboebondandwhethfaMaiy.ccrea7

A Ves.

4 Q Aroup&d:

Q,

7 sy5paidU
h c,if'

10) Q
12. h&ocarht.:

4kslMeinonithtathehad
14 readtheyot,ebouttha
18 .

in

17. in wrni5: oi know.

18 aYl aiaty:

Q Ynecathaj
2a A. Iciassurne1frommadingIhlsIhalatIestone
21 thet person read that aiiJo.

Si apef ce bdIs tlecjsIaMe,
23 MuI
24 $SnonM4coire?
2 A Correel

1'
2
a
4

a

B

9

l.a

ft
12

13

a Afldadowong?
 A lbeKeve-1boXayayoar.
0 Nekeihebondonor

abnberthe9th,thwjfleadlabelneffed
.irtwoyearskmDec&nberlhe9th, criecl?

A b&levthat!ttrue. Fnisorny, Idoit have
ãbsolutreoaUa tt- for whatever ttasOn rm fggettlng

the length of the raquIemenI ol ttt baud. tLvoUld hiavt

to be qood for the !anghh that ihoye required to have a

bend,

Q 1nn!onhs,çore
A Thats.tni;yee.

(txhibit No, 8 was nrked.).

Q me;h.owncagrzs
Ehit8

AYe*
f And th iauet&fttUietop. Itsays,

Cancaon ca, o&mc

A Caxrect.

Q And its refem acing Knox Nurseiy, Inc.. and i

bond, cQwnct?

A 'e

Q
number matthes the bond uirerer that we talted about a few

I aihalfesaqoirslhesamebond. Wauldyo1aee?
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A T1it5 my undertAndIn.

cangtnbordtha5peentedflbecemberth

F. Q. Okay
k

ettedtye a clIanwh WaMarth25thWhicb

was -I dont recallhe xact date this letter wa senL

O ftwaweI-thl&wasIgnedoiiD nboc22n4 othey

j' hdyqtIIMath2sth At that point th bo4qiIdhay,
2 bancanceed.Q Smi13yaft*
r4 ebd Otposa:

MR. 1CiMD: Obfecttotha tofm.

111WI1ES t'ninua1agreewiththaIorm
*1 the question. uLyeah I aea that th occwred

ao $R BILhYI. ..
2I essthantwwthoeUnqo
22. edoimancbond,.

A. **pPeirihetway,ye
24 'Wsbamomeffioaa

5

2
3

4

S

7

a
9

Ia
11
12

14

ft

wet aboutUisbek*& NthsappilcatVa3topost

tbehondlscanceted1the apvththe'
neat hJghesscma in Udspe ieion sheba
stecied adnoIIled II thatprappth.
would be McCroys would it not

MR. LO.AR1J ObIêdic(hO lonil..

1H WI11iES5. No. Thaes not a cAnipleli

statomen, I don't areø Mth the way yt,i phrased inai

qUO5tlOfl.

Q Wpitnyway.ioyouwanflo
phrase ityow way?

LQARD OdtotheIIyo&tcan
answer hIS questIon as phrased, answer I it you

cant, yoq can te him you cant

BYIL 8IREY

Q Myoucanatie, )tanthedounients.
spa thmse

A I disagree with the way you phrased the lanuaqe

in the w!e I think you misquoted the rule4

a SowouyoureadIatflrecadtiacoire
phrase.

A Iab&diacaneeledardthdispen&nq
I orqanization lads to tile a nc bond With the department in

the required amount ci lime on or helare the effeotive date

af cancellatton, the dtsien&in orantiatIan shalibe'
revoked.

. A YR'.
i Q Wils
3 A ThtsIea1é1ehsDr.AanaLlkptoSw
7 Fetascn ateainq $afl FelascQ nd Ui ptIncpals that they

wer& flqW fl apptoved penslnq atIbm
Q And eØaL4xUw4thot2fl1

0 conectZ .. .ç ..

Ii k '(.
Q usIAeveody

hmthiawaaa!*ai!. Mi2O1O
(4 *hod laSn Faobehsuccesft4W 'ontpthdnec
17 . 0 AndIhisieuApthe4thla.-rtcafl
13

A. IthlnkanappravIetlarbutyas.
20, Mt,tnthesdpotU*isdCr
2 indude the same irentent tar San Fë3aataO
22 npancebondee ... ..

A. 1hatcwrL'
24 Q And(heiefeeeinIpliFafla41g
25 bosdaspota$5mionpeiioniwncabid1a,

1 ttheni ?nd thee dsentencels

iddntk iathepwteUers4ai
3 November2 then

4 quote-The oilginai bond payable to the aaepadrnen

5 cHèaithrnustbareceIdbythedepaMen(noIatarUi1
6 5o'ciqcp.m EaLcinuflda dllmáanAprd 1ot6,
7 - DIreadItheldiceooued
a AYesH

Q Depo*Rbbartdpdorta5
13 osternStal1daIdThOnApntha1Bth,2Ot6?
1.1 *:
12 a aowardeoththieteØgaof
13 Kn post heirbondcpiorta 5 o'ciOdp.n. on the deta

14 theyweeduarbe1arethedateywemdue,coed?
15 A liattscouect.
16 Q lepsddthparirioMciHeatitakeaft
17 ocelhe9thtqpiotthetUebQndhadhoan
18 submitted undmely?

19 NI. I.OAD Obleottathatorm.
20 ThE WfliESS: Thedepa1entdidnotdOtenT)}ne
21 that Knox's bond had been submitied unthnely

22 ayNR. B1EUY

23 Q Sohaglakelisinthatanswe,thatthe
24 aydno(doanxtha1tho4t
25 bohadbeendetveredtey?
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I IL I.CVARD. Dbod

2 TilE WIIilESS: The depailment does nptbeI1ie

3 lqoxS tatter was - that Knox's bond was deiyjrcd j.

4 an untimely fashlon.

6 Q Sao!eoursarrfl1)ci1qlonci1taa3tethai

1 deceon by tha depailm.ent. I assizTa that dcsion was rnad

8- Ihrou9h advice at kja1 wjrisnt, conecl7

IL L1JQ Cect o ihelorm. (a ahead.. -
10 flontrevcattheic,butgoahed.
.11 THE WI1}IESS The ssue has been dscussed wth

12 . legal counsel Ullimatety, the decisIon to accept

13 Knex pGdmiance bond was mine.

.14 aY IL IaBY:
i Q tpon adjce of leça1 ccunc-l?

16 itt. LCfi8AR0. Atain, viUiout revtating the advice.

17 tFJnk ho can answer that he ot legal advco.

18 1i WI1NESS It Was discussed wit counsel, haL

19 utilmatey the doclsjon was nine

21) SY.8tELY;
21 Q Andlsthcraamemooratet!eroradacurnontol

22 somal)p where this 1ssu has been teduced to writng t

22 hhe.wacaseeiI
24 A f to myknow1edga.

25 0 Wi weairg to us any drscuss you've had

1 with general counsels olfcó, rm essunng that !oday is

2 :heday that you are gc4ng tovebaJtyie us uçxn hat

pmviion or bais de dapariment has accepted ths Knox bcr4

4 after 5 o'clock p.m. on i]ecen±er the 5th, 201&

5 A I will it you would Like me to.

5 0 Ce1aily

7 . A Okay. Thedapaflmentdetcrrnlned that 111e5

8 o'clock time reqü!rerneritln ihelet!eris nets requirement

9 In the rute, We not a requirement in the statute. The

10 requirement In the rule is that they have.1O business days.

It And the OCU business day does r.ot slop at 500. As! told

12 you1 I'm frequently hen much later. And we beIied it was

13 reasonable to accept the Knox bond at just char 500, that

14 there was nothln- (hat tiwy-We could accept the bond

15 and it stUl be within the 10 business day equiremen1 and

16 for thet bond to be determined to be timaIy

17 0 VIaa San Fetasce Nurseiyntade aware of that

18 !toxibTTy pethapsin the dead!ine for the bond

19 III; II'ttRI Oh ject to the iann.

21) TilE !I1ilESS: I don know

21 RY IL tIELBY:

22 0 Wet, we just iockd Exhib 18, the ieLtta

23 San Fel whindudesw(thnt the&OQp.rn. deaiyine

24 i he letter. So was Knox Nurse ten treated dierentty

25 1than San Fetasco Nurseries in relationship ka the posting at

1Hhand
2 Lca Oblect to tliaiqrTn.

3 11JEW J.dyeo.
4

5 Q+ 8Swac&hathayl
6

7 A i4mt-
8 M. tont oothwfp,.
1) 1HEWIINESS [ddwtfthaywemg
10 nola
II ru tmj

Q

13 A dotdnwlt?anleIascaqr
J4 thetcounhconww1 ois with aflyon ftom Itta

18 or H .

19 Q Th4diqtwaØjniyieodon&
20 with all flwa ealou(thatamapofn
21 ttt AstIRtlult' CnW*takestamInule
22 Ili. t.OIMD wagntosa, OYCuWant to
2 take a qulckbreak?

IRLtLRV lsprohably-agaod1lrnforbreak

__t Got
2 Ww'eItthredord
$ tcreak)...
4 VDf0R$R B&onthefecordt3*
S aYttt au

U MrBai,welcomeback.

7..A
S (4nbitta 9Gwaarkd,)

in froriHhe R atl HØhAençyCIejj4 websfle

11 ffychanaabeyoutIeen bthaO}{eatthency
ith ebafléheiticday:
13. A IheindthveiYtbeefltoda
14 0 lethatantheagencIerkfortIte
1 nep1menlof IeatIy*wbitat talethhithe apenq
lB
1? ltdocunuernIsrecètvedby the 0epintettHetøi.
18 AndaebonomoltluspaqeoneltztatRsthatthe
19 a 10

2t1 o'ckxlt pin. Easn Thódthatthi
21 aencyd ki esflota fiffngsaher

22 thes ekendsandstwieho*dayS ote1ffle

23 at yourb ssdayandwryttjhatrWeent homthe
24 agoncyderkbusrnessday

25 Itt LcMu: Obecttothetorth.
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12

13

ii:
18
19
2ti

22

23

24

2S

1lW[ThE IdonThmwwhyhebu*esda
to, the agency desk ends at 5:00 p.m. Wne doe aol.

Mkia rreqientJy lash much longer. And don't know.

tátpeaktowty lheht liotrs ci opamoi are mm
8O0 tQ&00..

. Q eb*aWperhapaHtlalong&

omaavdeadin1& Md
*k*oeüian5O0PJlt. I
Unr3erstand Ih BUt the çAh1c u omonale Use d
yu haVe aIsled bUSneS3dy ......

A We dont4:
.

Q ineOncompaonat.UyeUhi
pcll1c end o Ureizinass day Lc eath buikie%s

, rdon'thgwadob.
Q

LG4APfl abjectto u*rqium.

iRE W1ThE5S fls posSble My adm1r1stJs
asetstaxit y*io Is an OPS, ho Wok 40 hous,sh
hcni at 5al tieaa yoticud say gt3ably DC

buslnes l'on and (he Bud dont bav a strict

begInrng ci end as to when ray.- the OCU bi$es

staj and ends. .

thh BIEi.B(','

Q Wand Itbe ala1rSrbslnesadayphIbaadha:
differeal limes o day to end o.cettain days? It just

hatbatwayl
1R. LARfl; Objecttothe!orrri..
IBEWIThESSL I suppose generally thal'1nie.

BYMR,.BltliYh

 ItMCtnwaretabedeposedandlthehssa
eec*ct!ao oh the converSation by telephone that ha may

save had with oU on Dacembef the 9tl, would Mr Chamlzn

bus1nss day thaday would be 530 p?

l. taAo: Object to th fo,ni.

hlEWflHE5s: Ihavenoldeawhathewoutdtall
you,

0 DeyouhaveanyrecahTeawhatyou1atdhim

I aasthedea1neecehvethatpapeoqktoithe
I bondthatday?

! A I don't know

3 0 Youdàn'tknaw-

A It en dea

5 Okay.Youdonlrocail?

1 A Covreat

2 eallonabothkd9
3 XamivinhthebcndthLdat
4 A Ye..
5 0 WtaeddM*thdhasttaWpmrdded
6

7 aesrkØofls bouts&ne
8 ic oirnntt. $dIrieadjotnenttQth
$

10 manybateduponthosadocurn

11 4a.kmentMBadG
IZ
13. AkO.
14 Q

18... A Ya

17 :.Q 0Oythavaasffimrycioanyoupavidatania

ii
19 . .

A MhdershafldingTshatlflpoiIIdbstkfloht
2t reatdlny ihe cqrnpktenes ravIaW the review of

,apationsj Ulmatehy iar&ng ofthaseeppIkMlon

2 and lh ubtqUentflcensu for the lpenelr1ll
24 ctgan1zatIcn.

25 ialseanticlpatObecalkctupthto give-.

3

I

5

6

7
a

9

10

11

12

teslhTlony regarding the scoring, the scores, the scoresheots

fci these- fo the central regtoTh ray know1edqe1hat

r artha most part, what I belteye Ill be le.sUmon- I

mnestiort
Q .Sowehavetadoday,youandabctthe

oertessr latheeanythln wtusual orditteteM

thalare.dffermtlrcrn what you have tneloday

AN
t. tllRD bjeqflq the (gm

BY IL BIE

0 Sm tàrè n'Ihacevleotthe.
a*ahlons Wi! ydu be pnQ any tesmony ragarding
re'ieW any appilcahlairS other than Mccory's or Knots

apptcaljon?

I.CA31A Objeohtothetorm

11IE I1SS I think path nd parcel cf tire

scoring ad review ssee,.thal there were semen

aplioantsin the central reglcn Sal beve that
inasmuth as saying that, you know, the leading score

was as a and that there were these six other

dispensing organl2atlefls l(ox was competing asist

the lime, I don nticlpategMng speclflcson any

other apphicaiTh

IL BIEt:
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3,

4

B

a

it

12

1*

14

riG

17

I a'

24

21

22

2a

24

25

Q
ltcznect that )cnoa actl McGiory's ar the rtu hlajiest

tanked ap atsYithfl U cn rglon7

A That i coriect

Q Idonwhownthathkdpaca
wyourcaUveacewent(o1

Whnyéoáarrifrijhe
ceseew Iha tstbronybahn1ted to the }no:myupmrenhgthe

I Kçans?.
A. rmsomtmwkylna1strat1ahekr

belween the dIIfurnctbetweeri tacj aid opiTon tat1rnon-

W'vhadsoffie qua otCurtstlwaAL1w "

regan tht eat tsus
raysdfllaciotheAU

A Yeah. Its dItItCu* tOfltto de5nealviilh
speciflc$t what jtaet and what Is opinIon estiInonyt;
HI be 9Ivin

Q IUetsta4
A IantIclpat that therewN become estlmany as

aa the ccqara reviaw Far eampIe I kaw Income of
tbaiø other hearings, as weve gone throuqh the scres

i&ve dane fo axampTe this appUcant and this applicant

In the,stsubcatogodas orcateqorle; this one wa ranked

hthar than thI ocri! thvefom they gotihe hIgha scare

tben this one. S* IrnpIIc1tII am siylnq,that, he my

opinion as a revIewerIht onewac better tharit this oaie

gui, don't know it we't oln (a get mm th.
spedi1cs ado the details furnished tn those

appflcations, whithones I believe are better than the other

one5 untes MaCroiy'o asks me,aboul It.

4: aritpggnceaaIn1iIhett,e

A. W&t the ballet.. the quality would be reheated

Jntherank Stilrs not neces. ity the rank determines

the quality, The quaIIt at tire in! mat onthat,thay

'13 provided would create the rank compared to the other

14 pplIcantslrithatreion..
15 Q W,iedaboutU1atperh
1& thara*IanoInecsuiIIbasedUponqUa1tiy,bUtlt*

11 baspnthegmatieacher,corted
1ff II!. 1d1ARO Objet iaføint
19 111EWI1NESS IthlnkwemaybetalWngpasteach

2Q otliereniantics. ithkemayissareas
21 iathemeaninofthawordrarrkscoring?
22 yLBt1BY:
23 Q Weaunspedftedmgrother
24 than ceiitral ii there were rwe appilcants and yrzi, In vain

25 capaciIyasfreclortheOfiaolCampãsslonalUsaaad

these tIyes anywhere near as gcod a

gaes each oOierwiUn s rgon?
A Thasconectk.

IL Bt.Bfl That's at I have today.
IL ttltL4ROt: CI, So we golnq to1ah a.

t'tflndiIn-ustntherecd,we'tI.
' JidU bringFinhath. Iveeotdomimèntsla'

éycu And nws1Iwraphirnuatthatokit
?it BIEI.SY: OIay. SayOsaveanqestIons

youhant1ther?
IL,t,e1RD Yes.
tP. BUY' C3ay That's Qood. Thank yQ
VIDEIGUffiEI( G.rji, We're rro going oIl thà'

record,

ereupan,lia deposition was adouçned at 4(

2i

23

24

25

7

a

9'

Ia

12

'3'

14

i5

16

17

19

21

22

23

24

25

5T OF aoem

COttiOY OF tcit

T, tie urderIqned aUthority, certif that said

sated witness ptrsofrally apperid befoii' ne arid was

srd,

thfslwd day of

0ar2G1

NaC
1-100-9144090
£SO-S*flU

CLt I

I1IãUO,.IJTIIi.S I____IL__.-'f------
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McCrary's Sunny Hilt Nursery v Courtney Coipola
DepartmentotRealtk Septewber7 2016

Pa194 Page 196

We are pow recotd. ft
I

2 epctofttpd,ostjoii1
a THE CóURTRZORTERDtdyouwan1thI3t .. '

I IEIBV: Oh, sur&. . ;.

B Tll COURT REPORTER a 4u01 c3t **Wu4 ssji9na

MRLLOMBABD Yes. I d*nt have choice '1 Ø.a*Lf$ ha th. fov.gL zoca.1na w.c

a bsor. n t Uz. .4 $ic. tnd'siia
cUpnthedepostioftWøsconcIudedat d*ti th* ysorChan4not**wars taiftaa

Ia t0 **td din * togqog pau.
ii. 11 wsa. 2. thoa. 14 az sn4 r.ocr8 o

12 1 I -hi aid*OISdi
13
1k4 14 2 iu;t*rn; csnt that Mt *
11 1.5 1S) i&j Q Dn4 $ *fl a ths I*:*i,. r

16 5 i xi*ti;vI

11

lB .

D' this 13th da of B.ptaab.r, 2OiI.
2*

.22 . 22 . ei, *w1. ca
Notar Pub1i
1-600-934-9050

24-
85222L

25

p9gj97

3. BIc&rz O O 1 1 hti* .sadt ths tzinøript Dt n do,i1oo, 1.

2 . . 2. oØ 1$, inisa

3 DQ1ZUdtOI1 *I4/OJp wndt*nt tiaa4 bOWi..ii4 ___
S T1T* 6i vrm. -

I 4
I -: .

7 gW4w ii.on or chaxirja

9 t th '-gnnd otbondty* Ufy thz

10. ad4 aundgi*t i.ttn.s. 'uasi.l1y ar.d bstoz 10
It wisibn. .. . .. 3.

t3.
14 HflIuI bind and andi. thia 13th 14

ia dy of SIpta.z 201d4 .

1.6 . . _________ _______
11 1.7_ .

.19 ________ _______
19 19

20 20

21 21 Dat. of Paposiion Saptaabu 7, 2016

JUDY Cnfl?. PFR, CPR
22 Raporto: dy chin, BR,

23 1-000-934-9090
850-87a-2223.

23

24 24

25 25

Min-1J-Sccipt® Accurate Stenotype Reporters (49) Pages 194- 197
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MèCrory's

Sunny H INursery v.

Department of Uealth

Courtney CôppbI
September 7, 20

page 182 page 164

ithat
they had a certain number of days to cure . request 1ot1iey baveyalir inyovement?

a somethIng, prolde sometlaing audit they dlii not thea 2 ML LO1SBUU Object t the tcrm.
a there Would be conse4uence. But if they did CUIO 3 TEE WIThESS, if the public or any-

4 wztbw that tame period, then they would repeal their 4 Miy production request or public request fbr$
letter And they did that so the letter was repeaIed s docuienis iaa to go tboiugb. the Publiiilecords
and the bond 6 Ornee,which Is watlini the Office Of Getierat

Q

rmsorry- What? 7 tbunse1
a I said that was rescinded, repealed, whatver BY MR flTELY3

word, afld the boud Is stilt Intact 9 Q Right And itihat records tequest invtved
Q Okay; Yes, dercollateralized,does 10 doentsafyonrsorkepttyyouwithintheOfficeof

ai that efresI your memory asto theterminoIog? i Compassionate Us; what is the procedure fbr either
12 A No u reciuestilr production 1eaBy orantblie records
i Q Okay Yufl like this We aro shuling to requesttobe responded to?
a4 somagencraIquesUoas 14 ZfELOMThtflB'Objecttotheform.
15 So docs the Office a CbinpassionateUe or the 15 IDE WITNES& It depends ouwbat thedocumeit
16 DepmtmentolffealthbaveadocumOotretentioflpolxey? is' is' 1? A Cais you explain that it little bit ii B BttJ3
is Q Ate you aware of what a doumenttetentisu ia q AlInght Have you ever beexireqtiested in
is policy is? i this case to provide any documents that yotibave

A Yes, slr. o retamed or uiyOur posse sion ingMcCroxa Sunny

21 Q Aliright What is at? Because a document 2 ThlfNursexyi
ss retention policy 1wUl ask you about is is there a 22 MR. LQMIiABDt Objeetici the forni

policy of the Department of Bealth thy the Omce c$ 23 TIlE W1rNESS I have never beeurequeste&

2t Compassiotiato use to retain. certain documents thr a 24 i'm flQt sure ifyou guys have sidinutted a
ce 'uperiod of thn and/or qes iv you za pub'Ucreotds requeator not. I Would asatininyoti

Page . . Page 165

x parinissibtito destroy documents either unmedratety Oi i have

afler a cOrtain amnoontof tune? a Butwe'-iflegal doestit already have it;

3 A I knçiw about Sushl public record retentaoa 3 the Public Records Ofllce dest already have the
4 rchedule& a document they' need, thay'fl reach out and 1t11

5

Q Okay- And those are enforce and they apply to a provide that; if lint the one that haa it or our

6 the Department of Health at this time? 5 omce,mysel Or Christian
I A iwould think so. 7. BY]v1R. PLfl

aQ
Okay. Are you gwen any inStrUction as to a Q Do yntt know whether or nottbe public records

g that? 9 departmentthat nds.to that reqpest whether ornot

10 A 1robabJy in employee trainmg 1,0 they have aCcess to your ematls yo documents
ii. Q Okay All right And do you observe it? Do ii. without your cooperatmu?

12. yQufoilOwit? 1* A. Yea,sir,.

is A Yes.sir. 13 ' Theyda?
i.t Q Okay-. Doyouknowwhetherornotyou have 14 A. Yes,su"

is been asked for oryon have provided any documents is Q Okay
a4 requestedpumnanttáarcquestforpredncthniora 15 A Well ernails

L7 public records request regarding McCrory's Sunny Hill rr Q Do you bae any electronic devices that are-
is Nitsciy or regarding the central region ofFlodda in no laugter-. owned or provided to you by the State of

i applications? ia Florida?
20 A I don't reçeva publl4 records requests or 20 A Yes, sir.

21 production requesla. 21 Q Okay. What is that?

22 Q All right; if a member of the public makes a 22 A I have a laptop computer,

23 public records request which touches upon docirnts that za Q Okay.
24 may be housed within, your computer, how is that - how A. And a cell phone.

25 does the Department respond to the public records 25 Q And those devIces, do you use them to perfoun

Mm -ti -Script® Accurate Stenotype Reporters (41) Pages 162.165
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Courtney Coppola ]vkCrorys Sunny Thil uer V
Septcmbei'7,2016

r

Department QEHea1t1L

'

Pagel5G.

1, Q Okay, Ai4 she called and said the' are on 1. Q Okay So you would ha'e had to open that door

2 thetr way and they atO very close 2. O let Mr Kritx In?

What was the pnrpos ui hat callIng to tall 3 A Yes, sIr

4 you that' 4 () Okay Secaise xtwa aerS 8(1 otcick?

5 MR LC)P4]3AWt Object tçi the tojm S A 1 dlIp'topeu the door for him

UIE WJ.TNSSi Idon'tknbw why Q o tie entre4the doorebis wu accord

i purpose - i becausa the ctso was unlocked?

a B' ØLB1ELY a A I djdut open the door for tdn

u Q Ohy.. Wll, Inean, lm sony to junp to th $ Q Okay I)ld someoan clac otn thu door fr hmi?

1.0 ue4 conclusion. Uutyou getup frqinycr desk andyou io A t don't know.

it. were In the lobby to rceive the docuxnut, SoLwhat al Q Okay But you wer in. the lctib Ton
12' pronted yoa toga into the lobby to receivO the i obsetved him. entei the lobby, correct?

i3 document? i.3 A. L wa, lit the lobby when tie got there I don't

1.4 A rdidn.bay thatl hung up the jhone withl*er JO*QW thatt'waiched hun altc through the door

ta and ran lflto the lobby. 15 Q Okay Woultsupnsoiha4tdeo
i, Q Okay s othe Outside ofthe building after 5 0( o'clock p iii.

a. 1. So tbat didn't l*appeu. ai' that shows who was entnng and exltizig the bul&ng
Q You did go to the 1olby af'te you liwig up the za after 5,00 oelockp rn,.?

t phone..- 19 MRTQBARD:QbjcttoUiefbrn*..
A Somethue after 2Ci Yo beard her say it came after S ôG right?

21. Q So tell iñe how it came aboitt thatyou and. 21. T[LF, 'WTLNESS' No, thatwould not surprIse ow

22. chxlstranwere hotli iii the jobhj wltcnMr Knox tame iite 22 tbatyou had those tapes That does not surnse
aa the lobby to give you the perfonnance bond? a me,
24 A Whatuuule us go into the lobby? a.t BYS4LB]EtBY
25

'!
Ye*naant 25 Q WeflsomelaquesfIousthat

Pa isa - aeiGt

t A 1 behevewe got-I got another call to the 1. have obvious answers, begausethat'swhar'we do.. And it

a main ofitce line t'oni I tbhik someone at outliwoo4. 2 iS kind of to make a complete rccotd4

a saying that they were oRtlelr way to us from hIre 3 So wbeI ask the next question it is not

4 Southivaod Ren Center, SOuthwood Golf Course, some 4 because yOlircounsel interrupted and sa*d which Is. nOt

a facility here in the ueigbborbood a an qbjection your ntemiptro; that you heard tier say

o Q And asL.edyotto o mta the lobby? S came at S 0(L need to ask you again.

A No. 7 So Mr Knox banded to you alid Mr ]3ar the

a Q t'iu stilt uunous a performance bond after 5 00 o'clock p

a W114 prompted you and Mr4 B to both be iii s A Like I said betWe, I didn!t cbck the exact

i.o th lobby at the same timeto receive the perftirinance 10 tune But, yes, it 'was aftei :O0 p rn.

it bond from Mr Knox'? Ii Q Okayi Mew moments ago tasked a question.

12 A. Someone train the Soutb'wood facility called and 12 about p rfatmauc6bond tbrXnoic and Ibelieve you

13 said we areiraz*sportng someonC to yon now from wehln 13 expressed some surprie that the perthrniancebond '-the

I4 Southwood. So it's nottbatbig, So 'we went outto the 14 Knox perfonnancelioid had beeittaken dawn andreplaccd

is lobby1.. 15 by a subseqttentboucL

16 The doors lock at S 00, and it's pretty empty 15 Wereyou not aware of that?

17 Soitwas gettIng around that time And wejustwent 3.1 MB, LOM:BARD Objeetto the forni

as out to receive it. 18 '1flF WITNESS I didnt sayf was surprised I

I receive all the document, I receive in the 19 said that I didnt understand, when you said second

20 lobby, our door is locked, ecne. 20 bond, became I didnt -I dout think there is a

2t Q The dOor to your office? 25. second bomL

22 A Yes. 22 BYMR.BIELBY
23 Q Bi4 the Outside door to. the building tacks at as Q Okay. Whts your understanciutig of the lnox

24 5:00, correct? 24 bond?

25 A I believe so. 25 A They received a letter from their bond company
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i theqt and ther wont I not be a reived stamp on
2- A Idon't know4

Q Okay And the reøee stamp- gives the thte
4 coirect?
a A The date stamp grves the date. Yes, sir

e ( r there a tinrn on the stanip?

i A Nosir
e Q to you wntC the time f day on the stamp?

A No,ir.
10 Q Yçuamawthpormncebendshai
II fld0pmthetenthbusiuesaday,
12 COtTect2'

13 MR.LOMBARD, Qbjctto the fom.
m wur'mss rm not aware that thats a

reqiurement. liwow thas what it said ni. the

6 lettei

1.1 Bv11 UIILBY
ia Q Okay And yea bad occasion to review the
is leUci to se iEit sai4 that in the lett&

ao A I've seen the letter betore, yes, sir.
at Q Arnl.you answered t as if youiiad occasion to
at review that particular point before today
23. MR. LOMBAIWt Object to the farm.

TREW11'NESS havesnthetterbetoiet.

13

14

- Pa.15et

1 3LY ML BIRLflY

3 A X probably assisted in mailing it out.

4 Q Okay So the award lefterwhicl would have in
5 itithastobeby5 OOp.xn.pnthetenthbusiness day,

correct?
1 A Yes, sir.

0 Q Okay Yettlie bench dMntncedto lie thereby
500 p.m. onthetenthbusuless day, a that wuityoure

io saying?

ii. MR. LOMBALW Object to tIme forum..

TIlE WUNESS McI no, I didnt say that

4, YyiRMIELBY
14 Q Okay Sobackto!vfrKnoLScMrI(noxatid
15 his Mend tim person with tum, they came anti they were
i6 maide of the lobby, 4025 -

11 4. Yes,slr..

i Q dihyb4tçyouandcttaiithe
19 erformaztce bcnmd?

2(1 A Yes, sir..

at Q And that occurred prior to 500 o'clock p.m.

22 on the tenth büsmness day?

23 A I don recall fbe specific time, but I

believe it was after 5:00.

25 Q Okay. Andyou are aware tliatheflowto

23

24

25

oppota
r 7,2016
rage

1assce a a belIcter to delivé thatb
50Qoclockpm?

Q Okay Itow were you awarthathe flew to

Tallahassee ma helicopter?
A Soineouc from lu office ca1leLte let us know

that he waS on his way -via helicopter.
Q Called by telephone

A Yesir.
Q Oka Andwhen yoe say called to jet as know,

ddyoai-eeeive the phone cafl?
A Yes,sfr
Q Axulwhowaaitthatoaljedm?
A JtwasaiyomaitftomKuoi. Ldtmtremembcr

hcr name.. -

Q And wbat did. she say?

A They are on their way via helicopters

Q All right.

- Very close

Q Mid they are Very close

Q And didyoti note -the tune that she called?

A No,sir4

Q Cwtofbrmewhatbmeo1daythat
was? -

I A. - Lithe late afternoon, Afternooit After

lflncb,before :x went home.

3 Q Andwhatthdioumnakeofthal? Whatwas your

4 opinion of Ibe time when you learned that they were

coming by helicopter to deliver the bond?

MB LOM:BAIW. Object t the Ibrut

TBZ WITNESS. 'Whet ptwonnl opililon

helicopters?

Ime ive never had anythtng deljyered to

10 mneby helicopter before

i, BYIB.BIELBY
1 q Exactly mypouit

That must have been interesting, wasnt it?

11. MIt LOMB.ATh)Objet to the form

is TRI1 WIrNESS.tdon'tthuilcitis interesting.

i& BY ML B1BLB(
17 Q Okay4 OtcI any of the other awardees de1&er

ia thefrbomt by beRoptet?

i A Not that I'm aware of.

20 Q Okay. Andwhenthewornaucallcd-
21 Did you get hçr name?

22 A NO,sir.

23 Q She identified herself as being with Knox

24 tursery?

25 A Yes,sir.
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:Mnsun H Nurer Courtney cbppola
Department !ILeath September Z 2016

Pag 2, pie4

j i. ST11UTATIONS
2 The bUowtn dep onoCOJRThE' COPPOLA
3 Was taken cut eta! eam1nation pursuant to notice, tbr

fl1LTB

4 purposes of diacivery and fr ue a evidence, and tar
a other ues and purposes asina.y be permitted by the

6 applicable and ovexnmg rules. 1eadin and siilngis
TnotwaiieL, ...:

t * !
DmB S ZSQUXR* TBVThEOGRAIHR GoocL aterrion

-. ..

V*ina

r*wrnc. in . .. . . .

We are uo on the record..
flij is th eotapc deposition OtCOirIUOy

12, Coppola, taken in Tallahassee, Fondaron
BNT2i CtWEN'" 13 Wednesday$eptemberthe7th,2Ol.64

m time ta i;3 p,xn It the cas styled
is MCrpye Sunny -MCrorys Sueny gill Nursery,

33
6 PetitiOnervdsusDeVi*ofUCaltb,

.: .... . 3$ spondent File tlio.StteofFlorldi,
i.a Division otMxntnlstratiye leztng Case Number
i. 154275'
20 flie C treporte this aflernogiifs tudy
2] thifl

The videographer i OtargiZ.

23 Counsel, )!ou may now introduce youiseves and

__ACCUP)Z S5EtP ca4 24

25

thewitiiess W11 1,o sworn.
B ttmtne13teiby ap4 payle htrnrn

;

- . Pay

t. of Greenberg Ttaiing mA Tallahassee, counsel r

3
d1ect Einti.on bg 1r isa 4 the Department of ItaajtL And with xie laNichole

5 GeaiY the General CouneeL for the Department of

6 Health__

4.
Zt .:

IS .LatX-Xnauctian* Radtted .4
9Thee" Q.. ..........

Cot RU4Et COPPOLA7 1i StOrr 6'Z

i was called asaWitAess having been first duly sworn,

:io Car. Qf Orginb.. 12 was exanitned and testified enfolows

amzcTED QtXot ST ga 14
STRCE3! 'OBZO 5 Pg 146

13 TUFWZTE8S Yes,
. D!BECX141NATION

caasixcane
o earn. 15

16 Q Gbodtmoming
am :sxQL.t?T 198 rr Good amcait'ra .4 Good aftetnoon

Q CouKtyou tafeyciur ftiU name k'orine,.pleae

A Courtney Voppola.

21

Q C)kay My middle name?

22 A Courtney Irances. Coppolit.

25 Q Okay. Iis pronounced Coppola?

ACUBAT. UOTTP* mpoRTERs. 24 A Yes.
25 Q All right lit mess thatup, I apologize in
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Courtney coppqa MCrory's Stnny} ill Nursery v

September ? 2014 epsrinicat ol tealU J
Fa9e5G

2 A. Yes,sLr1 i. A, Yes,air.
Q Were you made aware that no Nursezy dd z4 Q Okay And waa that pars of yoir job

3 post its bond within the teitbusines day timefrazne?L 3 responszbthty to take that and to put ithetever the
4 MIt LOMflABD: Objectto the fonn 4 epardntneedsitp1ace4?
5 TRffNESSI can't- s 1 store the ierforinance bends, yes, sir.

I don't kno how to ansWer that questro1. It Q So you sth,thent How do you store them?
7 you arephrasbeauei(noxNurseiy did post A. In a locked file ebidet.
a theiond a Q Okay Ml by the perfouance boad you mean
a BY4R.BIELBY a thepapmgthatthecisaierfomiancebond7

10 Q 1)dosttheirbondwithinthcten 10 A Yes,sir.
ii, bnsuies day tiweA-ame? i.i. Q All right When the perbrmance boiid r j
12 A 'es,str 1Z tEQhagbWaspastedwaathefta{tateortame'sta1np.
i Q ORay Ancthowddyortlmowthat? u onto thepertbrznnncohond?
14 A. Iwas there ben ,t'as eeewed.. i¼ X dou1t reesil spa caMplas Hut):
is Q Okay berewereyouwhenitwasreccivcd? 15 generally date stamp thuig
i A. In thelobby i Q Okay Sow sometbngd-Idortwantto
':7 Q Lobby at- t.7 use the.tenn flied ncotrcct1r ]is A Building 4O25 Department of Ealtb.. s.a When something is banded to you i iour
LS Q Okay Md it waa eccivedb whom?.. à1I me 19 capacity witlim the Office of Compassionate Us; would

20 who broubt it, bow t was pcsted. 20 you çQnsce that to bereceived by the Office ot

at A it was received by Christian and I, by 21 Compassionate Use?
22 1Ir Kuox, aud another genfleinaa I don't remember his 22 A 1ot evtty tune somebo4 hands something to me,

2:3 name. 23. But when I receive something I don't date stamp it. I

24 Q ndiwanthclobby 24 datestampsomethngs
25 A Y4s, si 25 .Q the perforetance batidthemslea,youwou14

Page j5i Pegel53. a
i Q Of 4O2 is that what you said? t have date stamped that?

* A es,sjr a A litaveaslamp,
a Q Thaisthebuitdinguumber? a Q TheO1cebssastampthatgoesouthe

A. Yes,sir. 4 pemancebondl?
a Q ThthatthebinIdmg*hreyoundCbnstiaii S MR.LOMDABDrObJectto the foñn

- Tr Ba!s qifice was at thatthne? a (3o uiiead.
7 VNS&Yesthayeadatestanip

a Q Ateweht4O2? Wxóiiot,arewe? a BYMItBIBLBY
9 A oi sir a Q 1ddznukeajmnpthere.. 1m sorry Ii Q Where is that physically from where We are to U when something is handedor given to Mr.

1 herd? 11 Baor deherecIto the OWen of Compasstonata Use, you.

IA.. Across the parking lot.. Ia have a received stamp wlitoh you stamp onto it?

13 Q Okay So that'where1our office is Ia A I have a date stamp4 1 don't recall if it

ii eutentlya]so? i4 says received on it

yes i.5 Q. Qay,Tbankyou
16 Q Sor, .iio,c, another indivIdtal- do you 16 SqiweWer to go and look atibo

remember ins namc? ri petfonuance bonds now each of them would have a date

is A NO, sir. is stañip Oi it?

1 Q Butthetwooftkemcamcandcaniemto the 19 A idon'trlspecJ1yiftbeyeaclido
20. lobbyandpasledthebond? no But-i

22. A They provided it to Christian and I. 21 Q Okay. Why Would some have it and some not?

22 Q }andd it ta you and Christ an? 22 A 1 just don't recall every instance

a A Yes air. 23 spCciflcalLy off the top of my hea& But we have those

nt Q So a piece of paper that had on it perlbrinance 24 document.

na bond, Knox Nursery. etcetera, et cete±a? 25 Q Okay. Would it surprise you if you reviewed
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

IN RE: LICENSURE OF THE LOW-THC
CANNABIS DISPENSING ORGANIZATION Case Nos. 15-7270
FOR THE SOUTHWEST REGION, 15-7272

Respondent.

ORDER GRANTING RUSKIN'S MOTION IN LIMINE

This case came before the undersigned on Petitioner Plants
of Ruskin, Inc.'s Motion in Limine to Preclude the Introduction
of Evidence Supporting Alpha Foliage, Inc.'s Application
("Motion"), which Plants of Ruskin, Inc. ("Ruskin"), filed on
August 1, 2016. Respondent Department of Health (the
"Department") objects to the relief requested and filed its
memorandum in opposition to the Motion on August 8, 2016. The
Motion was heard at the outset of the final hearing on August 8,
2016, and was granted after the parties had presented their
arguments. The purpose of this Order is to reduce to writing
the ruling made at hearing so that the decision will have been
formally rendered, and to explicate the grounds for granting the
Motion." If any part of this Order is deemed to be in conflict
with any statement made by the undersigned at hearing, this
Order is intended to be the controlling expression of the
undersigned's reasoning as to the matters addressed.

The background is familiar to the parties and need not be
repeated here. Ruskin's Motion is based on a simple contention,
namely that, as a matter of undisputed fact, Alpha Foliage, Inc.
("AFI"), does not meet one of the clear and unambiguous
conditions of licensure as a dispensing organization ("DO")
The qualification that Ruskin says AFI lacks is continuity of
operation. The continuity -of -operation requirement (the "COOR")
is set forth in section 381.986(5) (b)1., Florida Statutes, which
provides in relevant part that a DO "applicant must . . . have
been operated as a registered nursery in this state for at least
30 continuous years."

There is no dispute that the Department cannot waive the
COOR. In a "Dear Applicant" letter to AFI dated July 29, 2015,
the Department notified AFI that its (the Department's)
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"preliminary review of the application
indicated . . . [that AFI's1 application did
not contain the required certification by
the Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services ("DACS") that Alpha
Foliage, Inc. has been operating in this
state for at least 30 continuous years.
Section 381.986 (5) (b), Florida Statutes,
requires that an applicant must have been
operating as a registered nursery in this
state for at least 30 continuous years."

The Department's Memorandum Opposing Ruskin's Motion for
Partial Summary Recommended Order/Motion in Liinine, Exhibit "A,"
filed July 8, 2016 (emphasis added) . The Department added that
it had "no discretion to remove this statutory requirement."
Id.

It is undisputed that AFI was incorporated in the state of
Florida in April of 1991. That is, AFI did not come into being
as a separate and independent, unique legal personality (or
jural entity), one having its own discrete and distinct
existence, rights, and obligations, until 1991. Obviously,
therefore, as of this writing, it is impossible for AFI either
to have been operated as any type of business by its board of
directors, officers, and other managing agents for more than
approximately 25 years, or-acting through its employees and
agents-to have operated any type of business for longer than
the period of its entire existence, i.e., 25 years to date.
See, e.g., Corporate Express Office Prods. v. Phillips, 847 So.
2d 406, 411-12 (Fla. 2003) (as a legal entity separate and
distinct from its shareholders, managing agents, and employees,
a corporation has its own existence, rights, and
responsibilities)

Ruskin asserts that AFI, as an applicant which has not even
existed for 30 years as a matter of undisputed fact, does not
and cannot meet the COOR.2' It contends that, consequently, AFI
failed to submit a valid application, and in turn that the
Department could not lawfully have approved AFI for licensure
had AFI been required to defend its application in this
proceeding. See Johnston Broad. Co. v. Federal Commc'ns
Comm'n.,, 175 F.2d 351, 356 (D.C. Cir. 1949) (in comparative
hearing, agency was without power to award permit upon
application that failed to meet statutory requirements for
consideration) . That being the case, Ruskin concludes, no
evidence regarding AFI's comparative qualities is relevant, and

2
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all such irrelevant evidence must be excluded. See
§ 120.569(2) (g), Fla. Stat. ("Irrelevant . . . evidence shall be
excluded.") The undersigned agrees with Ruskin. And yet,
while the question presented is not, ultimately, a difficult one
to decide, there is a bit more to the matter than meets the eye.
Given the significance of the ruling, a more thorough
explanation is warranted.

To begin, though, it must be emphasized that the decision
being made here is an evidentiary ruling regarding the relevancy
of evidence, namely evidence tending to establish the
comparative qualities of AFI vis-à-vis Ruskin and the other
Petitioner, Tornello Landscape Corp., d/b/a 3 Boys Farm
("3 Boys"). This Order is not a stealth summary judgment
against the Department, as the Department argues would be the
effect of granting the Motion. Indeed, it is difficult to see
how this evidentiary ruling adversely affects the Department,
which has not alleged that either of the remaining Petitioners
is unqualified for licensure as a DO.31 To be sure, the
Department preferred AFI, to whom it would have issued the only
license then available had the preliminary agency action become
final, which never happened, but AFI is now licensed pursuant to
direct, independent, and supervening legislative action. In
effect, the Department has already gotten what it originally
wanted (AFI as a DO), and the instant evidentiary ruling will
not change that outcome. At "worst" for the Department, it will
eventually be required as a result of this Order to issue
another license to a qualified applicant,4 which it is
authorized by law to do-an undesirable outcome, perhaps, for
AFI and other licensed DOs who might prefer a less competitive
market, but hardly a loss for the Department,5' since, as a
governmental agency, it presumably has no interest in maximizing
AFI's profits.

There is and can be no dispute that the relevancy of
evidence tending to show that AFI would be a better choice for
DO than either of the Petitioners depends upon the existence of
some preliminary facts, including that AFI (the applicant) has
"been operated as a registered nursery in this state for at
least 30 continuous years." This preliminary fact, in turn,
rests on several subsidiary facts, which would be elicited by
the answers to the following questions: (1) Who is the.
applicant? (2) Has the applicant been in the business, in
Florida, of growing plants for sale at a nursery (i.e., a place
where plants are grown)? (3) Was the applicant's nursery (i.e.,
its place where plants are grown) registered in this state?
(4) Has the applicant's Florida -registered nursery property or

3
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properties been under the applicant's continuous operation for
at least 30 years?

For purposes of the Motion, the applicant, of course, is
AFI, a Florida corporation. In order for evidence of AFI's
comparative qualities to be relevant, the answers to
questions 2, 3, and 4 above would need to be "yes" with respect
to AFI. Here, there is prima facie evidence sufficient to
answer questions 2 and 3 in the affirmative for proposes of
making the ruling on relevancy. It is the fourth question that
gives rise to the disagreement at hand.

The relevancy of evidence regarding AFI's comparative
qualities, thus, depends upon the existence of a narrowly drawn
fact: that AFI has been operated, or been operating, for
30 years.61 If that statement of fact is not true for AFI, then
the evidence in question is not relevant. For guidance in
resolving this issue, the undersigned turns to the Evidence
Code, which in section 90.105(2), Florida Statutes, provides:

When the relevancy of evidence depends upon the existence
of a preliminary fact, the court shall admit the proffered
evidence when there is prima facie evidence sufficient to
support a finding of the preliminary fact. If prima facie
evidence is not introduced to support a finding of the
preliminary fact, the court may admit the proffered evidence
subject to the subsequent introduction of prima facie evidence
of the preliminary fact.

As stated above, the Motion is predicated on the
straightforward assertion that AFI was incorporated less than
30 years ago, in 1991, which means that AFI cannot have been in
operation for 30 years. To defeat the Motion, the Department
needed only to proffer prima fade evidence that AFI has been in
operation for 30 years. Actually, the undersigned would have
denied the Motion if the Department had merely represented that
it would introduce evidence showing that AFI has been in
operation for 30 years. The Department was unable, however, to
clear even this low bar.

At hearing, the Department's counsel articulated "exactly
what [the fact-finderl would hear from the witnesses and what
steps the Department took to confirm that each of the applicants

. satisfied the [COORI." Tr. 27. For purposes of deciding
the Motion, the undersigned accepts as true the facts as he
stated them:

4
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Here's what happened. It's really
simple. In 1983, Alpha operated as a
partnership. In 1991, it decided that it
didn't want to have that legal form anymore
and then became an Inc.

Throughout that course, Mr. [DeMott]
and Mr. [Buster}, who are the partnership
and who are the owners of the Inc., operated
a nursery in Homestead. That nursery has
maintained continuous operations for
30 years. That nursery has maintained a
certificate from DACS for 30 years.

It presently possesses a certificate
from DACS for 400,000 plants, and those
gentlemen are nurserymen, or one of them is
at a minimum. So it satisfies -- the
applicant satisfies the [000R]

* * *

From DACS's perspective, who [referring
to DACS] is the sole regulator of nurseries
in the state of Florida, Alpha has been
operating continuously for 30 years as a
registered nursery within the state of
Florida.

Tr. 25-26 (emphasis added). According to the Department, the
evidence would show that the partners doing business as "Alpha"
(Messrs. DeMott and Buster) from 1983 to 1991 decided to
incorporate their business in 1991, forming AFI, the corporation
which would apply for a DO license, as the applicant, 24 years
later, in 2015. This statement alone establishes that AFI has
not operated for 30 years-a necessary condition of satisfying
the COOR.

The Department insists that the fact that AFI is less than
30 years old is not fatal to AFI's ability to satisfy the COOR.
Its argument proceeds as follows:

(1) AFI owns and operates a "nursery" as
defined in section 581.011(20), i.e., "any
grounds or premises on or in which nursery
stock is grown, propagated, or held for sale
or distribution.

5
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(2) This nursery property of AFI's, which
is located in Florida, has been registered
with DACS for more than 30 continuous
years

(3) Section 381.986 (5) (b)1. provides that
an "applicant must . . have been operated
as a registered nursery in this state for at
least 30 continuous years."

(4) The term "applicant" is defined as
meaning a "nursery that meets the
requirements of Section 381.986 (5) (b)1..,
F..S., applies for approval as a dispensing
organization, and identifies a nurseryman as
defined in Section 581.011, F.S., who will
serve as the operator." Fla. Admin Code
R. 64-4.001(1).

(5) Therefore, AFI's section 581.011(20)
"nursery" is the "applicant" for purposes of
the COOR, which is satisfied because the
nursery property where AFI conducts its
nursery business has been registered with
DACS for more than 30 continuous years.

This argument's conclusion (no. 5 above) is illogical and must
be rejected as ünpersuasive. The Department is rying to take
deceptive advantage of the fact that the term "nursery" can
unambiguously refer to different things, depending upon the
context in which it is used. In particular, the term "nursery"
can denote a nursery business, as in "AFI is a nursery"91; and,
it can refer to property-a place where plants are propagated
and grown-as in, "AFI owns and operates a nursery."

Thus, AFI, which is a corporation and not a place where
plants are grown, can clearly be called a "nursery" without
ambiguity. When used to reference a nursery operator which is a
business entity such as AFI, the term "nursery" is shorthand for
nursery business or nursery organization, in the same way that
"dispensary" is an unambiguous short form of "dispensing
organization" when the context makes clear that the
owner/operator is being spoken of, as opposed to its store,
which can also be called a dispensary. The nursery
organization, however, is distinct and distinguishable from its
nursery property. While the business organization and its place
of business might each properly and unambiguously be called a
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"nursery," with the context telling which is meant, the
underlying reality (which the words merely signify) is that AFI
as a nursery organization owns or holds nursery property as an
asset: In short, a nursery (the corporation called AFI) owns a
nursery (area where plants are grown)

With this in mind, it is beyond reasonable dispute that
Florida Administrative Code Rule 64-4.001(1), in defining
"applicant," clearly and unambiguously uses the term "nursery"
to mean nursery organization, not nursery property. This is
plain from the context, for obviously a place where plants are
grown'cannot apply to be (or be licensed as'°') a dispensing
organization; only a nursery organization can do that. The
irrefutable conclusion is that an applicant can called, and
indeed must be, a nursery-that is, an entity engaged in the
business of propagating, cultivating, and selling nursery stock.

Although AFI is not a section 581.011(20) "nursery," AFI is
a nursery business which applied for approval as a dispensing
organization, and thus it became an "applicant" as that term is
defined in rule 64-4.001(1). As an applicant, AFI-and not its
section 581.011(20) nursery-needed to meet the COOR by
demonstrating that it had "been operated as a registered nursery
in this state for at least 30 continuous years." In determining
whether AFI satisfies the COOR, the fact that AFI's section
581.011(20) nursery has been registered with DACS and used by
someone engaging in the nursery business over a period of
30 continuous years or more is irrelevant unless that someone is
AFI.

Unable to dispute that AFI has existed as a corporation for
less than 30 years, the Department argues that, at least for
purposes of the COOR, AFI's identity as the applicant is
irrelevant. This argument rests upon a mélange of premises. In

part, the Department grounds its position on the assertion that
DACS does not care whether the owner of a section 581.011(20)
nursery is a natural person or some form of legal business
entity; according to the Department, DACS will let any
nurseryman apply for registration of a nursery. The Department
contends that because DACS is "corporate form agnostic" in
registering nurseries, Transcript 18, the Department, in
deciding whether an applicant meets the COOR, must likewise deem
irrelevant any consideration of the applicant's "corporate
form."

This particular contention manages to combine a non
sequitur, a faulty comparison, and a red herring. The non
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sequitur is the statement that the Department must ignore
corporate form in determining COOR compliance because DACS
ignores corporate form in registering nurseries. It is probably
true that DACS is not interested in examining the "corporate
form" of a nurseryman who applies for a certificate of nursery
registration. That is because DACS's responsibility is to
inspect and register nursery grounds or premises, i.e., the
section 581.011(20) nursery, which as we have seen cannot
possibly be an applicant for licensure as a DO. While the
nursery owner could conceivably be an applicant, DACS does not
license or regulate nursery owners as such. Nor does DACS
license or regulate dispensing organizations. There is no
rational connection between DACS's administration of the state's
nursery registration program and the Department's determination
of whether an applicant incorporated less than 30 years ago
satisfies the COOR.'1'

The implication that COOR compliance is somehow comparable
to nursery registration is the faulty comparison. The primary
purpose of registering nurseries is to create a regulatory
environment in which DACS can inspect section 581.011(20)
nursery properties, to guard against the spread of pests that
might threaten the state's agricultural resources. DACS's focus
is on the nursery grounds or premises, not the nursery owner.
In contrast, the purpose of the COOR, as the Department has
explained, is to increase the likelihood "that a nursery
approved for a DO license have the experience and stability
demonstrated by a nursery that ha[sJ complied with Florida's.
nursery registration laws for at least 30 years." See Th
Department's Memorandum Opposing Ruskin's Motion for Partial
Summary Recommended Order/Motion in Limine, filed July 8, 2016,
at 4. The focus of the COOR, accordingly, is on the nursery
organization/owner, not the nursery grounds. Thus, while the
nursery owner might be irrelevant to DACS when it registers a
section 581.011(20) nursery, the same indifference cannot be
countenanced here, because under section 381.986(5) (b), the
nursery owner/applicant is the raison d'être of the COOR. There
is really no comparison to be made between the apple of nursery
registration and the orange of COOR compliance.

Finally, the Department's fixation on "corporate form" is a
red herring. AFI's problem is not that it is a corporation as
opposed to, e.g., a partnership or sole proprietorship. AFI's
problem is that it is a corporation which has not been in
existence for 30 years. What the Department seems to be trying
to argue, perhaps, is not that "corporate form" is irrelevant
(for that is trivial), but that, for purposes of the COOR, it
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matters not who, historically, has owned the applicant's section
581.011(20) nursery, so long as that place where nursery stock
is grown, propagated, or held for sale or distribution has been
registered with DACS for 30 or more continuous years.

Apart from being inconsistent with the statute's plain
language, this "interpretation" would defeat the reason for the
COOR, which as the Department has explained is to filter out
nurseries that lack experience and stability. If COOR
compliance could be achieved merely by ownership of section
581.011(20) nursery property that had been registered with DACS
for at least 30 years, then a newcomer to the nursery business
having no experience in the industry could satisfy the COOR by
purchasing grounds or premises on or in which nursery stock is
grown, propagated, or held for sale or distribution, which had
been kept under DACS registration for 30 or more years by
previous nurserymen. Conversely, if COOR compliance required
that the applicant's current section 581.011(20) nursery have
been under DACS registration for at least 30 years, then
experienced and stable nursery businesses in operation for more
than 30 years would be precluded from applying if they had moved
from one place of business to another during that time, never
reaching 30 continuous years at the same section 581.011(20)
nursery site. To the extent the Department is advancing such an
"interpretation," it is rejected as clearly erroneous.

Section 381.986 (5) (b)1. unambiguously requires that the
applicant meet the COOR. No interpretation is necessary to see
that. The applicant, moreover, need not be a corporation to
satisfy the COOR; the Department is correct about that. The
applicant does, however, need to be at least 30 years old to
meet the COOR.

The Department seems to argue, in the alternative, that
AFI's owners, or at least one of them, can be treated as the
applicant's alter ego for purposes of the COOR. In this regard,
the Department would like to impute to AFI the experiences of
Messrs. DeMott and Buster, who more than 30 years ago formed the
partnership that preceded AFI, since, as AFI's shareholders,
they remain personally involved with the section 581.011 (20)
nursery that AFI operates. The obvious problem with this
argument is that neither of these men or anyone else besides AFI
is, in fact, the applicant. Although it was stated above and is
a basic feature of the law of corporations, the point should be
repeated for emphasis: AFI is not Messrs. DeMott and Buster or
either of them. AFI is not its shareholders or its assets, nor
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its officers, directors, employees, or agents. AFI is, rather,
a unique legal personality having its own distinct identity.

In insinuating that the COOR can be satisfied by corporate
owners, the Department invites the undersigned, at least
implicitly, to peer through the corporate veil, as if AFI's
corporate identity were a trivial technicality. There is no
reason to do this, however, and thus the invitation to ignore
the corporate veil must be declined. Indeed, the undersigned
does not have jurisdiction to pierce a corporate veil,'21 even if
it were appropriate to do so under these circumstances, which it
is not. Having elected to organize AFI as a corporation,
presumably to enjoy the benefits of operating through such an
entity, the owners of AFI cannot themselves casually disregard
the corporate form to avoid a burden attending to that legal
identity. There is, therefore, no justification for allowing
the Department to disregard AFI's corporate identity simply
because it considers the corporate form to be an inconvenient
obstacle in this instance.

Therefore, in determining whether AFI-the one and only
applicant under consideration-meets the COOR, it is irrelevant
whether any of its shareholders, assets, officers, directors,
employees, or agents, have operated, or been operated as, a
registered nursery in the state of Florida for at least
30 continuous years. The only question that matters is whether
AFI has been operated as a registered nursery for at least
30 years. Because an applicant can operate or be operated only
if it actually exists to act or be managed, and because AFI has
not been in existence for 30 years, AFI does not meet the 000R.

The Department makes one other argument that should be
addressed. It is based on chapter 2016-123, Laws of Florida,
which in section 3, subsection (1), provides that,
"[n]otwithstanding s. 381.986(5) (b), Florida Statutes," any
applicant meeting certain conditions "must be granted
cultivation authorization by the department and is approved to
operate as a dispensing organization." With one exception, the
only applicants that met the conditions for direct legislative
approval outside of section 381.986(5) (b) were the applicants,
of which AFI was one, that had received a notice from the
Department of its intent to issue them a license-the
applicants, in other words, whom the Department, in its
preliminary agency actions, had selected as the best choices.

The Department contends that, in enacting section 3 of
chapter 2016-123, which directly approved AFI to operate as a
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DO, the legislature "ratified" the Department's preliminary
determination that AFI meets the requirements of section
381.986(5) (b), including the COOR. This argument is not
persuasive and must be rejected, for several reasons.

First, the bill in question says nothing about ratification
or approval of the Department's intended agency actions. To the
contrary, the plain language of the legislation refutes the
notion that the legislature ratified and approved the
Department's preliminary decision that AFI had shown that it met
all the requirements of section 381.986 (5) (b). As commonly used
and generally understood, the word "notwithstanding"
unambiguously means "in spite of" or "without being prevented
by." Therefore, the Notwithstanding Clause, which introduces
subsection (1), plainly instructs thaj for purposes of carrying
out the legislative dictate set forth in subsection (1), section
381.986 (5) (b) should be ignored, because the instant enactment,
within its field of operation, supersedes the older statute.
The legislature made perfectly clear that, in exercising its
legislative power to authorize particular organizations to
operate as DOs, it was not acting within or under section
381.986(5) (b), but on its own authority through the enactment of
a new law, which of course it is free to do (within
constitutional bounds).

The legislature chose to authorize applicants whom the
Department had identified, preliminarily, as the best
candidates. The legislature, of course, need not have picked
those particular applicants; it could have approved any
applicant(s)-or even an organization that had not applied.
When the legislature exercises its constitutional power to make
a law "notwithstanding" an existing statute, it can do whatever
it wants (within constitutional bounds) . To be sure, that the
legislature used the Department's rankings to inform its
decision indicates that the legislature did not regard the
Department's efforts as useless. In the same subsection (1),
however, the legislature approved the application of a
particular organization "notwithstanding [a] prior determination
by the department that [this] applicant [had] failed to meet the
requirements of s. 381.986." Clearly, the legislature did not
consider the Department's preliminary determinations regarding
an applicant's satisfaction of the section 381.986 (5) (b)
requirements to be infallible.

In any event, the Notwithstanding Clause is a clear
expression of the legislature's intent to authorize certain
organizations without regard for whether these applicants met
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all the requirements of section 381.986(5) (b). It would be
illogical to infer that the legislature ratified the
Department's untested preliminary decision that AFI met all the
requirements of section 381.986(5) (b) when the legislature
plainly intended to approve AFI even if AFI did not meet all of
these requirements. The bottom line is that, pursuant to the
Notwithstanding Clause, it was not necessary for AFI to meet the
COOR as a condition of licensure, and it is not necessary to
read into chapter 2016-123 an implied ratification of the
Department's preliminary agency action.

Second, even if the language of chapter 2016-123,
section 3, subsection (1), were open to interpretation in this
regard, which it is not, ratification of the Department's
preliminary agency action still could not reasonably be
inferred. This is because subsection (2) authorizes the
disappointed applicants to continue pursuing their timely
requested administrative remedies. To obtain a license, it is
necessary (albeit not sufficient) for such an applicant to prove
at hearing that it is a better choice than the organization
approved to operate under subsection (1). Obviously, the
legislature could not have intended to ratify by implication the
Department's preliminary decision that, e.g., AFI is the best
choice, for that would be inconsistent with the plainly
expressed legislative intent to preserve the disappointed
applicants' rights under the Administrative Procedure Act
("APA")

To see the inconsistency, there is no better place to start
than with the fundamental proposition that until timely
requested administrative remedies have been fulfilled, the
preliminary agency action is no agency action at all. E.g.,
Gopman v. Dep't of Educ., 908 So. 2d 1118, 1122 (Fla. 1st DCA
2005). At the time chapter 2016-123 was enacted, this
proceeding was pending. Thus, from the APA's standpoint, once
the disappointed applicants requested a hearing on the intended
decision to approve AFI, the Department's preliminary
"determination" that AFI meets the requirements of section
381.986 (5) (b) became, when disputed by Ruskin, the Department's
mere allegation or contention that AFI meets the requirements of
section 381.986 (5) (b) . Consequently, there was no agency
determination regarding AFI known to the APA for the legislature
to ratify.

Moreover, if one assumes that the legislature ratified by
implication the allegation that AFI meets the requirements of
section 381.986(5) (b), then one must also assume that the
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legislature drew a distinction, by implication, between the
Department's preliminary determination that AFI is qualified, on
the one hand, and its determination that AFI is the best choice,
on the other. (This is because if the legislature had ratified
the Department's ranking of the applicants, it would be
impossible for a disappointed applicant to obtain any relief.)
In other words, one must assume that the legislature did not
ratify the intended agency action as a whole, but only some of
the conclusions necessary to support the intended agency action.

The effect of such piecemeal ratification, however, would
be to preclude the disappointed applicants from challenging
determinations essential to the proposed agency action, which
would shield such action from the unqualified de novo
consideration that is an integral part of the administrative
remedies requested. See § 120.57(1) (k), Fla. Stat. ("All
proceedings conducted under this subsection shall be de novo.")
In a "typical" chapter 120 hearing to formulate final agency
action, which includes any formal hearing not governed by an
alternative statutory procedure, the agency's preliminary
decision is given no deference. J. D. v. Fla. Dep't of Child. &

Fams., 114 So. 3d 1127, 1132 (Fla. 1st DCA 2013). The
Department is arguing that, in light of chapter 2016-123, the
undersigned must defer to the agency's preliminary decision
regarding AFI's satisfaction of the COOR, a position which
requires that chapter 2016-123 be construed as an implied
amendment of the APA removing these proceedings from the
"typical" chapter 120 framework. Aside from whether this would
be a reasonable construction of the bill (a view the undersigned
rejects), it is certainly not an unavoidable interpretation, and
thus it is both incorrect and impermissible. See Gopman, 908
So. 2d at 1120 (statutes should be construed, whenever possible,
in pan matenia with APA)

Third, if that were not enough, the Department's
ratification argument, if accepted, would place upon chapter
2016-123 a construction raising constitutional concerns.
Suppose that the legislature passed a law directing a circuit
judge to enter a partial summary judgment in favor of a party to
a lawsuit then pending in the trial court. One need not be a
Florida constitutional law scholar to recognize the obvious
separation -of -powers problem with such legislation. While
perhaps less obvious, what the Department is arguing was
accomplished in chapter 2016-123 is not materially different
from the goal of the fictitious legislation in the hypothetical.
If the Department is correct, then the legislature, in enacting
chapter 2016-123, conclusively determined certain disputed
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material facts-finding, contrary to Ruskin's assertion, that
the applicant, AFI, has in fact been operated as a registered
nursery in Florida for at least 30 continuous years-for
purposes of this administrative proceeding over which the
Executive Branch is currently (and was at the time of the bill's
enactment) exercising statutorily delegated quasi-judicial
authority. Such a finding of fact, resolving in part a dispute
pending before an administrative law judge ("AU"), would appear
to be a legislative encroachment on the executive's power.
Broward Cnty. v. La Rosa, 505 So. 2d 422, 423 (Fla. 1987)
(administrative agencies conducting quasi-judicial proceedings
under authority conferred by law hold hearings, find facts, and
make legal conclusions as a grounds for their official actions,
undertaken in the exercise of the executive's duty to carry out
the law) 13/ Quasi-judicial power is neither judicial nor
legislative power, after all, but executive power, which can
only be exercised by the Executive Branch.'4"

Whether the legislature could exercise such quasi-judicial
power within the context of an ongoing administrative proceeding
is a question of sufficient concern that any statutory
interpretation which would raise the issue should be avoided if
possible. See Tyne v. Time Warner Entm't Co., 901 So. 2d 802,
810 (Fla. 2005); Del Valle v. State, 80 So. 3d 999, 1012 (Fla.
2011) (statute should not be given a meaning that would undermine
its constitutional validity, where another reading is possible).
It is not necessary to interpret chapter 2016-123 in a way that
implicates the separation -of -powers provision of the Florida
Constitution. Therefore, the Department's construction of the
bill is both incorrect and impermissible.

Upon consideration, therefore, Motion is granted, and it is

ORDERED that, because AFI is not a bona fide applicant
whose merits can be considered in the comparative review of
competing qualified applicants, evidence tending to show the
comparative qualities of AFI vis-à-vis Petitioners is irrelevant
and must be excluded pursuant to section 120.569(2) (g), Florida
Statutes.
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DONE AND ORDERED this 12th day of September, 2016, in
Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.

JOHN G. VAN LANINGHAM
Administrative Law Judge
Division of Administrative Hearings
The DeSoto Building
1230 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3060
(850) 488-9675
Fax Filing (850) 921-6847
www. doah. state. fl . us

Filed with the Clerk of the
Division of Administrative Hearings.
this 12th day of September, 2016.

ENDNOTES

1/ In addition, because the Department lacks substantive
jurisdiction to reject the undersigned's conclusion of law that
the evidence in question is irrelevant and hence inadmissible,
Barfield v. Department of Health, Board of Dentistry, 805 So. 2d
1008, 1011 (Fla. 1st DCA 2001), it was felt that the Department
should be afforded a clear opportunity to seek judicial review
of this evidentiary ruling pursuant to section 120.68 (1) (b),
Florida Statutes.

2/ AFI will not "turn 30" until 2021, presumably many years
after this proceeding has been concluded with finality. Thus,
this case does not present the question of whether, if the
thirtieth anniversary of an applicant's incorporation fell on a
date after the deadline for filing applications but before the
entry of a final order on its application, such an applicant
would satisfy the COOR.

" In its written notices of intent to deny, which the
Department was required to give Ruskin and 3 Boys pursuant to
section 120.60(3), the Department informed the applicants that
their respective applications wound be denied, not for failure
to meet any required qualification for licensure, but because
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the Department's panel of evaluators had selected a competitor
(AFI) as the highest scored applicant in (i.e., the best choice
for) the Southwest region. The issues for hearing in a license
application denial case, as between the agency and the
applicant, are framed by the section 120.60(3) denial letter and
the applicant's petition for hearing. See, e.g., Ft. Myers Real
Estate Holdings, LLC v. Dep't of Bus. & Prof'l Req., Div. of
Pari-Mutuel Wagering, 53 So. 3d 1158, 1162 (Fla. 1st DCA 2011)
The Department never sought to amend the operative denial
letters, to add additional grounds or bases for denial. (The

issue regarding whether AFI meets the COOR was raised by Ruskin,
which, being a competing applicant, was free to challenge the
sufficiency and quality of AFI's application on grounds
extrinsic to the Department's section 120.60(3) notices.)

There is no scenario under which the Department would be
required, as a consequence of this proceeding, to license an
unqualified applicant.

" Nor would such an outcome disadvantage the patient population
whose health, safety, and welfare the Department is charged with
protecting, who as consumers would have another choice.

' The relevant statutory language-"The applicant . . . must
have been operated as a registered nursery in this state for at
least 30 years"-is written in the passive voice, leaving out
the person(s) or thing(s) doing the operating of the applicant.
Organizations such as AFI are operated by their managing agents,
e.g., directors and offers. Rendered in the active voice, the
statutory language would read as follows (or words to this
effect): The managing agents of the applicant must have
operated the applicant as a registered nursery in this state for
at least 30 continuous years. Either way, the meaning is the
same.

Organizations such as AFI, which are not natural persons,
are legally capable of taking action, but they may perform in
the material world only through their employees and agents who,
as natural persons, are physically capable of conducting real -
world activities. The statutory language under consideration,
therefore, could be rendered in the active voice, and have
exactly the same meaning, as follows: The applicant must have
been operating as a registered nursery in this state, etc.
This, in fact, is how the Department paraphrased the statutory
language in its "Dear Applicant" letter to AFI, quoted above.
The Department's paraphrase of the statute correctly conveyed
its unambiguous meaning.
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In order to have been operated, or to have operated, as a
registered nursery in this state for at least 30 continuous
years, it is necessary (albeit not sufficient) for the applicant
to have been operated, or to have operated, for 30 years.
Unless that much is true, it matters not whether the applicant
ever operated as a registered nursery; or where the applicant
operated; or if its years in operation were continuous.

Under this definition, a "nursery" is property, not a person
or legal personality, e.g., corporation or other business
organization.

Chapter 581, Florida Statutes, requires that nurseries be
registered with DACS, but not their owners or nurserymen.
(Nurserymen, incidentally, are distinguished in chapter 581 from
nursery stock dealers, agents, and plant brokers.) In other
words, what must be registered is the place where plants are
grown (the property), not the person (natural or corporate) who
owns or operates the place where plants are grown.
§ 581.011(6), Fla. Stat. (defining "certificate of registration"
as "an official document issued by the division to nurseries

as evidence of being properly registered"); see also,
Application for Certificate of Registration (FDACS-08004),
incorporated in Fla. Admin. Code R. 5B-62.007(2) (a);
generally, Fla. DACS, Nursery and Stock Dealer Registration
Information: How to Register a Plant Nursery in Florida,
http: //www. freshfromflorida .com/Divisions-Offices/Plant-
Industry/Business-Services/Registrations-and-
Certifications/Nursery-and-Stock-Dealer-Registration-Information
(last visited 8/20/2016) ("The Division of Plant Industry
requires the registration of all nurseries (as well as nursery
stock dealers, agents and plant brokers) and conducts
inspections of nursery stock throughout the year.") It is the
nurseryman who is expected to apply for the certificate of
nursery registration. See § 581.131(1), Fla. Stat.; Fla. Admin.
Code R. 5B-62.007(2) . The nurseryman, moreover, is subject to
discipline if his or its registered nursery is operated in
violation of law. See § 581.141, Fla. Stat. The term
"nurseryman" is defined in the plant -industry statutes as "any
person engaged in the production of nursery stock for sale or
distribution." § 581.011(21), Fla. Stat. The owner/operator of
a nursery is a nurseryman under this definition, even if the
owner/operator is a corporation, since a corporation is a person
at least insofar as property rights are concerned. Freidus
v. Freidus, 89 So. 2d 604, 605 (Fla. 1956).
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This sort of semantic conflation of a corporate owner with
its business assets is not limited to discussions about
nurseries, of course. It is done all the time. Thus, for
example, we refer to Publix Super Markets, Inc., as a
supermarket chain, when technically it is a corporation which
owns and operates a chain of supermarkets. We call McDonald's a
restaurant, without causing confusion, when actually it is the
trade name of a restaurateur that might be McDonald's
Corporation or a franchisee.

To be considered a bona fide applicant, one needs to be
capable of satisfying the definition of a "dispensing
organization," which is: "an organization approved by the
department to cultiiate, process, transport, and dispense low-
THC cannabis or medical cannabis pursuant to this section."
§ 381.986(l)(b), Fla. Stat. (emphasis added). An applicant for
a DO license must, it is clear, be an organization, which
unambiguously means a business entity of some sort.

An element of COOR compliance is that the applicant have
been doing business as a "registered nursery," which means that
the applicant must have been operating on or out of a DACS-
registered section 581.011(20) nursery property or properties
for at least three decades. So, nursery registration is not
irrelevant to the COOR. But it has nothing to do with the
question at hand, which is whether a 25 -year --old corporation can
satisfy the COOR.

12/ See Roberts' Fish Farm v. Spencer, 153 So. 2d 718, 720 (Fla.

1963) ("[O]nly duly established courts of law or equity may
pierce the corporate existence and look beyond it to the
stockholders or to other entities.")

13/ Freytact v. Comm'r, 501 U.S. 868, 909, 111 S. Ct. 2631,
115 L. Ed. 2d 764 (U.S. 1991) (Scalia, 3., concurring)
(administrative tribunals exercise executive power, not judicial
power, and although such bodies "adjudicate," i.e., determine
facts, apply rules of law to facts, and arrive at decisions,
there is nothing "inherently judicial" about "adjudication").

'a" To be sure, the legislature may (within constitutional
limits) enact laws that directly or indirectly affect the
outcome of cases pending before courts and administrative
tribunals. See, e.g., Ch. 2016-123, Laws of Fla. It may enact
a statute transferring jurisdiction from one tribunal to
another, so that pending cases must be decided by a different
body. See Fla. Birth -Related Neurological Inlury Comp. Ass'n v.
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DeMarko, 640 So. 2d 181, 182 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994). But it
probably cannot exercise the quasi-judicial authority to
adjudicate disputed issues of material fact in the place of an
AU presiding in a matter properly before the Division of
Administrative Hearings.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

PLANTS OF RUSKIN, INC.,

Petitioner,

vs.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Respondent.

TORNELLO LANDSCAPE CORP., d/b/a
3 BOYS FARM,

Petitioner,

vs.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Respondent.
/

Case No. 17-0116

Case No. 17-0117

RECOMMENDED ORDER

These cases came before Administrative Law Judge John G.

Van Laningham for final hearing on August 8 through 12, 15

through 19, and 22 through 26, 2016, in Tallahassee, Florida.

For Petitioner Plants of Ruskin, Inc.:

Craig D. Varn, Esquire
Douglas P. Manson, Esquire
Paria Shirzadi, Esquire
Manson Solves Donaldson Varn, P.A.
1101 West Swann Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33606
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For Tornello Landscape Corp., d/b/a 3 Boys Farm:

J. Stephen Menton, Esquire
Tana D. Story, Esquire
Rutledge Ecenia, P.A.
119 South Monroe Street, Suite 202
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

For Respondent Department of Health:

William Robert Vezina, III, Esquire
Eduardo S. Lombard, Esquire
Megan S. Reynolds, Esquire
Vezina, Lawrence & Piscitelli, P.A.
413 East Park Avenue
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The issue to be decided is which of the Petitioners, based

upon a systematic comparison of their relevant characteristics,

is the most qualified, relative to the other, to receive a

license to operate as a medical marijuana dispensing

organization in Florida's southwest region.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Respondent Department of Health is the state agency

responsible for licensing medical marijuana dispensing

organizations. Petitioners Plants of Ruskin, Inc., and Tornello

Landscape Corp., d/b/a 3 Boys Farm, both of which are plant

nurseries, applied in July 2015 for licensure as the dispensing

organization for the southwest region of Florida. On November 23,

2015, the Department separately notified these applicants that it

intended to deny their applications, having preliminarily
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determined that another nursery, Alpha Foliage, Inc., was the most

qualified applicant for the regional license in question.

Petitioners each filed a request for administrative hearing,

which the Department, on December 18, 2016, forwarded to the

Division of Administrative Hearings, where the cases were

transferred to this Administrative Law Judge and eventually

consolidated for a comparative determination (the "Proceeding").

The final hearing was held on August 8 through 12, 15 through 19,

and 22 through 26, 2016.

At the final hearing, the Department called one witness, its

Office of Compassionate Use director and Department representative

Christian Bax. Plants of Ruskin, Inc., called 11 witnesses: John

Tipton, Margarita Rosa Cabrera-Cancio, Melissa Wilcox, James

Scarola, Kristopher Le, Ezra Michael Pryor, Joel Ruggiero, Jody

Vukas, Phil Hague, Ronald Hartley, and Mr. Bax. Tornello

Landscape Corp. called 14 witnesses: Bonnie Goldstein; Juan

Sanchez -Ramos; John Michael Radick, V; Richard Frederick LaRoche;

Martin Lee; Wendy Buck; Jahan Marcu; Greg Gundry; Dustin Sulak;

Sunil Aggarwal; Robert Tornello; Mary Lyri Mathre; Greg Gerdeman;

and t1r. Bax. All parties offered exhibits as reflected in the

final hearing transcript. Some were admitted; others were not.

The 26 -volume final hearing transcript was filed on

September 16, 2016. The parties were allowed the opportunity to

file written proffers after the final hearing was completed, which
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Tornello Landscape Corp. and the Department each did All parties

submitted proposed recommended orders, which were due on

November 7, 2016, and these were considered in preparing this

Recommended Order u1

On December 6, 2016, the parties filed a Joint Request for

Relinquishment of Jurisdiction, "[d]ue to settlement." The

following day an Order was entered closing the files and returning

the Proceeding to the Department. The Department sent the

Proceeding back to the Division of Administrative Hearings on

January 6, 2017, with a Notice explaining that "a]1though the

Department was willing to issue one additional license in hopes of

settling the matter, the parties were unable to come to an

agreement." The filing of this Notice initiated the instant cases

(the "New Proceeding"I, which were consolidated on February 2,

2017. The purpose of the New Proceeding is to complete the work

begun in the Proceeding.

Unless otherwise indicated, citations to the official

statute law of the state of Florida refer to Florida Statutes

2016.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Respondent Department of Health (the "Department" or

"DOH") is the agency responsible for administering and enforcing

laws that relate to the general health of the people of the

state. The Department's regulatory jurisdiction includes

4
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matters arising under the Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act of

2014 (the "Act"). See Ch. 2014-157, § 2, at 1-5, Laws of Fla.

(pertinent portions codified as amended at § 381.986, Fla. Stat.

(2015)). In brief, the Act provides for the regulation and use

of low-THC cannabis. The Act authorizes licensed physicians to

order this non -euphoric "medical marijuana" for qualified

patients having specified illnesses, such as cancer and other

debilitating conditions that produce severe and persistent

seizures and muscle spasms.

2. By authority granted in section 381.986(5), Florida

Statutes, the Department is responsible for selecting a limited

number of cannabis dispensing organizations, distributed

territorially, which will operate as something like heavily

regulated utilities, each having the primary (though

nonexclusive2l') responsibility for one of five regions of the

state.3" Each licensed dispensing organization ("DO") will be

authorized to cultivate, process, and sell low-THC marijuana

statewide to qualified patients for medicinal purposes. In its

original form, the Act contemplated that DOH would appoint one

DO per region, so that, initially, there would be only five DOs

operating in the state of Florida.

3. Section 381.986 (5) (b) prescribes various conditions

that an applicant for approval as a DO must meet-which only an

established plant nursery business could satisfy-and directs
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the Department to "develop an application form and impose an

initial application and biennial renewal fee." The Act further

grants DOH the power to "adopt rules tecessary to implement" the

legislation. § 381.986(7)(j), Fla. Stat. Accordingly, the

Office of Compassionate Use ("OCU") within the Department

published and eventually adopted rules under which a nursery

could apply for a DO license. Incorporated by reference in

these rules is a form of an Application for Low-THC Cannabis

Dispensing Organization Approval ("Application"). See Fla.

Admin. Code R. 64-4.002 (incorporating Form DH900B-OCU-2/2015).

4. To apply for one of the initial DO licenses, a nursery

needed to submit a completed Application, including the

$60,063.00 application fee, no later than July 8, 20l5.' See

Fla. Admin. CodeR. 64-4.002(5). Petitioner Plants of Ruskin,

Inc. ("POR"); Petitioner Tornello Landscape Corp., d/b/a 3 Boys

Farm ("3BF"); Alpha Foliage, Inc. ("Alpha"); Perkins Nursery,

Inc.; TropiFlora, LLC; and Sun Bulb Company, Inc., each timely

submitted an application for licensure as the DO for the

southwest region.

5. POR is a Florida corporation that has operated as a

plant nursery since 1979. For approximately the last decade,

POR' s primary focus has been growing tomato plants for sale to

farmers for cultivation.
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6. 3BF has been registered as a nursey with the Florida

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services for more than

30 years. Robert Tornello has been 3BF's nurseryman throughout

its existence.

7. All timely filed applications-numbering around 30 with

the five regions combined-were initially reviewed by OCU

Director Christian Bax for completeness, as required by section

120.60(1), Florida Statutes. If Mr. Bax determined there were

any errors or omissions, he sent the applicant a certified

letter identifying the deficiencies and providing a deadline for

the applicant to provide additional information or

docu.mentation. The failure to submit a complete application

establishing that the applicant "meets the requirements of

Section 381.986(5) (b)" would result in denial on that basis

"prior to any scoring as contemplated in [the applicable] rule."

Fla. Adinin. Code R. 64-4.002(4).

8. Because both POR's and 3BF's applications were deemed

complete (after the submission of timely requested additional

information), each nursery advanced to the "substantive review"

phase of DOH's free -form decisional process for the selection of

the state's first regional DOs.

9. The Department was required to "substantively review,

evaluate, and score" all timely submitted and complete

applications. Fla. Admin. Code R. 64-4.002(5) (a). This
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evaluation was to be conducted, again according to rule, by a

three -person committee (the "evaluators"), each member of which

had the duty to independently review and score each application.

See Fla. Admin. Code R. 64-4.002 (5) (b). The applicant with the

"highest aggregate score" in each region would be selected as

the Department's intended licensee for that region.

10. By rule, the Department had identified the specific

items that its evaluators would consider during the substantive

review. These items are organized around subjects, which the

undersigned will refer to as Main Topics. There are five Main

Topics: Cultivation; Processing; and Dispensing, see rule 64-

4.002(2) (b); Medical Director, see rule 64-4.002 (2) (h); and

Financials, see rule 64-4.002(2) (f).

11. In the Application, D011 prescribed a more detailed

classification scheme, placing four Subtopics (the undersigned's

term) under three of the Main Topics (namely, Cultivation,

Processing, and Dispensing), and assigning a weight to each Main

Topic and Subtopic, denoting the relative importance of each in

assessing an applicant's overall merit. In these regards, the

Application states:

A. Cultivation (30%)
1. Technical Ability (4.002(2) (a)) t25%1

2. Infrastructure (4.002(2) (e)) t25%)

3. Premises Resources Personnel
(4.002 (2) (c)) [25%J

4. Accountability (4.002(2) (d)) [25%]

8
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B. Processing (30%)
1. Technical ability (4.002(2) (a)) [25%]

2. Infrastructure (4.002(2) (e)) [25%]

3. Premises Resources Personnel
(4.002 (2) (c)) [25%)

4. Accountability (4.002(2) (ci)) [25%]
C. Dispensing (15%)

1. Technical Ability (4.002(2) (a)) [25%]

2. Infrastructure (4.002(2) (e)) [25%]

3. Premises Resources Personnel
(4.002 (2) (c)) [25%)

4. Accountability (4.002(2) (d)) [25%)

D. Medical Director (5%)
E. Financials (20%)

12. There are, in total, 152 specific items comprising the

evaluation criteria, which the undersigned calls Factors. The

Factors are discrete, (mostly) evidence -based data points

including, among other things, attributes such as "experience

cultivating cannabis"; tangible items such as "awards,

recognition or certifications received"; disclosures concerning,

e.g., personnel, assets, and business plans; and promissory

representations about, for example, proposed staffing and

projected budgets. Eighteen of the Factors, in turn, have

associated Subfactors, which are set forth in the Application.

13. The possession or satisfaction of any individual

Factor is not mandatory; as a group, however, they represent the

set of all items the Department deems important to consider in

selecting applicants for licensure. Thus, applicants are

required to address the Factors, if not all of them, in their

applications.

9
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14.. In the Application, the Factors are organized by

Subtopic (where applicable) or Main Topic (in the absence of

Subtopics). Thus,"there are 14 categories of Factors, four each

(due to Subtopics) for Cultivation, Processing, and Dispensing,

making 12; plus two: Medical Director and Financials. The

undersigned refers to these 14 categories as Domains.

15. Each Domain has a relative weight as determined by the

Department. The Medical Director and Financials Domains, having

no Subtopics, count 5% and 20%, respectively, towards the

computation of an applicant's overall merit. The four

Cultivation Domains and the four Processing Domains are worth

7.5% apiece.5' The four Dispensing Domains are valued at 3.75%

each. 61

16. Unlike the Domains, the Factors are not separately

weighted; the Department's evaluators were allowed to use their

discretion in applying the Factors, provided they used them

"holistically" and exclusively, that is, as a complete system

and to the exclusion of other considerations not specified for

the Domain under review.

17. To summarize, the Domains, the number of Factors

belonging to each, and their relative weights are set forth in

the following table:

10
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DOMAIN No. of
ractora

W.ight

Main Topic Subtopic

I. A. Cultivation 1. Technical Ability 14 7.50%
II. A. Cultivation 2. Infrastructure 3 7.50%

III. A. Cultivation 3. Premises, Resources, Personnel 13 7.50%
IV. A. Cultivation 4. Accountability 13 7.50%
V. B. Processing 1. Technical Ability 9 7.50%
VI. B. Processing 2. Infrastructure 3 7.50%
VII. B. Processing 3. Premises, Resources, Personnel 12 7.50%
VIII. B. Processing 4. Accountability 15 7.50%
IX. C. Dispensing 1. Technical Ability 8 3.75%

X. C. Dispensing 2. Infrastructure 8 3.75%
XI. C. Dispensing 3. Premises, Resources, Personnel 10 3.75%

XII. C. Dispensing 4. Accountability 13 3.75%

XIII. Medical Director 17 5.00%
XIV. Financials 14 20.0%

A larger table that includes the text of each Factor and

Subfactor is attached to this Recommended Order as Appendix A.

18. In performing the substantive review of the initial

applications filed in 2015, D011's three evaluators were required

to use Form DH8007-OCTJ-2/2015, "Scorecard for Low-THC Cannabis

Dispensing Organization Selection" (the "Scorecard"), which is

incorporated by reference in rule 64-4.002(5) (a). The Scorecard

is a two -column table that contains, in the left-hand column, a

list of all the Factors (divided into separate rows) within each

Domain; shows the weight assigned to each Main Topic; and

creates, where the right-hand column intersects the row in which

a particular Factor is set forth, an empty cell that might be

used for recording a score. There are no instructions on the

Scorecard.

19. The Department's rules are also silent as to how the

evaluators were supposed to score applications using the

11
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Scorecard. To fill this gap, the Department devised an extra -

rule methodology, which is described in a Memorandum dated

September 15, 2015. In that document, the Department's general

counsel instructed the evaluators in relevant part as follows:

Scoring of the applications is
comparative. That is, you compare each
application to the others in the
particular region for which the license is
sought.

Applications should be segregated by
region and evaluated comparatively.
Applications should be scored highest to
lowest in each [Domain], as indicated on
the attached Sample Scorecard. By way of
example, if there are five (5) applicants
in a region, the highest rank score is
five (5) and the lowest is one (1).

20. The evaluators followed these instructions. Thus,

during the substantive review, the evaluators compared competing

applicants, sorted by region, so that the applicants for the

southwest regional license were graded as one group, those

seeking the southeast regional license as another, and so forth.

There was no cross -regional comparative review. For each of the

14 Domains, the evaluators ranked the applicants, by regional

group, in order of preference, the first -ranked applicant being

the one deemed the most desirable of the regional competitors

with respect to the Domain in view, followed by the next best,

then the third best, etc. In this manner, an applicant would be

12
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ranked (by each of three evaluators) in comparison to its

regional competitors 14 separate times. -

21. In determining the orders of preference within the

Domains, there were no external standards against which the

applicants were measured. Lacking an objective yardstick for

measuring absolute quality, each evaluator needed to determine

for himself or herself how persuasively an applicant had

demonstrated its possession or satisfaction of (or compliance

with) the relevant Factors within the Domain being evaluated, in

comparison with the other regional applicants, and then use

those findings to decide which applicant was-relatively

speaking-the best of the group within that Domain (hereafter,

"BGD"). fter that, the BGD served, in theory at least, as the

benchmark, for the other applicants would be ranked below the

BGD in descending order, reflecting the evaluator's judgment

about the general direction of the decline in relative quality

from the BGD's mark.

22. To be clear, an applicant's being selected as the BGD

did not mean that it was "superior" according to any standard

defining "superior"; "best" in this instance meant only that the

first -ranked applicant was considered better than the others in

the group within that Domain. By the same token, to be named,

e.g., the second -place applicant did not mean that the applicant

necessarily was "excellent" or merely "good"; it meant only that

13
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this applicant was less good, in some unknown degree, than the

applicant ranked above it. The degree of qualitative difference

between any two applicants in the ranking might have been a tiny

sliver or a wide gap. The evaluators made no findings with

respect to degrees of difference.

23. After ranking the applicants, by regional group, from

top to bottom within each Domain, the applicants were "scored"

14 times by each evaluator-according to rank order. Thus, each

Domain ostensibly offered an applicant a separate "scoring

opportunity." The top score was determined by the number of

applications in the region. If there were five applicants, as

in the southwest region, then 5 would be the highest score, and

the first -ranked applicant would receive 5 points. In a four -

applicant field, by way of contrast, the highest score would

be 47' The second -place and lower ranked applicants received

scores that were 1 point less than the score assigned to the

applicant immediately ahead of them in the order of rank.

24. To complete the evaluation process, the evaluators'

14 scores were weighted (using the percentages set forth in the

table above), by Domain, and added together to produce a total

score per reviewer. A perfect score -5 in this case of the

southwest region-wouldbe equal to the number of regional

applicants. The reviewers' respective total scores were then

combined and averaged to produce an aggregate score, which the

14
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Department referred to as the "final rank." The highest "final

rank" in the region was awarded the highest "regional rank,"

which, in a five -applicant field, would be 5. The applicant

with the highest regional rank was selected as the intended

recipient of the regional license (with one exception that is

not relevant here).

25. Under the methodology just described, Alpha achieved

the highest regional rank in the southwest region and,

accordingly, received notice of DOH's preliminary decision to

approve Alpha's application. POR and 3BF, in contrast, each

received notices dated November 23, 2015, which assured them

that "a panel of evaluators" had "substantively reviewed,

evaluated, and scored" their applications "according to the

requirements of Section 381.986, Florida Statutes and

Chapter 64-4, of the Florida Administrative Code" and gave

notice that DOH intended to deny their applications because both

were "not the highest scored applicant in the Southwest region."

26. For reasons set forth in brief below-and detailed in

the Informational Order on the Multi -Criteria Evaluation of

Applications for Approval to Operate As a Dispensing

Organization (the "Info-Order"),81 which was issued on

September 8, 2016-DOH did not actually score the applications,

as required by rule 64-4.002(5) (a); it merely ranked them.
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27.. A ranking determines an item's position within a set

of items, as, for example, 1st, 2nd, 3rd. Numbers which

designate the respective places (ranks) occupied by items in an

ordered list are called ordinal numbers. A score, in contrast,

is "a number that expresses accomplishment (as in a game or

test) or excellence (as in quality) either absolutely in points

gained or by comparison to a standard." See "Score," Merriam -

Webster .com, http://www.Inerriaxn-webster.com (last visited May 3,

2017). Scores are expressed in cardinal numbers, which show

quantity, e.g., how many or how much. When used as a verb in

this context, the word "score" plainly means "to determine the

merit of," or to "grade," id., so that the assigned score should

be a cardinal number that tells how much quality the graded

application has as compared to the competing applications.

28. As stated above, the Department's "scoring"

methodology assigned to first place (most preferred) in any

series a "score" equal to the ordinal number denominating the

last place (least preferred) in the series, e.g., 5 if there

were five applicants under review, and to each place below 1st a

"score" that was one point less than that given to the

immediately preceding rank. In other words, an applicant's

"score" for a given series was simply its ordinal position in

the series, inverted. Thus, the evaluators did not rank

applicants by score for each Domain, nor did they score any

16
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application; instead, they scored each applicant's rank1 per

Domain, with a fixed and predetermined value, i.e., a number

between 1 and x, where x equaled the total number of

applications being comparatively evaluated for a given region.

29. Thus, the evaluators automatically assigned the

maximum score (100% of the points available) to the BGD; 80% of

the maximum score to the second -place applicant (if, as here,

x 5); to the one after that, 60%; then 40%; and finally 20%.'

These scores did not reflect the relative merit of each

applicant as compared to the BGD. Indeed, because degrees of

qualitative difference were not important to the evaluators in

making their determinations regarding relative quality, as

Mr. Bax testified without contradiction at hearing, no findings

concerning how much quality an applicant offered in relation to

the others with which it was competing were required of, or made

by, them. Yet, without such findings, no genuine score could be

assigned.

30. The Department's process gave the impression of

scoring, without accomplishing the reality of scoring, because a

score of 4, say, did not mean that the second -ranked applicant

was judged to be 25% inferior to (or 80% as good as) the BGD in

a five -applicant field. Nor did a score of 1 mean that the

last -ranked applicant per Domain was found to be 400% worse than

the BGD. If the qualitative difference between the BGD and the
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fifth -place applicant (although actually unknown) were 10%, for

example, meaning that the last -ranked applicant was 90% as good

as the BGD, fifth place (out of five) would still get only 20%

of the points.

31. Whether intentional or not,'01 the Department's scoring

methodology imposed predetermined, artificial degrees of

qualitative separation between the applicants, creating

deceptive numerical margins having no rational relationship to

actual qualitative proximities, which latter were not determined

by, and thus were unknown to, the evaluators. The imposition of

fixed, across-the-board scoring margins between adjacent

positions in the evaluators' orders of preference was arbitrary

because it placed specific values on unknown quantities. DOH's

reliance upon arbitrary scores to determine the winners in a

multi -criteria evaluation featuring 14 separately -weighted

categories makes the results of its substantive review of the

applications unreliable. It is unlikely that the five

applicants originally chosen by the Department actually were, as

a group, "the (five] most qualified Applicants." Application,

at 1.

32. This is important because the Department has taken the

position that its preliminary rankings of the applicants are not

to be treated as matters of fact up for grabs in a de novo

hearing, but rather as presumptively correct, "policy -infused"

18
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findings of fact entitled to some measure of deference. The

Department's legal arguments, which are rejected, will be dealt

with later.111 For now, at the risk of belaboring the point, the

undersigned will illustrate how the Department's arbitrary

scoring methodology fatally undermines its preliminary rankings,

which would not survive even the most deferential standards of

review.

33. Suppose that after scoring hypothetical applicants on

the first 13 Domains, an evaluator using DOH's scoring

methodology has applicants A and B in first and second place, in

a five -applicant field, with respective scores of 3.625 and

357512/ The last Domain (Financials), worth 20%, will

determine the winner. Imagine that the evaluator ranks B as the

best of the group in Domain XIV, while putting A in 3rd place,

behind C. Under the Department's system, B wins, edging A with

a score of 4.575 to 4.225.

34. Imagine, now, the same facts, but with one difference.

Instead of using the Department's methodology, the evaluator

quantifies his judgments regarding the degrees of differencein

quality between the applicants and awards points based on these

qualitative assessments rather than on each applicant's place in

his order of preference.13' The evaluator's order of preference

in Domain XIV, again, is B, C, A, but he considers all three

applicants to be very close in quality-nearly
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indistinguishable, in fact-deeming C to be 98% as good as B,

and A 96% as good. The qualitative space between adjacent

positions among the top three applicants, in other words, is

actually 2% instead of the arbitrary 20% that the Department's

methodology imposes. As a result, 0.96 points are added to A's

cumulative total, 1.00 to B's, and 0.94 to C's. In this

scenario, A wins despite its 3rd -place ranking in Domain XIV,

beating B in a photo finish, 4.585 to 4.575.

35. As this illustration demonstrates, the more qualified -

in -fact applicant, A, would lose under DOR's system, which

irrationally awards points based on arbitrarily imposed

qualitative spaces between applicants, magnifying the effects of

very small differences in actual relative quality, while

minimizing the effects of large ones. This flaw would fatally

distort the results of any multi -criteria, multi -category

evaluation, but it is grossly influential where the categories

are separately weighted-here, from 3.75% to 20%-because DOH's

methodology is capable of transforming narrow qualitative

differences -in -fact (especially in the heavier weighted Domains)

into wide scoring margins, and vice versa.

36. These dynamics operated under the radar to affect the

outcome of the substantive review of applicants for the

southwest region's DO license. It is impossible to know whether

Alpha would have ended up with the highest aggregate score if
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the evaluators had awarded points based upon some reasonable

measurement of actual relative quality. All we can be sure of

is that the evaluators' scores reflect artificial gaps in

relative quality predetermined by a procrustean scheme that

fixed the degree of difference between adjacently ranked

applicants at a constait margin, e.g., 20%, derived from the

number of applicants for the region-a datum wholly unrelated to

quality.'41

37. Because this is not a review proceeding, and because

the Department's scoring of the applicants was, in any event,

clearly erroneous, arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of

discretion, it has fallen to the undersigned, as the trier of

fact in this de novo hearing, to perform a substantive review of

POR and 3BF's applications for the purpose of determining which

of these, the last remaining competitors for the southwest

region's DO license, is in fact, the most qualified applicant.'5'

In so doing, as promised in the Info -Order, the undersigned has

followed the statutes and existing rules pertaining to the

comparative evaluation of applicants, to the extent such laws

are applicable in this formal hearing. Accordingly, the

undersigned used the 14 Domains, giving them, respectively, the

weights assigned by the Department. Likewise, the undersigned

used the Factors just as the Department said it did.
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38. Because, however, as explained above, the Department's

scoring methodology violates the plain language of rule 64-

4.002(5) and cannot reliably achieve the stated goal of

selecting the most qualified applicant,161 the undersigned was

compelled to score the applications differently, i.e., in the

true sense of the word, so that the degrees of difference

between the competitors could be taken into account in the

assignment of points. This required that findings of fact be

made concerning the degrees of qualitative difference between

POR and 3BF as to each Domain.

39. Early in the process the undersigned learned that

determining a BGD without an external benchmark was just too

undisciplined to be workable. The temptation would be to

overvalue some Factors, overlook others, consider undJ.sclosed

criteria, and finally resort to making gut decisions about which

applicant was better and by how much. So, it was decided that

the applicants would be awarded Individual Performance Points

("IPPs") for every Factor, with each score reflecting the

undersigned's ultimate factual determination concerning how well

the applicant, considered independently of others, performed

vis-à--vis that Factor as measured against a constructed scale

(described below).

40. For each Domain, an applicant's IPPs were added to

produce a Composite Score.171 The Composite Scores would be
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compared, and the applicant with thehighest Composite Score

would be deemed the BGD. The BGD's Composite Score for the

Domain then became, for purposes of the comparative review, the

perfect score, entitled to 100% of the Relative Quality Points

("RQPs") available for the Domain in question. For simplicity's

sake, the undersigned had decided that there should be a grand

total of 100 RQP5 available, so that the maximum number of RQPs

awardable per Domain would equal each Domain's relative weight

in DOH's scheme. Domain I.A.1, for example, has a relative

weight of 7.5%. Thus, the BGD for that Domain would receive a

DomanIal Score of 7.5 RQPs.

41. The second -place applicant per Domain received a

scaled percentage of the maximum number of RQPs available for

the Domain in question. If the BGD's Composite Score were 50,

for example, and the other applicant's 45, then the second -place

applicant would receive 90% of the RQPs available for the

Domain -90% reflecting the magnitude -of -difference ratio ()

between the two competitors. Thus, if the maximum Domanial

Score were 7.5, this applicant would receive a Domanial Score of

6.75 RQPs.

42. After scoring both applicants, their Domanial Scores

were totaled to produce a Regional Score for each. The

applicant with the highest Regional Score would be the most

qualified applicant in the field.
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43. As mentioned above, the undersigned found it necessary

to construct a rating scale because experience taught that it is

a fool's errand to try to choose-without a frame of reference-

the better of two applicants who have responded to the Factors

using (oftentimes) different but reasonable approaches. Indeed,

the nature of the Factors is such that, in many instances, the

question of whether one applicant's response is "better" than

another's largely comes down to personal preference, so that

formulating an answer is like deciding which fast food chain

makes a better hamburger-except more difficult, because we are

evaluating what are, essentially, startup companies aiming to

enter a newly created, heretofore illegal market. Ordinarily,

the market would decide, based on collective experience

accumulated over time, which company provides the better

combination of products and services; here, however, someone (or

some limited number of persons) must decide, in advance, for the

market. In exercising such a heavy responsibility, the decision

maker(s) should endeavor to minimize the influence of rank

subj ectivity.

44. So, as a means of making the required decision

pursuant to a logical method, the undersigned devised the

following seven-level181 scale:
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IPPs RATING SCALE

Level (Points) Description

5 Proved not only the existence or
satisfaction of, or compliance with, the
Factor, but also mastery or preeminence (if,
e.g., knowledge, experience, or
qualifications), or "state of the art"
quality or development (if, e.g., device,
technique, facility).

4 Proved not only the existence or
satisfaction of, or compliance with, the
Factor, but also excellence or expertise
(if, e.g., knowledge, experience, or
qualifications), or exceptional quality or
development (if, e.g., device, technique,
facility).

3 Clearly proved the existence or satisfaction
of, or compliance with, the Factor, leaving
little or no reasonable doubt.

2 Proved the existence or satisfaction of, or
compliance with, the Factor, persuasively
but not forcefully.

1 Proved the partial, but not complete,
satisfaction of, or compliance with, the
Factor.

0 No response, nonresponsive, or failed to
prove the existence or satisfaction of, or
compliance with, the Factor.

NC (2.5)191' Not contested, i.e., no applicant identified
this Factor as a potential point of
preference.

45. In awarding IPPs to the applicants for each of the

Factors, the undersigned considered all the relevant evidence in

the record, resolved conflicts therein, if any, to ascertain the

relevant historical, objective, or empirical facts, and made

determinations of ultimate fact concerning the level to which,

in the scale above, an applicant's response to a particular

Factor rose. Each IPP score, therefore, numerically expresses
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an ultimate fact representing the culmination of a rigorous

deliberation. These ultimate facts are set forth in the

scoresheet attached as Appendix B to this Recommended Order.

46. The undersigned readily acknowledges that the ultimate

facts set forth in Appendix B are not falsifiable. The reality

is that no one could perform this evaluation to the satisfaction

of all reasonable observers. Indeed, there are likely few

individual I?? scores that are beyond reasonable dispute, to say

nothing of the outcome itself. That is simply the irreducible

nature of the case. If the undersigned were to burden this

Recommended Order with explanations of each scoring decision,

therefore, those dissatisfied with the result could easily pick

them apart, while others could just as easily find ample support

for them in the record. The game's not worth the candle.

47. The table below shows the Domanial and Regional Scores

for POR and 3BF:

DOMANIAL SCOPES
POR 3BF

Domain I..A.l 6.52 7.50

Domain II..A.2 7.50 6.56
Domain III.A.3 6.65 7.50

Domain IV.A.4 7.50 7.28

Domain V.B.l 5.94 7.50

Domain VI.B.2 7.50 7.50

Domain VII.B.3 6.75 7.50

Domain VIII.B.4 7.50 7.31
Domain IX.C.l 3.75 3.41

Domain X..C.2 3.75 3.75

Domain XI.C.3 3.75 3.47

Domain XII..C.4 3.75 3.53

Domain XIII.D 4.70 5.00 1
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I Domain XIV..E I 20.00 I 18.31

REGIONAL SCORES 95.56 96.12

48. 3BF is the apparent "winner" by 0.56 RQPs. This

margin of victory, however, reflects a false precision. The

Regional Scores are reported above as numbers having two decimal

digits, to the hundredths place. These numbers to the right of

the decimal point are spurious digits introduced by calculations

carried out to greater precision than the original data, the

IPPs, which were awarded in whole numbers (unless the Factor was

not contested). The Domanial Scores could not possibly have

been more precise than the underlying IPP scores having the

least number of significant figures in the equation, and these

were always one -digit integers (with the unusual exception of

Domain VI.B.2, where each applicant received straight 2.5s

because no Factor was contested). To eliminate the false

precision, the spurious digits should be rounded off. This

produces a tie score of 96-96.

49. The undersigned therefore determines as a matter of

ultimate fact that there is no meaningful qualitative difference

between POR and 3BF when they are comparatively evaluated using

the prescribed weighted Domains and unweighted Factors.

50. Both POR and 3BF are qualified for licensure, for each

meets the requirements set forth in section 381.986 (5) (b). It

is unnecessary to make findings of fact regarding the
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applicants' satisfaction of these conditions because DOH never

gave timely notice of intent to deny either party's application

for failing to demonstrate that it had the necessary abilities,

infrastructure, or personnel.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

51. The Division of Administrative Hearings ("DOAH") has

personal and subject matter jurisdiction in this proceeding

pursuant to sections 120.569 and 120.57(1), Florida Statutes.

52. As applicants competing for licensure in a zero sum

situation, POR and 3BF have the ultimate burden of persuasion

and must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that one of

them is the better qualified applicant in comparison to the

other. § 120.57(1) (j), Fla. Stat.; see Fla. Dep't of Transp. v.

J.W.C. Co., 396 So. 2d 778 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).

53. When the substantial interests of an applicant are

determined by denial in favor of a mutually exclusive

application, the competing applicants are entitled to a

comparative review hearing. Bio-Med. Apps. of Clearwater, Inc.

v. Dep't of HRS, Office of Cmty. Med. Facilities, 370 So. 2d 19

(Fla. 2d DCA 1979). Applications are "mutually exclusive" where

the decision on one application will substantially prejudice

another pending application because all applicants are competing

for the right to serve a market that only one of them can in

practical effect be authorized to serve. Id. at 23. Thus, when
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an applicant is able to show that the granting of authority to

some other applicant would substantially prejudice his or her

application, fairness requires that the agency conduct a

comparative hearing pursuant to section 120.57 at which the

competing applications are considered simultaneously. Id.; see

Ashbacker Radio Corp. v. F.C.C., 326 U.S. 327, 333 (1945); see

also Gulf Court Nursing Ctr. v. Dep't of HRS, 483 So. 2d 700,

705 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985).

54. Comparative administrative hearings are not typically

required in determining the interests of license applicants in

Florida, and thus our state courts have not, as yet, developed

detailed guidelines for conducting them. In conducting this

hearing, the undersigned found the following discussion in

Johnston Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications

Commission, 175 F.2d 351, 356-58 (D.C. Cir. 1949), to be

instructive:

A choice between two applicants involve[sl
more than the bare qualifications of each
applicant. It involves a comparison of
characteristics. Both A and B may be
qualified, but if a choice must be made, the
question is which is the better qualified.
Both might be ready, able and willing to
serve the public interest. But in choosing
between them, the inquiry must reveal which
would better serve that interest. So the
nature of the material, the findings and the
bases for conclusion differ when (1) the
inquiry is merely whether an applicant is
qualified and (2) when the purpose is to
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make a proper choice between two qualified
applicants

[Where] both applicants (are found] to be
qualified for a permiti,] the question
(becomes] which should receive it.
Comparative qualities and not mere positive
characteristics must then be considered.

The principles which govern . . . a
comparative consideration are basically the
same as those which govern the determination
of the qualification of a single
applicant. . . . But the essentials to
legally valid conclusions differ, as the two
problems, one of bare qualification and the
other of comparative qualifications,
differ. In respect to comparative
decisions, these are the essentials: (1) The
bases or reasons for the final conclusion
must be clearly stated. (2) That conclusion
must be a rational result from the findings
of ultimate facts, and those findings must
be sufficient in number and substance to
support the conclusion. (3) The ultimate
facts as found must appear as rational
inferences from the findings of basic facts.
(4) The findings of the basic facts must be
supported by substantial evidence.
(5) Findings must be made in respect to
every difference, except those which are
frivolous or wholly unsubstantial, between
the applicants indicated by the evidence and
advanced by one of the parties as effective.
(6) The final conclusion must be upon a
composite consideration ofthe findings as
to the several differences, pro and con each
applicant. .

The last two essentials above stated-(5)
and (6)-are made necessary by the peculiar
characteristics of a comparative
determination. The [trier of fact] cannot
ignore a material difference between two
applicants and make findings in respect to
selected characteristics only. Neither can
it base Its conclusion upon a selection from
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among its findings of differences and ignore
all other findings. It must take into
account all the characteristics which
indicate differences, and reach an over-all
relative determination upon an evaluation of
all factors, conflicting in many
cases.

We say that the required findings need go no
further than the evidence and the proposals
of the parties.. . . . [W]e think that the
[trier of fact] may rely upon the parties to
present whatever factual matter bears upon a
choice between them. When the minimum
qualifications of both applicants have been
established, the public interest will be
protected no matter which applicant is
chosen. From there on the public interest
is served by the selection of the better
qualified applicant, and the private
interest of each applicant comes into play
upon that question. Thus, the comparative
hearing is an adversary proceeding. The
applicants are hostile, and their respective
interests depend not only upon their own
virtues but upon the relative shortcomings
of their adversaries. We think, therefore,
that the [trier of fact] is entitled to
assume that in such a proceeding the record
of the testimony will contain reference to
all the facts in respect to which a
difference between the parties exists, and
that the parties will urge, each in his own
behalf, the substantial points of
preference. .

In this respect, a comparative determination
differs from the determination of each
applicant1s qualifications for a permit. A
choice can properly be made upon those
differences advanced by the parties as
reasons for the choice. To illustrate, if
neither applicant presents as a material
factor the relative financial resources of
himself and his adversary, the [trier of
fact] need not require testimony upon the
point or make a finding in respect to it,
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beyond the requisite ability for bare
qualification. It may assume that there is
no material difference between the
applicants upon that point.

Our view upon the foregoing matter rests
upon the actualities of a truly adversary
proceeding, upon the difficulty, if not the
impossibility, of defining a list of things
in respect to which applicants may differ,
and upon the practicalities of the (fact -
finder's] task. It is only conmon sense to
assume that adversaries with substantial
interests at stake will overlook no
advantage to be found in an opponent's
weaknesses. . . . (hf evidence were
required on a list of subjects, immaterial
as well as material, . . . without exception
from the parties, the complexity, length and
expense of proceedings would be vastly
increased wholly unnecessarily.

55. On the matter of what the Johnston court referred to

as the applicants' "bare qualifications," D011 never timely

alleged that either POR or 3BF is unqualified for licensure as a

DO. Rather, in its written notices of intent to deny, which the

Department was required to give POR and 3BF pursuant to

section 120.60(3), the Department informed the applicants that

their respective applications would be denied, not for failure

to meet any required qualification for licensure, but because

the evaluators had selected Alpha as the highest -scored

applicant.

56. On the last day of hearing, however, the Department

announced that it was taking the position that neither POR nor

3BF had proved it met all the minimum conditions for licensure.
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D011 repeats this contention in its Proposed Recommended Order

but has neither specified what requirements were not allegedly

met, nor offered any evidence in support of this purported

reversal of its preliminary determination that both Petitioners

were eligible for the substantive, comparative review of

qualified applicants. Evidently, the Department believes that

the applicants were required to prove at hearing their

satisfaction of all the requirements for licensure, even though

no disputed issues of material fact had ever been raised

concerning these matters.

57. That is not how this process works. Section 120.60 (3)

provides that an applicant for licensure "shall be given written

notice, personally or by mail, that the agency intends to grant

or deny, or has granted or denied, the application for license.

The notice must state with particularity the grounds or basis

for the issuance or denial of the license, except when issuance

is a ministerial act," which was not the case here. The issues

for hearing in a license application denial case, as between the

agency and the applicant, are framed by the section 120.60 (3)

denial letter and the applicant's petition for hearing. See,

e.g., Ft. Myers Real Estate Holdings, LLC v. Dep't of Bus. &

Prof'l Reg., Div. of Pari-Mutuel Wagering, 53 So. 3d 1158, 1162

(Fla. 1st DCA 2011).
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58. Thus, if there are seven requirements for licensure,

and the agency gives notice of its intent to deny an application

for failure to demonstrate satisfaction of condition No. 5, then

the "statement of all disputed issues of material fact" that the

applicant's petition for hearing must contain pursuant to

Florida Administrative Code Rule 28-106.201 (2) (d) should be

limited to those bearing on whether the applicant meets

condition No. 5 because that is the only requirement whose

nonfulfillment the agency has asserted as grounds for denial.

Obviously, the applicant has no reason to dispute the agency's

preliminary determination-necessarily implicit in the denial

letter-that he meets condition Nos. 1 through 4, 6, and 7. At

the ensuing hearing, the applicant need not prove that all the

conditions for licensure are met, including the undisputed ones,

but only that No. 5 is.

59. In this instance, the Department never disputed the

"bare" qualifications of POR and 3BF until the hearing was

nearly over, when it was too late. Neither applicant,

therefore, was required to prove, at hearing, the undisputed

fact that it met all the conditions for licensure. To prevail,

rather, the applicants needed to prove something different:

that one of them, comparatively speaking, is the most qualified

applicant. The question in a comparative hearing such as this,
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as noted by the Johnston court, is which qualified applicant

should receive the license, not which applicant is qualified.

60. As a last observation on this point, the Department

could have contested the failure of one or both the applicants

to satisfy some requirement or another, despite not having done

so in the original denial letter. Clearly, however, due process

demands that an applicant be given adequate notice of all

grounds for the denial of its application. Therefore, to assert

additional grounds for denial, DOH would have needed to timely

amend the section 120.60(3) letters, or otherwise afford

adequate notice of its change of position. It is not necessary

in this case to explore in depth questions concerning when and

how such notice must be given. It suffices to say that, absent

extraordinary circumstances not present here, an agency cannot

be allowed to ambush an applicant on the final day of a three-

week hearing with the allegation that the applicant has failed

to prove requirements for licensure that were never in dispute.

61. At hearing, the Department argued insistently that

this is not an ordinary de novo proceeding whose purpose is to

formulate agency action, but rather a more deferential review of

some sort. For the most part, this argument was framed as an

objection to any evidence being offered by either POR or 3BF

that might "amend" an application on file with the Department on

or before November 23, 2015. Seeking to preclude the applicants
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from relying upon any "new" evidence supplementing or changing

any statement in an application, even proof of events occurring

after November 2015 that might be relevant to the consideration

of comparative qualities, D011 describes this hearing as a

"backward -looking, retrospective comparison" of the

applications. Needless to say, a retroactive review would tend

to protect the Department's proposed agency action against

additional evidence of old facts, as well as newly available

evidence of changed circumstances-and substantially modify POR

and 3BF's administrative remedies under sections 120.569 and

120.57(1).

62 The starting point for consideration of the

Department's contention that the non -adversarial record

assembled by the Department during the free -form application

process should not be reopened in the formal adversarial hearing

(except perhaps to admit evidence that merely explains a

statement in an application) is section 120.57(1)(k), which

mandates that "[a] 11 proceedings conducted under this subsection

shall be de novo." De novo administrative hearings "are

designed to give affected parties an opportunity to change the

agency's mind." E.g., Couch Constr. Co. v. Dep't of Transp.,

361 So. 2d 172, 176 (Fla. 1st DCA 1978). This opportunity, it

has been said, "is one of the highest achievements of

chapter 120 disciplines." State v. Falls Chase Special Taxing
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Dist., 424 So. 2d 787, 813 (Fla. 1st DCA 1982) (Smith, C..J.,

dissenting).

63. "The supreme goal of the Administrative Procedure Act

of 1974 is increased initiative and self-discipline within the

executive branch. All its remedies press toward that goal

(of] promot[ing] agency responsibility, changing the

agency head's mind if that is indicated." Id. The

administrative law judge's ("AU's") essential function is

neither to further nor frustrate the agency's proposed action,

nor is it "merely [to) find the facts and supply the law, as

would a court." McDonald v. Dep't of Banking & Fin., 346 So. 2d

569, 583 (Fla. 1st DCA 1977). Rather, the AU is supposed to

conduct a hearing that "independently serves the public interest

by providing a forum to expose, inform and challenge agency

policy and discretion." State ex rel. Dep't of Gen. Servs. v.

Willis, 344 So. 2d 580, 591 (Fla. 1st DCA 1977). Performing

this function, the AU must, when necessary, "subject[] agency

policymakers to the sobering realization their policies lack

convincing wisdom, and require[] them to cope with [his or her]

adverse commentary." McDonald, 346 So. 2d at 583. Thus, in a

typical chapter 120 hearing to formulate final agency action,

the agency's preliminary decision is given no deference.

J.D. v. Fla. Dep't of Child. & Fams., 114 So. 3d 1127, 1132

(Fla. 1st DCA 2013).
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64. In the specific context of licensing, the de novo

hearing requirement ensures that questions regarding the

applicant' s qualifications are to be determined based upon the

circumstances that exist at the time of the final agency action,

not some earlier date. Otherwise, the agency might issue "a

permit contrary to existing legislation." Lavernia v. Dep't of

Prof'l Reg., 616 So. 2d 53, 54 (Fla. 1st DCA 1993). "Florida

follows the general rule that a change in a licensure statute

that occurs during the pendency of an application for licensure

is operative as to the application, so that the law as changed,

rather than as it existed at the time the application was filed,

determines whether the license should be granted." Id.

at 53-54.

65. The same logic applies to factual developments which

are material to an applicant's qualifications for licensure.

If, between the time an application is filed and the time the

agency takes final action on the application, some fact material

to the applicant's qualifications changes to his detriment, so

that he no longer satisfies the conditions for licensure under

existing legislation, then the agency need not, and indeed

should not, issue the license, even though the applicant was

eligible for licensure when he applied. See Bd. of Med. v.

Mata, 561 So. 2d 364, 365 (Fla. 1st DCA 1990) 2O
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66. Just as changing circumstances adversely affecting an

applicant's qualification for licensure can be considered by the

agency if evidence of the facts is received prior to the final

decision, so too is the applicant entitled to present, and have

the agency consider, proof of recent developments which

positively affect the applicant's qualifications. This has long

been recognized. See McDonald v. Dep't of Banking & Fin., 346

So. 2d 569, 584 (Fla. 1st DCA 1977). As the court explained in

McDonald,

The hearing officer's decision to permit
evidence of circumstances as they existed at
the time of the hearing was correct. The
agency may appropriately control the number
and frequency of amendments to licensing
applications and may by rule prevent
substantial amendment of the application in
midproceeding.t21'1 But the hearing officer
or agency head conducting Section 120.57
proceedings should freely consider relevant
evidence of changing economic conditions and
other current circumstances external to the
application. Section 120.57 proceedings are
intended to formulate final agency action,
not to review action taken earlier and
preliminarily.

Id. at 584 (footnote omitted) (emphasis added). What matters, in

the end, is that the applicant be qualified (or not) at the time

of the final decision, not at some earlier point in the process.

See also MVP Health, Inc. v. Ag. for Health Care Adxnin., Case

No. 09-6021, 2010 Fla. Div. Adm. Hear. LEXIS 557, 37 n.13 (Fla.

DOAH Apr. 22, 2010).
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67. The Department argues that the Legislature removed DO

licensing proceedings from this body of administrative law when

it enacted chapter 2016-123, Laws of Florida (the "2016

Amendment"), which amended the Act. The 2016 Amendment took

effect on March 25, 2016, during the pendency of this

proceeding.

68. The relevant language of the 2016 Amendment is located

in subsections (1) and (2) of section 3. Subsection (1)

provides that, "(n)otwithstanding s. 381.986(5) (b), Florida

Statutes," any applicant meeting certain conditions "must be

granted cultivation authorization by the department and is

approved to operate as a dispensing organization." With one

exception, the only applicants that met the conditions for

direct legislative approval outside of section 381.986(5) (b)

were the applicants, including Alpha, that had received a notice

from the Department of its intent to issue them a license.

69. Although the Legislature chose to authorize the

applicants whom the Department intended to approve, it need not

have picked these particular applicants; it could have approved

any applicant(s)-or even an organization that had not applied.

When the Legislature exercises its constitutional power to make

a law tlnotwithstandingll an existing statute, it can do whatever

it wants (within constitutional bounds). Through a legislative

decree untouchable by the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"),
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therefore, a number of DO applicants received "fiat licenses"

without any of them needing to prove, in a formal administrative

hearing, that it was the best qualified among the applicants for

licensure in a particular region.

70. Subsection (2) provides as follows:

If an organization that does not meet the
criteria of subsection (1) receives a final
determination from the Division of
Administrative Hearings, the Department of
Health, or a court of competent jurisdiction
that it was entitled to be a dispensing
organization under s. 381.986, Florida
Statutes, and applicable rules, such
organization and an organization that meets
the criteria of subsection (1) shall both be
dispensing organizations in the same region.
During the operations of any dispensing
organization that meets the criteria in this
section, the Department of Health may
enforce rule 64-4.005, Florida
Administrative Code, as filed on June 17,
2015.

(Underlining removed). This subsection authorized the

disappointed applicants to continue pursuing their timely

requested administrative remedies despite the issuance of the

fiat licenses. The Department contends that subsection (2)

redefined the ultimate issue for determination in this

proceeding from "Which applicant is the most qualified?" to

"Which applicant ws the most qualified in November 2015?" From

there, DOH argues, further, that the only admissible evidence

(with limited exceptions not worth mentioning) of the facts as
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of November 2015 consists of the applications themselves. These

arguments, addressed below in reverse order, are rejected.

71. As. the court noted in Mata, the "Administrative

Procedure Act makes the hearing officer's fact-finding function

in licensing proceedings an integral part of the whole process

by which the agency determines whether to issue or deny the

license." 561 So. 2d at 367. The APA requires, moreover, that

the formal hearing be de novo, providing an administrative

remedy that "contemplate(s) the presentation and consideration

of new evidence." J.D., 114 So. 3d at 1132 (emphasis added).

The 2016 Amendment says nothing about supplanting

section 120.57 (1) (k) or any other provision of the APA, and it

should not be construed as doing so by implication. See Gopman

v. Dep't of Educ., 908 So. 2d 1118, 1120 (Fla. 1st DCA 2005).

72. concerning the contention that subsection (2)

redefined the ultimate issue, turning the comparative hearing

into a contemporaneous evaluation of the applicants as they were

at a time in the past, long before they could have hoped to

commence DO operations, and regardless of what has happened

since, to decide which might better serve as a DO in the future,

the Department places undue emphasis on the legislation's use of

the past tense form of "to be" in the conditional clause

("If . . . a final (order) determin(es] . . . that (an

applicant] was entitled to be a dispensing organization"). To
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begin, the Department assumes that the verb "was" implies that

the vantage point is the formal administrative hearing, from

which the AU must look back.221 This might make some sense if

subsection (2) conditioned licensure on receipt of an AU's

recommended order finding that the applicant "was entitled" to

be a DO because, if the relevant time were some point in the

past, then from the AU's perspective that time most naturally

would be thought to predate the final hearing, where the

evidence on which the recommended order was based would have

been adduced.

73. But that is not what subsection (2) says. Instead,

subsection (2) conditions licensure on receipt of a "final

determination," and it identifies three institutions from which

such a decision might issue: DOAH, DOFI, and a court. Whether

an applicant "was entitled" to be a DO is a question that could

be answered, therefore, from up to three different

perspectives-not just DOAH's, as the Department's position

takes for granted. Yet, DOAH does not have authority to issue a

final determination of entitlement in licensing matters. Only

DOH and the appellate courts have that power.23' This strongly

implies that if subsection (2) requires a backwards look, as DOH

argues, the one perspective that should not determine the

vantage point is the AUJ's. The proper perspective should be,

rather, DOH's or the court's, as applicable. And because
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neither DOR nor an appellate court is a trier of fact, neither

of them, in preparing a final decision, would be expected to

look back on the time frame before the preliminary agency

action; they would base final determinations of entitlement on

the review of a recommended or final order, as the case may be,

and the record behind it.

74. From the standpoint of a final decision -maker sitting

in a review capacity, which is the relevant perspective under

subsection (2), the past -tense phrase "was entitled" fits

comfortably with the understanding that the evidence will

already have been received, the facts found. To illustrate, in

ordinary conversation, if we said the district court determined

that Acme Corp. "was entitled" to be a dispensing organization,

our statement would be understood most readily as meaning that

Acme Corp.'s entitlement had been established in the record,

which the court would have reviewed in making its determination.

But a listener could not reasonably infer, from our statement

alone, that evidence of recent factual developments had been

admitted or rejected at the final hearing because the statement

does not go that far.241

75. If the Legislature had intended to preclude the

Department or an appellate court from making a final

determination of entitlement based upon all relevant findings of

fact-including those reflecting the most recent developments
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pro and con each applicant-that are supported by competent

substantial evidence adduced at the final hearing, it surely

would have said so with much greater clarity of expression.

76. Another indication that the Legislature did not intend

to imbue the words "was entitled" with the meaning ascribed to

them by the Department is that, as a matter of law, no applicant

is ever "entitled" to be a DO until DOH makes a final

affirmative decision on its application either by issuing a

license (in the absence of a hearing) or, if a hearing is timely

reguested, by issuing a final order approving the issuance of a

license. Even if ultimately successful, therefore, neither POR

nor 3BF was entitled to licensure in the past; neither applicant

is so entitled as of the date hereof; and neither applicant will

be entitled to licensure in the future unless and until DOH

enters a final order granting its application. It makes no

sense to read subsection (2) as conditioning an applicant's

licensure on a final determination that it was entitled to be a

DO based on facts and circumstances leading up to, but not

beyond, a point in time when no applicant was entitled to be a

DO.

77. It is concluded that the past tense form of "to be" in

subsection (2) is clearly not intended to direct the fact -finder

to decide which applicant was the best choice based on what was

the situation at some unspecified point in the past, regardless
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of how the material facts might have changed over time. Since

the first one then might later be last, a backward -looking

review would raise the genuine possibility of handing out one of

the few available licenses to an applicant that started fast but

faded down the stretch and was overtaken by another; it would be

counterproductive to the goal of choosing the most qualified

applicant. Rather than requiring us to ignore present reality,

the language at issue communicates the idea that, to be

successful now, an applicant must show that it is better than

not only (i) all other applicants still contending for the same

regional license but also (ii) the applicant in that region to

which the Legislature granted a fiat license outside of the

administrative process, "[n]otwithstanding s. 381.986(5) (b) ."

78. This is because, only of an applicant able to prove

these things can it be said that such applicant-rather than the

fiat licensee that was approved notwithstanding section 381.986-

-"was entitled" to be a DO "under s. 381.986" in the sense that

such applicant ultimately would have received a license under

section 381.986 but for the Legislature's intervention in 2016.

Note that the "S. 381.986" under which a subsection (2)

licensee's entitlement would have arisen is plainly the pre -2016

Amendment version of the statute. This gives the words "was

entitled" a meaning roughly equivalent to "was on track" or "was

in line" to be licensed under section 381.986(5), Florida
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Statutes (2015), which was the law before the enactment of the

2016 1mendment. To the extent these proceedings are backward

looking, the focus of the look -back is the former law, not the

former facts.

79. This common sense understanding of the phrase "was

entitled to be a dispensing organization under s. 381.986" has

the additional advantage of making clear (as the Legislature no

doubt intended) that only an applicant who had timely challenged

the denial of its application under section 381.986, Florida

Statutes (2015), for one of the original five DO licenses, and

who was still in litigation when the 2016 Pmendment was enacted,

would be able to obtain a license. Thus, the 2016 Amendment

authorized up to one more license per region.

80. In sum, the conditional clause in the first sentence

of subsection (2) does not (1) transform this de novo hearing

into a retrospective review; (ii) limit the record to

information on file with the Department as of November 23, 2015;

or (iii) require that applicants be compared as though no facts

have changed since that date. Rather, it declares that any

applicant, having applied for licensure under section 381.986,

Florida Statutes (2015), may still be approved to operate as a

DO, despite the establishment of a fiat licensee in the

applicant's region of choice, if such applicant prevails in an

administrative proceeding pending as of March 25, 2016, by
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demonstrating its superiority to the fiat licensee, as well as

all other remaining competitors for the same license.

81. At hearing, the Department asserted that its ranking

of the applicants for the southwest region's license is a

policy -infused finding of fact ("PIFF") entitled to deference

under the standard of judicial review announced in McDonald v.

Department of Banking and Finance, 346 So. 2d 569 (Fla. 1st DCA

1977). Bids for deference have no place in a de novo hearing

under sections 120.569 and 120.57; agencies should save them for

the appeal. Nevertheless, because DOH threw down the gauntlet,

the undersigned will take it up and explain, in detail, why the

argument is rejected.

82. Without question, McDonald is a seminal case. Decided

in the early days of the "modern" Florida APA, McDonald enjoys

near -canonical status, and for good reason. The opinion is

chock-full of magisterial pronouncements on Florida

administrative law, all of which are interesting and insightful,

many of which have stood the test of time. But the court was

not infallible, and its writ not inerrant. Moreover, today's

APA is substantially different in many crucial respects from the

APA that existed when the McDonald court did its exegetical

work. McDonald must be read with care and applied with caution

in deciding current disputes.
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83. McDonald, coincidentally, is a licensing case. The

applicant sought to organize a bank and applied, in 1973, for

the necessary authority, which, after a long and winding process

that included a trip to circuit court, the agency declined to

grant. This resulted in the referral of the matter, in 1976, to

DOAH, then a fledgling agency which had only recently opened its

doors. After conducting a formal hearing, the hearing officer

("HO") entered a recommended order that included detailed

findings of fact upon which she determined, ultimately, that the

applicant met each of the six statutory criteria-(a) through

(f)-for licensure. Id. at 574-77.

84. In its final order, the agency rejected "many of the

hearing officer's findings of fact as not based on competent

substantial evidence" and denied the application. Id. at 577.

The agency agreed that the proposed bank satisfied criteria (a)

and (c), as the HO had found, but it "displaced" the HO's

findings as to criteria (b), (d), (e), and (f), making

substitute findings to the effect that the applicant had failed

to satisfy these requirements. The applicant appealed the

unfavorable decision.

85. The main issue on appeal was whether, as the appellant

maintained, the agency had "erroneously discarded the hearing

officer's findings of fact which are supported by competent

substantial evidence and erroneously based [its] decision on
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improperly substituted findings of fact." Id. at 574-75. It is

important to note that, at the time of McDonald, unlike today,

the APA allowed an agency to freely reject any conclusions of

law in a recommended order, but, as now, forbade the agency from

rejecting or modifying findings of fact without "first

determin (jag] from a review of the complete record, and

stat (jag] with particularity in the order, that the findings of

fact were not based on competent substantial evidence." See

§ 120.57(1)(b)9., Fla. Stat. (Supp. 1976). Thus, the question

presented should have been answered in the affirmative if, as

the appellant claimed, the HO's findings of fact were supported

by competent substantial evidence ("CSE").

86. Unfortunately for the development of Florida

administrative law, however, the court identified a nonexistent

problem and looked to federal law for a solution. The "problem"

arose from section 120.68(10), Florida Statutes (Supp. 1976),

which then provided in relevant part:

If the agency's action depends on any fact
found by the agency in a proceeding meeting
the requirements of a. 120.57, the court
shall not substitute its judgment for that
of the agency as to the weight of the
evidence on any disputed finding of fact.

§ 120.68(10), Fla. Stat. (emphasis added). Instead of treating

this section as in pan materia with section 120.57 (1) (b)9., and
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interpreting both sections in light of each other, the court

imagined them to be in tension.251

87. The court described this purported tension as follows:

[Tihe Department was required to honor the
hearing officer's findings of fact unless
"not based upon competent substantial
evidence." . . Yet we as the reviewing
court are required to sustain the
Department's findings of fact-those which
petitioners urge were wrongfully submitted-
if they are supported by competent
substantial evidence. Section
120.68(10). The result is a conundrum:
bound as we are to honor agency findings of
fact supported by competent substantial
evidence, how shall we determine whether the
agency, as required, accorded similar
respect to the hearing officer's findings?

Id. at 578. The court's rhetorical question invited a simple

answer: Determine whether the HO's displaced findings of fact

were not supported by CSE for the reasons stated with

particularity in the final order and, if the agency incorrectly

rejected or modified a material finding, reverse the final order

on grounds of the agency's erroneous application of section

120.57 (1) (b)9.., but for which the "agency findings of fact"

would not have been made. The court, in short, should have

answered its own question by saying that "agency findings of

fact" conceived in derogation of section 120.57 (1) (b)9. deserve

no "honor" on appeal. See endnote 25. But the court had other

ideas.
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88. It turned to federal law for guidance, specifically

Universal Camera v. National Labor Relations Board, 340 U.S. 474

(1951), which established important principles for the judicial

review of a federal agency's findings of fact. In Universal

Camera, the U.S. Supreme Court examined the contention that the

court of appeals had "erred in holding that it was barred from

taking into account the report of the thearingi examiner on

questions of fact insofar as that report was rejected by the"

agency. Id. at 491. This contention, the Court explained,

raised "serious questions," id. at 492, due to several

intersecting developments in federal law, which are too involved

and too remote to recount here.

89. Take note, though, that the question presented in

Universal Camera was whether a reviewing court may (or must)

exclude from considerat.ion the findings made by a hearing

examiner to the extent they were discarded by the agency. In

view of this issue, it comes as no surprise to learn that, under

the federal APA, agencies possessed the power to reverse a

hearing examiner's findings of fact without regard to whether

such findings were supported by CSE.

90. Indeed, the Court forcefully rejected the notion that

an agency has the "power to reverse an examiner's findings only

when they are 'clearly erroneous," saying this idea represented

"so drastic a departure from prior administrative practice that"
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an explicit statute would be required to impose such a

limitation. 340 U.S. at 492.26k? It was on the basis of this

deeply ingrained premise that the lower court in Universal

Camera had ignored the examiner's discarded findings, even while

acknowledging that the agency would have been "wrong" to

"totally disregard(]" them, because it feared that treating the

agency's "wrong(ful]" disregard of the examiner's findings as

reversible error would be tantamount to forcing agencies via

judicial review to adopt findings they were free under statutory

authority to reject. Id. at 492-93.

91. It is worthwhile to pause here, before looking at the

Supreme Court's solution to this apparent dilemma, to observe

that, contrary to the McDonald court's analysis, the circuit

court of appeals in Universal Camera did not face the "same

question" which the McDonald court asked itself-namely, how

should the court determine whether the agency, as required by

law, honored the HO's findings of fact supported by CSE?

McDonald, 356 So. 2d at 578. Unlike the agency in McDonald,

which under an explicit statute had only the limited power to

reverse an HO's findings when they were not supported by CSE,

the agency in Universal Camera had the power to reverse such

findings even if they were supported by CSE; that is, the

federal agency was not required by law to honor the examiner's

legally correct findings. See endnote 26. Nor were federal
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agencies required to state any grounds, with particularity or

otherwise, explaining the reversal of an examiner's findings of

fact.. The dilemma in Universal Camera thus was whether a court

could reverse an agency's substituted findings of fact without

effectively limiting the agency's indisputable statutory

authority to disregard practically any fact found by an examiner

where the evidentiary record provides at least some support for

an alternative finding. The McDonald court asserted that it

confronted the same "conundrum"-but it did not.. Unlike the

situation in Universal Camera, a reversal in McDonald on grounds

of the agency's noncompliance with section 120.57(1) (b)9. would

not have diminished the agency's statutory authority to reverse

an HO's findings of fact; rather, a reversal on such grounds

would simply have confined the agency to its statutorily limited

authority in this regard. For this reason, Universal Camera was

materially distinguishable.

92. The Supreme Court solved the Universal Camera dileimna

by, in effect, demoting the hearing examiner from trier of fact

to something like a competent, experienced, and impartial expert

witness-someone to whom attention must be paid, but not a

person who must usually be obeyed. It reasoned as follows. As

mentioned, the agency was not required to accept the examiner's

findings, even if they were legally correct. Moreover, under

the federal standard for reviewing agency action, the finhngs
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of the agency were to be regarded as "conclusive" if supported

by "si.thstantial evidence" upon consideration of the whole

record. But this did not warrant an "exclusionary rule"

requiring courts to ignore an examiner's discarded findings, as

the lower court had done, because the "examiner's report is as

much a part of the record as the complaint or the testimony."

Universal Camera, 340 U.s. at 493. Therefore, the Court

concluded, "a reviewing court [must] determine the

substantiality of evidence on the record including the

examiner's report." Id.

93. The Court hastened to add, however, that:

the examiner's findings [need noti be given
more weight than in reason and in the light
of judicial experience they deserve. The
"substantial evidence" standard is not
modified in any way when the [agency] and
its examiner disagree. We intend only to
recognize that evidence supporting a
conclusion may be less substantial when an
impartial, experienced examiner who has
observed the witnesses and lived with the
case has drawn conclusions different from
the [agency] 's than when he has reached the
same conclusion. The findings of the
examiner are to be considered along with the
consistency and inherent probability of
testimony. The significance of his report,
of course, depends largely on the importance
of credibility in the particular case. To
give it this significance does not seem to
us materially more difficult than to heed
the other factors which in sum determine
whether evidence is "substantial."
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Id. at 496-97 (emphasis added). In other words, when a court

must determine on appeal whether an agency's findings of fact

are supported by substantial evidence, the hearing examiner's

rejected findings are to be treated as just another piece of

evidence in the record, sometimes meriting greater weight than

the testimony (especially when dependent upon credibility

determinations or, e.g., when the examiner is highly

"experienced"), sometimes not, but always sufficiently relevant

that "courts [may not) deny (them) the probative force they

would have in the conduct of affairs outside a courtroom." Id.

at 497.

94. The McDonald court believed that it was "free to

adopt(j Universal Camera's standard of judicial review" because

"Florida's APA does not require that the reviewing court ignore

the hearing officer's findings to the extent they are displaced

by agency findings. McDonald, 346 So. 2d at 579. This

statement was true, as far as it went, but it was not a

sufficient basis for conforming Florida law to federal law on

the matter of judicial review. The court failed to consider

whether the Florida APA required the reviewing court to

(i) ignore the agency's reasons for rejecting or modifying the

110's findings of fact, which reasons were supposed to have been

stated with particularity in the final order, and thus (ii) not

determine if those reasons were correct before reaching the
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q-uestion of whether CSE supports the agency's substituted

findings. Of course, the APA did not require that, either.

95. To the contrary, the APA required, at least by the

strongest of implications, if not expressly, that the reviewing

court determine as a threshold matter whether the agency

exceeded its authority in rejecting or modifying a finding of

fact. Read, again, the then -applicable statutory language:

The agency in its final order may reject or
modify the conclusions of law and
interpretation of administrative rules in
the recommended order. The agency may not
reject or modify the findings of fact
unless the agency first determines from a
review of the complete record, and states
with particularity in the order, that the
findings of fact were not based upon
competent substantial evidence or that the
proceedings on which the findings were based
did not comply with essential requirements
of law.

Observe the difference between the agency's authority with

respect to conclusions of law, on one hand, and findings of

fact, on the other. The agency "may reject or modify" legal

conclusions without explanation. In contrast, the agency "may

not reject or modify the findings of fact" without giving an

explanation, the substance of which must be limited to either of

just two grounds. The requirement of an explanation, together

with the limitation on the permissible grounds, for discarding

an HO'S findings of fact make sense only if the agency's

exercise of its narrow authority to discard findings is subject
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to judicial review as a distinct issue, separate from the

question of whether the substituted findings are based on CSE.

Otherwise, these statutory restrictions serve no meaningful

purpose.

96. In adopting Universal Camera, the court introduced a

nonnative invasive weed into the garden of Florida

administrative law, which threatened to blot out the section

120.57(1) (b)9. limitations on agency authority to reject or

modify findings of fact. McDonald steered the focus of judicial

review of substituted findings away from the sufficiency of the

agency's explanation for discarding the HO's findings, and

placed it squarely on the sufficiency of the HO'S findings,

which would need to be both evidentially supported and logically

persuasive if the agency's findings were to be disturbed. In

this scheme, the burden was not on the agency to defend its

rejection of the HO's contrary findings, but on the other party

to show that the rejected findings, considered in conjunction

with corroborating CSE, had greater probative force than the

evidence relied upon by the agency in support of its substituted

findings. In Universal Camera the Court took care, in crafting

a needed standard of judicial review, to avoid imposing

nonstatutory limitations on the agency's broad authority to

reject findings of fact. The court in McDonald did the

opposite, carelessly eliminating the need for judicial review,
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as a separate matter, of the agency's exercise of its limited

authority to reject findings of fact, thereby effectively easing

the restrictions on such authority set forth in section

120.57(1) (b)9.

97. The McDonald court did not adopt Universal Camera

wholesale, but adapted the federal standard of review to fit its

purposes. Building upon Universal Camera, the court explained

that the amount of probative force courts should give an HO's

finding, in determining the substantiality of evidence

supporting the agency's substituted finding, will generally

depend on where the HO's finding falls on a continuum of factual

issues, ranging from disputes involving historical or objective

facts ("empirical facts"), where the HO's findings "carry

relatively greater probative force," to disagreements over

PIFFs, i.e., "ultimate facts . . . infused by policy

considerations for which the agency has special responsibility,"

where the HO's findings deserve "less weight." 346 So. 2d

at 579.

98. The "PIFF Doctrine," as the undersigned calls it,

which is a subset of the larger McDonald holding on the judicial

review of agency findings, is this: Agencies possess the

"power," which increases "as the 'facts' blur into opinions and

opinions into policies," "to substitute [PIFFs in place of HO]

findings" with considerable leeway. Id. at 583. This power is
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not unfettered, to be sure, but its exercise is not limited by

section 120.57(1) (b)9. to situations where the HO's finding was

not based upon CSE (although, as discussed, under the McDonald

standard of review, if applied literally, no agency finding

would be limited by that section271); it is, rather, held in

check by section 120.68, which imposes a "duty of exposition" on

the agency to "explicate" in the final order the rationale

behind its infusion of any "nonrule policy" into the PIFF. Id.

Under the Doctrine, PIFFs are reviewable pursuant to

section 120.68(7), Florida Statutes (Supp. 1976), as

"determinations . . . of policy within the agency's exercise of

delegated discretion." Id. at 579.

99. The idea of a category comprising PIFFs, occupying a

no-man's-land between the section 120.57 (1) (b)9. categories of

"conclusions of law" and "findings of fact," did not come from

Universal Camera or the Florida APA, but was, apparently, the

McDonald court's original concept. Regardless, the McDonald

court made it clear that under the PIFF Doctrine agencies would

have more power over PIFFs than empirical facts. Less clear, if

not buried under McDonald's elaborate sliding scale of factual

issues, was just how radical a revision of section

120.57(1) (b)9. the court had slipped into the law.

100. By definition, a PIFF is an amalgam of empirical fact

and policy. The PIFF Doctrine only comes into play, however,
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when the agency and the HO disagree over the policy component of

the discarded finding-indeed, such disagreement is what puts

the "P" in PIFF. This is because, when the agency and the HO

are in accord on the policy, all that remains for dispute are

matters of empirical fact, and disagreements concerning

empirical facts are, after Heifetz, 475 So. 2d at 1281-82,

wholly within the realm of the HO's fact-finding discretion,

which means that his or her findings will be conclusive if

supported by CSE.

101. When used in connection with the PIFF Doctrine, the

term "policy" includes any principle upon which a decision

depends; such outcome -determining principles are otherwise

known, in the broad sense, as "law." But "policy" here also

means the result that follows from the application of general

principle to empirical fact-what we would refer to, in other

contexts, as the "holding" or "rule" of a judicial opinion. A

holding establishes the outcome that should obtain when, in the

future, the same general principle is applied to the same or

similar empirical facts.

102. The HO and the agency might disagree over the general

principle or, alternatively, over the "holding" that the general

principle requires. If the former, the agency, under section

120.57(1)(b)9., had a free hand to reject or modify the HO's

contrary legal conclusion regarding the controlling law. But
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what was the agency to do if the HO, having applied a different

general principle of decision, had not made the findings of

empirical fact necessary for the application of the agency's

substituted conclusion of law? The PIFF Doctrine supplied a

handy solution: make substituted PIFFs. If the disagreement

was over the correct holding, as opposed to the general

principle, the PIFF Doctrine gave the agency a way to change the

result. The agency's substituted finding of, say, guilty in

place of not guilty, would no longer be a common ultimate fact,

which triers of fact like HOs ordinarily decide, but a PIFF.

103. Simply put, the PIFF Doctrine gave agencies a license

to change the facts, including, especially, the ultimate facts,

to conform them to its substituted conclusions of law. Beneath

the academic analysis, under layers of abstract concepts, the

McDonald court thus gave birth to a dangerous new idea, one

which seriously eroded the section 120.57(1) (b)9. law/fact

dichotomy where it most matters, namely with respect to ultimate

facts or "holdings."

104. In 1996, the Legislature substantially revised the

APA. See Ch. 96-159, Laws of Fla. Two amendments, in

particular, put the PIFF Doctrine in the crosshairs. The first

of these, an amendment to section 120.68, was subtle but

significant in light of the McDonald court's reliance on the

"potentially conflicting demands" of sections 120.57 (1) (b)9. and
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120.68(10), which latter referred to "fact[sl found by the

agency." That phrase was deleted in 1996, with the result that

the statute currently calls for the reviewing court to remand

when it finds that the "agency's action depends on any finding

of fact [found by thc agcncy] that is not supported by

competent, substantial evidence in the record of a hearing

conducted pursuant to ss. 120.569 and 120.57; however, the court

shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to

the weight of the evidence on any disputed finding of fact."

Ch. 96-159, § 35, at 203, Laws of Fla. (codified at

§ l20..68(7)(b), Fla. Stat.). This change eliminated any

implication that agencies have the authority to find facts qua a

trier of fact.

105. The other relevant amendment, which replaced section

120.57 (1) (b)9. with a substantially reworded section

120.57 (1) (j), took direct aim at the PIFF Doctrine, imposing two

new restrictions on the authority of agencies to edit

recommended orders. One limits agencies to rejecting or

modifying only conclusions of law "over which [they] ha[ve]

substantive jurisdiction." The second provides that

"[r]ejection or modification of conclusions of law may not form

the basis for rejection or modification of findings of fact."

Ch. 96-159, § 19, at 189, Laws of Fla. (currently codified at

§ 120.57 (1) (1), Fla. Stat.). The latter restriction, alone, is
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sufficient to overthrow the PIFF Doctrine, which is nothing if

not a warrant to reject or modify findings of fact based upon

substituted conclusions of law.

106. Also introduced in chapter 96-159 was a new section

120.57 (1) (e), which provided that "talny agency action that

determines the substantial interests of a party and that is

based on an unadopted rule is subject to de novo review by an

administrative law judge." Id. at 187. The Legislature has

amended this subsection from time to time over the years. It

currently states: "An agency or an administrative law judge may

not base agency action that determines the substantial interests

of a party on an unadopted rule or a rule that is an invalid

exercise of delegated legislative authority." § 120.57(1) Ce),

Fla. Stat.

107. The undersigned concludes that, regardless of whether

the PIFF Doctrine was ever consistent with the Florida APA, it

cannot be squared with today's APA. Forty years after McDonald

was decided, the time has come to let go of the PIFF Doctrine,

which is bad law and should be discarded, once and for all.

108. Before turning to the Recommendation, the undersigned

wants to acknowledge the recently approved amendment to

article X of the Florida Constitution, which added a new section

to the referenced article ("Section 29"), effective January 3,

2017, that embraces the subject of medical marijuana production,
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possession, and use. The limited purpose behind mentioning

Section 29 here is merely to suggest that the Department appears

to have been granted constitutional authority that might be

exercised in fashioning a remedy in this case.

109. Very broadly speaking, Section 29 expands the

universe of medical conditions for which a qualifying patient

might lawfully be treated under Florida law with marijuana,

including but not limited to low-THC cannabis, provided a number

of other qualifications are also met. For the production side

of the medical marijuana economy, Section 29 introduces a new

type of business operation, the Medical Marijuana Treatment

Center ("MMTC"), which is defined as:

an entity that acquires, cultivates,
possesses, processes (including development
of related products such as food, tinctures,
aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers,
transports, sells, distributes, dispenses,
or administers marijuana, products
containing marijuana, related supplies, or
educational materials to qualifying patients
or their caregivers and is registered by the
Department.

Art. X, § 29(b) (5), Fla. Const.

110. As this is being written, it remains to be seen

whether MMTCs and DOs will coexist in the future as separately

licensed entities, or whether, as seems more likely, existing DO

licenses will somehow be converted to, or reissued as, MNTC

licenses, so that DOS will become MMTCs. (For what it's worth,
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the preliminary text of DOR's proposed rule 64-4.012, published

in a Notice of Development of Proposed Rules, at 43 Florida

Administrative Register 262 (Jan. 10, 2017), defines MMTC as

having the same meaning as DO..)

111. Subsections (d) and (e) provide as follows:

(d) DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT. The
Department shall issue reasonable
regulations necessary for the implementation
and enforcement of this section. The
purpose of the regulations is to ensure the
availability and safe use of medical
marijuana by qualifying patients. It is the
duty of the Department to promulgate
regulations in a timely fashion.

(1) Implementing Regulations.. In order to
allow the Department sufficient time after
passage of this section, the following
regulations shall be promulgated no later
than six (6) months after the effective date
of this section:

* * *

c. Procedures for the registration of MNTCs
that include procedures for the issuance,
renewal, suspension and revocation of
registration, and standards to ensure proper
security, record keeping, testing, labeling,
inspection, and safety.

* * *

(e) LEGISLATION. Nothing in this section
shall limit the legislature from enacting
laws consistent with this section.

112. Insofar as Section 29 bestows specific power on the

Department to issue reasonable regulations necessary to

implement Florida's constitutionally mandated medical marijuana
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program, it appears to be self-executing because the regulat.

making authority is not explicitly made dependent on any

delegation from the Legislature. See, e.g., NAACP, Inc. v. Fla.

Bd. of Regents, 876 So. 2d 636, 639-40 (Fla. 1st DCA 2004). If

the Department's regulation -making authority flows directly from

the constitution, as seems to be the case, then so long as the

Department is acting within the scope of its constitutional

authority, it does not need a grant of legislative authority to

adopt a regulation. Indeed, so long as DOH acts within the

scope of its constitutional authority, it is not an "agency"

si.thject to the APA disciplines. See § 120.52(1), Fla. Stat.

(defining "agency" as meaning designated officers and

governmental entities, but only "if acting pursuant to powers

other than those derived from the constitution"); Coucbman v.

Univ. of Cent. Fla., 84 So. 2d 445, 447 (Fla. 5th DCA 2012) ("The

APA applies only to those administrative bodies that come within

the Act's definition of "agency," and hence when an

administrative body "is acting pursuant to authority derived

from Florida's Constitution, the APA does not apply.").

113. Consequently, it is quite possible that regulations

issued by the Department for the implementation and enforcement

of Section 29, including those establishing procedures for

licensing MMTCs, will not be subject to administrative challenge

under the APA. NAACP, Inc., 876 So. 2dat 640. Intriguingly,
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even possible that DOH has the constitutional power to

issue regulations that trump inconsistent statutes within the

scope of DOE's regulation -making authority, although that issue

will not be ripe for judicial resolution unless and until DOE

issues a regulation that conflicts with a statute, or the

Legislature enacts a statute that conflicts with a DOE

regulation.. Cf.. Florida Carry, Inc. v. Univ. of N. Fla., 133

So. 3d 966, 979-80 (Fla. 1st DCA 2013) (Wetherell, J., specially

concurring).

114. Section 29(d) (2) requires the Department to begin

licensing MMTCS "no later than nine (9) months after the

effective date of this section," which was January 3, 2017.

Thus, the Departiaent has until around October 3, 2017, to start

this process, but it could start right away.

115. Section 29 does not impose a limit on the number of

MMTCs that the Department may license. As of this writing,

neither DOE nor the Legislature has placed a cap on the number

of MMTCs that may be licensed to operate in the state of

Florida.

116. In the absence of legislation capping the number of

MMTC licenses available for issuance, the Department could

decide (i) that the existing statutory restrictions on the

number of DO licenses apply equally to MMTC licenses; (ii) that

it may issue an unlimited number of MMTC licenses; or (iii) to
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DO licenses. (Logically, the Department could (iv) cap tht

number of MMTC licenses at less than the number of authorizEd

DOs, but that would seem to thwart the manifest objectives of

Section 29 and thus might not survive a review for

reasonableness.) Electing option (ii) or (iii) might open the

door to granting both FOR and 3BF relief in this case. -

117. Given that FOR and 3BF are indistinguishable in fact

in terms of comparative qualities, the undersigned recommends

that the Department consider whether it has the constitutional

authority to license them both at this juncture and, if it

believes it has such authority, to consider exercising it. The

undersigned recognizes that it is for the Department and the

Department alone, in the first instance, to determine the scope

of its constitutional authority, and for the Department to

decide whether and how to exercise such authority. Ordinarily,

the undersigned would not even identify unasked questions of

constitutional concern, much less suggest that they be

considered, but this is an exceptionally unusual case involving

an important new regulatory regime of great public interest,

governed by a fluid body of law that, as of this writing,

appears unlikely to solidify for some time.
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RECOMMENDATION

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law, it is RECOMMENDED that:

1. The Department of Health consider whether, in the

exercise of newly acquired constitutional authority, it may

license both Plants of Ruskin, Inc., and Tornello Landscape

Corp., d/b/a 3 Boys Farm, as MMTCs; and then consider exercising

such authority, if thought to exist, because there is no

meaningful qualitative difference between these applicants, as a

matter of ultimate fact.

2. If the Department chooses not to license both

applicants as MNTCs, then a final order should be entered

approving the application of Tornello Landscape Corp., d/b/a

3 Boys Farm, whose score of 96.12 is the highest, if only by a

mathematically insignificant margin.
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Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.

JOHN G. VAN LAN INGHAM
Administrative Law Judge
Division of Administrative Hearings
The DeSoto Building
1230 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3060
(850) 488-9675
Fax Filing (850) 921-6847
www.doah. state. fl.us

Filed with the Clerk of the
Division of Administrative Hearings
this 23rd day of May, 2017.

ENDNOTES

" On November 10, 2016, Plants of Ruskin, Inc., filed a motion
to strike Tornello Landscape Corp.'s Proposed Recommended Order
because it had been filed a day late, on November 8, 2016.
While the undersigned does not condone untimely filings, it
would be unduly harsh to strike a party's proposed recommended
order for a minor (and undeniably harmless) infraction that
clearly meant no disrespect for this forum or its rules. The
undersigned is certain, moreover, that the attorneys in this
case, all of whom are highly experienced and preeminent
practitioners of administrative law, will not mistake leniency
in this instance for a license to flout future deadlines. The
motion, therefore, is hereby denied.

2/ The dispensing organizations, collectively, are intended to
be the state's exclusive suppliers of medical cannabis, but they
may engage in oligopolistic competition.

Section 381.986 (5) (b) divides the state into five regions:
northwest, northeast, central, southeast, and southwest Florida.
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,rida Administrative Code Rule 64-4.002(5) provides that
.ations were due no later than 21 days after the effective
of the rule, which became effective June 17, 2015.

3even and one-half percent is Gqual to one -quarter of 30%.

6/ Three and three-quarters percent is equal to one -quarter of
15%.

" In practice, the evaluators seem to have ranked and scored
simultaneously, so that the most preferred southwest regional
applicant in each Domain was simply "ranked" No. 5.

6/ The Info -Order, available at https://www.doah.state.f]..us
/DocDoc/2015/007270/150072700GEN-090816-08302630.pdf, is
incorporated herein by reference.

L The margins would be narrower if there were more than five
applications being reviewed, and wider if there were fewer. For
example, with seven applications, the second -ranked applicant in
a given Domain would receive 86% of the available points (6/7).
If there were four applications, then second place was worth
only 75% of the maximum score (3/4).

10, In testifying about the Department's scoring system, Mr. Bax
was clear, forthcoming, and direct, evincing nothing but
confidence in the soundness of the approach. His candor
convinced the undersigned that the Department genuinely believes
its system will produce reliable results. Nevertheless, for
reasons explained in the text, the undersigned is compelled to
conclude that the Department's system was irrational. He does
not conclude, however, nor mean to imply, that the Department's
personnel were capricious or irrational, or that they conducted
a pretextual substantive review. On the contrary, to be clear,
it is the undersigned's opinion that the evaluators did the best
they could, in good faith, to discharge the Department's
extraordinarily demanding duties under section 381.986. It was
the methodology that failed, not the other way around.

The undersigned does not have the benefit of a written legal
analysis of DOH's contentions because the Department elected to
file a bare -bones Proposed Recommended Order that obviously was
not intended to persuade the undersigned or show any cards.

12/ In practice, cumulative scores probably were not calculated
until after all of the domanial rankings had been completed.
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The undersigned is using a narrative license in the example for
the sake of simplification in making the point.

'' Another narrative license is being used here, as A and B
would not-except by extraordinary coincidence-have the same
respective cumulative scores of 3.625 and 3.575 based on the
first 13 Domains if the evaluator awarded points based on
qualitative assessments.

To be clear, scoring based on actual relative quality would
not have changed the evaluators' domanial rankings. But it
likely, although not necessarily, would have altered the final
rank because the aggregate scores would have been different. We
cannot know what the evaluators' final rank would have looked
like, however, in this counterfactual situation.

15/ If this were a review proceeding, which it is not, the
undersigned, instead of scoring the applications, would remand
the case to DOH for that purpose.

' Furthermore, in a two -applicant field, D011's ranking method
of assigning points would automatically award half the number of
points per Domain to the second -ranked applicant as compared to
the BGD, which would be unjust and unfair.

Each Factor was scored individually because none is
separately weighted and collectively they are exclusive. This
means that non -Factor criteria cannot be considered, but also
that no Factor can be treated as more important than another
within the same Domain. Scoring every Factor, and only every
Factor, systematically prevents an evaluator from making either
mistake. This is because, in computing an applicant's domanial
Composite Score, no relative -importance adjustment is made to
the IPPs awarded for each Factor, ensuring that no separate
weight is silently attached to any Factor; each Factor receives
a score so that no Factor is ignored; and no IPPs are awarded
for non -Factors.

18/ Strictly speaking, this scale probably cannot be viewed as
expressing interval data because the difference between, say,
2 and 3 is perhaps not the same as the difference between 4 and
5, in view of the uneliminataiDle subjectivity involved. The
undersigned is simply unable to come up with a better
alternative. At any rate, to the extent this scale, as a
technical matter, reflects ordinal data, they are data that more
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closely resemble interval data than any information previously
considered in evaluating these applicants.

"" The undersigned did not make qualitative judgments regarding
the applicants' responses to Factors that both agreed were not
points of preference. It was necessary to score these
uncontested Factors, nonetheless, because doing otherwise would
be tantamount to awarding a score of 0 to them, which in turn
would give an unfair boost to the applicant with the highest
Cumulative Score for the Domain. The undersigned opted to award
exactly half (2.5) of the maximum UPs available for each
uncontested Factor in order to reduce the margin for error,
given that a higher score would advantage the second -place
applicant in each Domain, while a lower score would advantage
the BGD.

20/ As mentioned previously, however, the applicant is always
entitled to due process. If the agency proposes to deny the
application based upon reasons not raised in the original notice
of intent, it must issue an amended notice pursuant to section
120.60(3) affording the applicant a reasonable opportunity to be
heard. Thus, in Mata, for example, the court remanded the case
so that the hearing officer could consider evidence of events
that had transpired after the final hearing, make additional
findings of fact based on such evidence, and recommend whether,
in light of the current facts, the applicant was fit to practice
medicine. Id. at 377.

21/ By "in midproceeding," the court meant "during the free -form
proceeding leading to preliminary agency action." The court was
saying, in other words, that the agency may, by rule, limit an
applicant's ability to amend his application while that
application is pending before the agency, and the agency is
coming to its intended decision. This point is underscored by
footnote 14, where the court summarized the agency's rule on the
amendment of applications, which if applicable to the formal
hearing would have precluded the hearing officer from admitting
evidence of contemporaneous factual circumstances. Id. at 584
n.14. As the court proceeded to explain, the agency cannot, by
rule or otherwise, prohibit an ALl from receiving evidence the
APA itself allows.

22/ The Department assumes further that (i) the AU should look
back to the specific period from July 8 to November 23, 2015,
and (Ii) confine his gaze to the materials filed with DON during
that time frame. None of these assumptions finds any support in
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the 2016 Amendment other than the one word, was, which the
Department is asking to bear an awful lot of inferential
meaning.

23/ The term "court of competent jurisdiction" literally
includes circuit courts, but as used in the subsection (2) It
is almost certainly meant to reference appellate courts only,
since disappointed applicants have administrative remedies that
they must exhaust, as a general rule. In any event, if
subsection (2) authorizes aDO applicant to sue for a license in
a civil proceeding, the ensuing trial in circuit court would not
be a comparative hearing conducted under the auspices of the
APA, and the action would, presumably, involve substantially
different issues of fact and law.

24/ There is always, of course, an end to the period of time
that can be considered in any final hearing, even if relevant
evidence of very recent developments is admitted. But the
Department simply begs the question by assuming that, as used in
subsection (2), "was entitled" imposes the temporal
qualifications: as of November 2015 and regardless of
subsequent developments. The words "was entitled" do not, by
themselves, prescribe or imply such restrictions.

25/ Section 120.68(10) should not have been understood as giving
agencies a warrant to make findings of fact in contravention of
section 120.57 (1) (b)9., which latter established precisely two
situations in which a fact might correctly be "found by the
agency." The first would occur when an agency adopted an HO's
finding of fact, either out of agreement with the finding or
because there were no legitimate grounds for rejecting it,
whereupon such finding would become a "fact found by the
agency." The second, when an agency rejected or modified a
finding, as happened in McDonald. That second situation,
however, could occur in accordance with the law only if the
agency, following section 120.57 (1) (b)9., correctly found that
the HO's discarded finding was not based upon CSE.
Inexplicably, the McDonald court assumed that all facts found by
the agency (as opposed to all facts correctly found by the
agency pursuant to section 120.57(1) (b)9.) were equal in the
eyes of section 120.68(10), so that fact -findings substituted by
the agency in place of an HO's contrary findings would be taken
at face value and be upheld if supported by CSE-notwithstanding
that the HO's displaced findings were also supported by CSE.
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For an example of how the court should have conducted its
judicial review, read Venetian Shares Home and Property Owners
v. Ruzakawski, 336 So. 2d 399 (Fla. 3d DCA 1976), a case decided
nine months before McDonald. (Venetian Shores is cited-and
rejected sth silentio-in McDonald, 346 So. 2d at 578.) There,
the Third District Court of Appeal reversed a final order
because "the agency violated (section 120.57 (1) (b)9.] in that it
did 'reject or modify the findings of fact' without 'stat(ing]
with particularity in the order, that the findings of fact were
not based upon competent substantial evidence." 336 So. 2d at
401 (emphasis added). Further, the court's review of the record
"compel (led it] to hold that there is competent, substantial
evidence to support the finding of the examiner." Id. The
court concluded:

(T]here is no provision (in the APA] which
suggests that the agency should make a new
judgment upon the evidence. This
relationship between agency and examiner is
not new to the law. The rule long applied
in chancery matters is that where a master
is appointed to take the evidence and report
the same, together with his findings of fact
and conclusions of law, his findings should
be approved by the chancellor unless clearly
erroneous or it appears that the master has
misconceived the legal effect of the
evidence. . . . We do not think that the
Administrative Procedure Act can be read to
grant to the head of an agency greater
powers over an examiner's findings than
those of a trial judge over the findings of
a master in chancery.

Id.

Because the notion that an agency has the power to reverse
findings only when they are clearly erroneous is false, then a
true statement is that the agency has the power to reverse
findings even when they are not clearly erroneous. (For ease of
discussion, the undersigned will use the term "legally correct"
as shorthand for "not reversible under the clearly erroneous
standard" or simply "not clearly erroneous." According to
Universal Camera, therefore, federal agencies have the power to
reverse not only findings that are clearly erroneous, but also
findings that are legally correct.) The clearly erroneous
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standard of review, moreover, is, if anything, less restrictive
(i.e., less deferential) than the CSE standard that limits
Florida agencies' power to reverse HO findings. That is, it is
theoretically easier to reverse a finding under the clearly
erroneous standard. See Chubb Custom Ins. Co. v. TJ.T. Invs.,
LLC, 113 So. 3d 1017, 1019 (Fla. 5th DCA 2013) ("A trial court's
finding of fact based on conclusions drawn from undisputed
evidence is subject to review by the less restrictive 'clearly
erroneous' standard of review."); Bradley v. Waldrop, 611 So. 2d
31, 32 (Fla. 1st DCA 1992) (findings reviewed under the clearly
erroneous standard carry less "conclusiveness" than other
findings of fact).

It follows that while a finding not based on CSE would
certainly be clearly erroneous, a clearly erroneous finding
might, in theory at least, be supported by CSE. (This latter
could occur, for example, where a finding is based on sOme CSE,
but is contrary to the overwhelming weight of other, conflicting
CSE. To illustrate with an extreme example, a finding based on
the testimony of a drunken felon, which would be supported by
CSE, might be reversed as clearly erroneous if contrary to the
accounts of several unimpeachable witnesses and a videotape.) A
finding which is legally correct, on the other hand, would
almost certainly have to be based on CSE because, again, the
absence of supporting CSE would make the finding clearly
erroneous. So, an agency that has the power to reverse even
findings that are legally correct, as federal agencies do, is
necessarily empowered to reverse findings based on CSE. But an
agency that has the limited power to reverse findings only when
they are based on CSE, which is all that Florida agencies have,
arguably cannot reverse a finding that is merely clearly
erroneous. Thus, it is conceivable, if admittedly highly
unlikely in practice, that a Florida agency could be compelled
to adopt a clearly erroneous finding that is nevertheless based
on some, albeit weak, CSE, e.g, the drunken felon's testimony.

27/ In Heifetz v. Department of Business Regulation, 475 So. 2d
1277, 1281 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985), the First District Court of
Appeal modified the McDonald standard, stating: "Factual issues
susceptible of ordinary methods of proof that are not infused
with policy considerations are the prerogative of the hearing
officer as the finder of fact." With that, the sliding scale of
factual disputes was discarded. "[O]rdinary factual issues not
requiring agency expertise" would henceforth be seen as falling
exclusively within the 1-10's "fact-finding discretion." Id. at
1282. The PIFF Doctrine, however, survived, and persisted.
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions within
15 days from the date of this recommended order. Any exceptions
to this recommended order should be filed with the agency that
will issue the final order in this case.
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MAIN TOPIC StJTOPIC (Weight) DOMAIN - FACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight) WIXGUT

n. Any awards,
recognition, or
certifications
received for
relevant
expertise

A. Cultivation 2. Infrastructure (25%) ZI.A.2. - a. Vehicles that
(30%) 7.50% will be used to

transport product
among
cultivating,
processing, and
dispensing
facilities
b. Communication
systems
c. Methods of
mitigating odors
if applicable

A. Cultivation 3. Premises, Resources, XIX.A.3. - a. Location of 1.. For any property
(30%) Personnel (25%) 7.50% all properties that i leased by

Applicant the Applicant,
proposes to include
utilize to documentation that
cultivate low-TRC the property owner
cannabis, consents to the use
including of the property for
ownership the purposes of
information for cultivation of low -
the properties TRC cannabis and
and any lease documentation that
terms if the mortgagor or
applicable lienholder has been

given notice of the
use of the property
for the purpose of
cultivation of low-
INC cannabis
ii. For any
property owned by
the Applicant but
subject to a
mortgage or lien,
include
documentation that
the mortgagor or
lienholder has been
notified of the use
of the property for
the purpose of
cultivation of low-
THC cannabis

b. Compliance
with local
regulations
regarding
sanitation and
waste disposal
c. The ability to
obtain zoning
approval
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MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight)
(Weight)

DOMAIN - FACTOP SUBFATOP

d. Sketch or
other
illustration
approximating the
property
boundariec, land
topography,
vegetation,
proposed and/or
existing
structures,
easements, wells,
and roadways for
each cultivation
property proposed
a. Description of i. Capacity, in
the areas square feet of
proposed for the growing area
cultivation of
low-THC cannabis,
including the
following;

ii. Cultivation
environment, e.g.,
greenhouse, clean
room, aseptic, at
cetera
iii. Irrigation
system(s)
(iv.) Bnvironmental
control system(s).

f. A description
of the ability or
plan to expand
any of the areas
proposed for
cultivating low-
ThC cannabis
p. flack -up

systems for all
cultivation
systems
h. A description
of one or more
strains of low-
THC cannabis the
applicant intends
to cultivate
i. Access to
water resources
that allow for
sufficient
irrigation

j. A list of. i. Position, duties
current and and
proposed staffing responsinilities
for cultivation,
including:

ii. Pesume
iii. Professional
licensure
disciplinary action
in all
jurisdictions

I
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MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOQZB - FACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight) WXGRT

k. An
organirational
chart
illustrating the
supervisory
structure of the
cultivation
function of the
proposed
Dispensing
Organization
1. Plans and
procedures for
Loss of key
personnel
m. Plans and
procedures for
complying with
OSHA regulations
for workplace
safety

A. Cultivation 4. Accountability (25%) IV.k.4. - a. Floor plan of i. Locking options
(30%) 7.50% each cu1tivatio

facility or
for each means of
ingress and egress

proposed floor
plans for
proposed
cultivation
facilities,
including the
following:

ii. Alarm systems
iii. Video
surveillance
iv. Name and
function of each
room;

v. Layout and
dimensions of each
room

b. Storage, i. Safes
including the
following:

ii. Vaults
iii. Climate
control

C. Diversion and
trafficking
prevention
procedures
d. A facility
emergency
management plan
e. System for
tracking low-THC
source plant
material
throughout
cultivation
f. Inventory
control system
for low-T1IC

cannabis
g. Policies and
procedures for

_________________ racordkeapingi

iv
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14PIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) D011lilN FACTOR SUBEACTOR
(Weight)

h. Mathod of
screening and
monitoring
employees
i. Personnel
clualific&tion5
and experience
with chain of
custody or other
tracking
mechanisms
j. Personnel
reserved solely
for inventory
control purposes
k. Personnel
reserved solely
for security
purposes
1. Waste disposal
plan
m. Access to
specialized
resources or
xp.rtise
regarding data
collection,
security, and
tracking

B. Processing 1. Technical Ability V.H.].. - a. Experience
(30%) (25%) 7.50% with good

manu.facturing
practices
b. Experience
with analytical,
organic
chemistry, and
micro -biology

c. Experience
with analytical
laboratory
methods
d. Experience
with analytical
laboratory
quality control,
including
maintaining a
chain of custody
a.- Knowledge of
and experience
with cannabis
extraction
techniques
f. Knowledge of
cannabis routes
of administration
g. Experience
with recalls
h. Knowledge of
and experience
with producing
cannabis products
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MAIM TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOMAIN - FACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight) WIGBT

i. Any awards,
recognition or
certifications
received for
relevant
expertise

B. Processing 2. Infrastructure (25%) VI.B.2. - a. Vehicles that
(30%) 7.50% will be used to

transport product
among
cultivating,
processing, and
dispensing
facilities
b. Consnunjcation
systems
c. Methods of
mitigating odors
if applicable

B. Processing 3. Premises, Resources, VII.B.3. - a. Location of i. For any property
(30%) Personnel (25%) 7.50% all properties that ia leased by

Applicant the Applicant,
proposes to include
utiliz, to documentation that
process low-THC the property owner
cannabis and consents to the use
Derivative of the property for
Products, the purposes of
including processing of low -
ownership THC cannabis and
information for Derivative Products
the properties and documentation
and any lease that the mortgagor
terms if or lienholder has
applicable: been given notice

of the use of the
property for the
purposes of
processing of low-
THC cannabis and
Derivative Products
ii. For any
property owned by
the Applicant but
subject to a
mortgage or lien,
include
documentation that
the mortgagor or
liatiholder has been
notified of the use
of the property for
the purposes of
processing of low-
THC cannabis and
Derivative Products

b. Compliance
with local
regulations
regarding
sanitation and
waste disposal
c. The ability to
obtain zoning
approval

vi
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--- _____ ______________ ___

MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight)

(Weight) L!!IGNT
DOMAIN - FACTOR SUBFACTOR

d. Sketch or
other
illustration
eppro3thnating the
property
boundaries, land
topography,
vegetation,
proposed and/or
existing
structures,
easements, wells,
and roadways for
each processing
property proposed
a. A description
of the ability or
plan to expand
any of the areas
proposed for
processing low'-
TEC cannabis
f. Eack'-up

systems for all
processing
systems
g. Description of i. Extraction
the areas equipment and
proposed for the location
processing of
Derivative
Products,
including the
foUowing

ii. Concentration
equipment and
location
iii. Access to
sufficient potable
water and hot water
iv. Analytical
equipment,
including
separators and
detectors, and
location
v. Safety equipment
and facilities and
location
vi. Computer
systems and
software
vii. Ventilation
and exhaust system

h. A list of I. Position, duties
current and and
proposed responsibilities
staffing.
including:

ii. Resume
iii. Professional
licensure
disciplinary action
in all
jurisdictions

vii
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________

MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOMAIN - FACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight) WLXGHT

i. An
organizational
chart
illustrating the
supervisory
structure of the
processing
function of the
proposed
Dispensing
Organization
j. Plans and
procedures for
loss of key
personnel
k. Plans and
procedures for
complying with
OSHA regulations
for workplace
safety
1.

Relationship(s)
with an
independent
laboratory (ies)
with cannabis
testing protocols
and methods

B. Processing 4. Accountability (25%) VtII.B.4. - a. Floor plan of i. Locking options
(30%) 7.50% each cultivation for each means of

facility or ingress and egress
proposed floor
plans for
proposed
processing
facilities,
including the
following:

ii. Alarm systems
iii. Video
surveillance
iv. Name and
function of each
room
v. Layout and
dimensions of each
room

b. Storage, i. Safes
including the
following:

ii. Vaults
iii. Climate
control

c. Diversion and
trafficking
prevention
procedures for
the processing
facilities
d. A facility
emergency
management plan
for the
processing
facilities
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TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOG.IN - PACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight) IGBT

a. System for
tracking low'-THC
anurce plant
material
throighout
processing
5. Inventory
control system
for low-TBC
cannabis and
Derivative
Products
g. Policies and
procedures for
recordkeeping
h. Vehicle
tracking systems

i. Vehicle
security systems
j. Methods of
screening and
monitoring
emp).oyees

k. Personnel
qualifications
and experience
with chain of
custody or other
tracking
mechanisms
1. Personnel
reserved solely
for inventory
control purposes
a. Personnel
reserved solely
for security
purposes;

a. Waste disposal
plan
o. Access to
specialized
resources or
expertise
regarding data
collection,
security, and
tracking

C. Dispensing 1. Technical Ability IX.C.l. - a. Sxperience
(15%) (25%) 3.75% interacting with

patients
b. Experience
with handling
confidential
information
c. A marketing
plan
d. Experience
gathering and
managing data,
i.e. data on
patient reactions
to products
dispensed
e. Experienca
with recafls

lx
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MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DO4AIN - FACTOR SUEFACTOR
(Weight) WIGBT

f. Knowledge of
cannabis routes
of administration
g. Training i. The Health
programs for Insurance
employees Portability and
addressing: Accountability Act

(HIPAA);

ii. Patient
education
iii. Compliance
iv. Patient
counseling
v. Data collection

h. Any awards,
recognition or
certifications
received for
relevant
expertise

C. Dispensing 2. Infrastructure (25%) X.C.2. - a. A map showing
(15%) 3.75% th. location of

the applicants
proposed
dispensing
facilities
b. A sketch or
other
illustration of
the actual or
proposed
dispensing
locations showing
streets; property
lines; buildings;
parking areas;
outdoor areas, if
applicable;
fences; security
features; fire
hydrants, if
applicable; and
access to water
and sanitation
y!tems
c. A floor plan i. Areas designed
of the actual or to protect patient
proposed building privacy
or buildings
where dispensing
activities will
occur showing:

ii. Areas designed
for retail sales

d. A HIE'AA
compliant
computer network
utilized by all
facilities
e. Vehicles that
will be used to
transport product
among
cultivating,
processing, and
dispensing

________________ facilities
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I MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOMAIN - TACTOR SU&ACTOR
(Weight) HIXGRT

f. Communication
systemS

g. SourS of
operation of each
dispensing
facility
h. Methods of
mitigating odors
if applicable

C. Dispensing 3. Premises, Resources, XX.C.3. - a. Location of 1. Tor any property
(15%) Personnel (25%) 3.75% all properties that is leased by

Applicant the Applicant,
proposes to include
utilize to documentation that
dispense the property owner
Derivative consents to the use
Products, of the property for
including the purposes of
ownership dispensing of
information for Derivative Products
the properties and documentation
and any lease that the mortgagor
terms if or lienholder ha
applicabl. been given notice

of the use of the
property for the
purposes of
dispensing of
Derivative Products
ii. For any
property owned by
the Applicant but
subject to a
mortgage or lien.
include
documentation that
th. mortgagor or
lienholder has been
notified of the use
of the property for
the purposes of
dispensing of
Derivative Products

b. Compliance
with local
regulations
regarding
sanitation and
waite disposal
c. The ability to
obtain zoning
approval
d. Sketch or
other
illustration
approximating the
dispensing
property
boundaries, land
topography,
vegetation,
proposed and/or
existing
structures,
easements, wells,
and roadways for
each property
proposed

xi
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_____ - -------

MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOHAIN - FACTO?. SUBFACTO?.

(Weight) WLXGT
a. A description
of the ability or
plan to expand
any of the areas
proposed for
dispensing
Derivative
Products
f. Description of 1. Accesibillty of
the methods dispensing
proposed for the facilities, e.g.,
dispensing of centrally located
Derivative to several
Products, populated areas,
including the located on a main
following: roadway, not in a

high crime area, at
cetera
ii. Proximity of
dispensing
facilities to
patientpopulations
iii. Alternative
dispensing, e.g.
delivery

p. A list of i. Position, duties
current and and
proposed responsibilities:
dispensing
staffing,
including:

ii.Resume
iii. Professional
licensure
disciplinary action
in all
urisdictions

Ii. An

organizational
chart
illustrating the
supervisory
structure of the
dispensing
function of the
proposed
Dispensing
Organization
i. Plans and
procedures for
loss of key
personnel
j. Plans and
procedures for
complying with
OSBA regulations
for workplace
safety

C. Dispensing 4. Accountability (25%) XII.C.4. - a. Floor plan of i. Locking options
(15%) 3.75% each facility or for each means of

proposed floor ingress and egress
plans for
proposed
dispensing
facilities,
including the
following:

xii
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MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOø.1N - FACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight)

1. Plans for the
recall of any
Derivative
Products that
have a reasonable
probability of
causing adverse
health
consequences
based on a
testing result,
bad patient
reaction, or
other reason
m. Access to
specialized
resources or
expertise
regarding data
collection,
security, and
tracking

D. Medical XIII.D 5.00% a. Specialty
Director (5%) area, if any

b. Experience
with epileptic
patients

c. Experience
with cancer
patients
d. Experience
with patients
with severe
seizures or
muscle spasms
e. Knowledge of
the use of low-
TEC cannabis for
treatment of
cancer or
physical medical
conditions that
chronically
produce symptoms
of seizures or
severe and
persistent muscle
spasms

f. Knowledge of
good
manufacturing
practices

g. Knowledge of
analytical and
organic chemistry
h. Knowledge of
analytical
laboratory
methods

1. Knowledge of
analytical
laboratory
quality control,
including
maintaining a
chain of custody

xiv
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MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DOUAflI - FACTOR SUBFACTOR
(Weight) WtIGRT

j. Knowledge of
and experience
with CBD/low-TBC
extraction
techniques
k. Knowledge of
UBD/low-TRC
routes of
administration

1. Experience in
or knowledge of
clinical trials
or observational
studies
m. Knowledge of
and experience
with producing
CBD/low-TRC
products
n. Experience
with or knowledge
of botanical
medicines
o. Experience
with dispensing
medications
p. Description of
how the medical
director will
supervise the
activities of the
Dispensing
Organization
q. Description of
how the
Dispensing
Organization will
ensure it has a
medical director
at all times

K. Financials XXVI - 201 a. Certified
Financiala issued
within the
insadiate.1y
preceding 12
months
b. Applicant's
corporate
structure
C. All owners of
the Applicant
d. All
individuals and
entities that can
exercise control
of the AppUcant
a. All
individuals and
entities that
share in the
profits and
losses of the
Applicant

xv
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MAIN TOPIC SUBTOPIC (Weight) DAIN - FACTOR SUBEACTOR
(Weight) WEIGHT

f. All
subsidiaries of
the Applicant
g. Any other
individuals or
entities for
which the
Applicant is
financially
responsible
h. Assets of the
Applicant and

iplicant' s

subsidiaries
i. Liabilities of
the Applicant and
Applicant's
subsidiaries
j. Any pending
lawsuits to which
the Applicant is
a party
k. Any lawsuits
within the past 7
years to which
the plicant was
a party
1. All financial
obligations of
Applicant that
axe not listed as
a "liability" in
the
Certified
Financiels
in. A projected
two year budget
for the
Dispensing
Organization
n. Specific
reference to
sufficient assets
available to
support the
Dispensing
Organi zetion
activities.

xvi
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FAcTOR EVR I 3BF_________________________________I
I. A. Cultivation 1. Technical, a. EXerieflc, 4 3

Ability - 7.30% cultivating cannabis
b. Experience
cultivating in

2 4

Florida plants not
native to Florida
o. Experience 2 2
introducing new
varieties of plants
d. Regional.
cultivation knowledge

3 3

and experience
a. Experience
cultivating plants

3 3

for human consumption
such as food, or
medicine products
f. Experience with
in-house propagetion

4 4

g. Experience with
genetic modification

4 4

or breeding
h. Experience Using
clean growing rooms

2 3

i. nowledg. of
cannabis cultivation

3 3

j. Experienc, with
tracking each plant

3 3

in a harvest
k. Experience with
good agricultural.

3 4

practices

3 41. Experience with
good handling
practices
m. Experience with
recalls_________________2 2

n. Any awards,
recognition, or

2 4

certifications
received for relevant
expertise

capo.it. Score (IPPe)
40

Scal.d Percentage 87%
Daa3.al. Score (RQP.) 53

U. A. Cultiv*tion 2. Infrastructure -
7.50%

a. Vehicles that will
be used to transport

NC NC
product among
cultivating,
processing, and
dispensing facilities

h. Communication

systems__________________________________
NC NC

APPENDIX B
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DONAIN FACTOR POR 3Br
c. Methods of
mitigating odors if

3 2

applicable

Coosit seer. (IPP) 9 7
Scalad Percentage LO0% . 88%-
Da.anial score (PUP.) 7-50

-

6 60-
UI. A. 3. Premise., a. Location of all
Cultivation Ruource., properties Applicant

NC

E.r.onn.l - 7.50% proposes to utilize
to cultivate low-TNC
cannabis, including
ownership information
for the properties
and any lease terms
it applicable

b. Compliance with
local regulations

1 2

regarding sanitation
and waste disposal
c. The ability to
obtain zoning

NC NC

approval
d. Sketch or other
illustration

NC NC

approximating the
property boundaries,
land topography,
vegetation, proposed
andJor existing
structures,
easements, wells, and
roadways for each
cultivation property
proposed
a. Description of the 3 3
areas proposed for
the cultivation of
low-TEC cannabis

f. A description of
the ability or plan

NC NC

to expand any of the
areas proposed for
cultivating low-THC
cannabis
g. Back-up systems
for all cultivation

2 4

systems
h. A description of
one or more strains

i

of low-THC cannabis
the applicant intends
to cultivate
i. Access to water
resources that allow

3 3

for sufficient
irrigation

3 3j. A list of currant
and proposed staffing
for cultivation
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DXN I fACTOR VOR 3BF
k. An organizational 3 3
chart iuuatrating
the supervisory
3tructur of the
cultivation funotioa
of the proposed
Dispensing
organization

1. Plans and NC NC
procedures for loss
of key personnel
m. Plans and 3 2
procedures for
complying with OSHA
regulations for

cesafet
SCOre (5) Eo.: 355

Scaled Percentage

Doesnial Score (eQi) 6 :5Q;
IV. A. Cultivation 4 Accountability - a. Floor plan of each NC NC

1.50% cultivation facility
or propoSed floor
plans for proposed
cultivation
facilities, including
the foliowing:

b. Storage, including NC NC
the following:

c. Diversion and NC NC
trafficking
prevention procedures
d. A facility 3 3
emergency management

plan_____________
a. System for 3 3
tracking low-THC
source plant material
throughout
cultivation
f. Inventory control 2 2
system for low -TUC
cannabis

g. Policies and NC NC
procedures for
recordkeeping
h. Methods of NC NC
screening and
monitoring employees
i. Personnel NC NC
qualifications and
experience with chain
of custody or other
tracking mechanisms
j. Personnel reserved I NC NC

I solely for inventory I

I control purposes I ________________

r--c. -
:. . .-- -
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Oc&Q,IN rOR i POR 3Dr
k. Personnel reserved
solely for security

3 2

purposes
1. Waste disposal

plan________________NC NC

ii. Access to
specialized resources

NC NC

or expertise
regarding data
collection, security,

(ccPos&ts Score (IPPa) 3350 32. 50;
(Scal____________ed P.rc.ntag. 100%.
Doe*niel Sooze (RQPs)

V. B. Processing 1. Tedmical
tbi1ity - 7.50%

a. Experience with
good manufacturing

2 2

practices________________
b. Experience with
analytical, organic

2 4

chemistry, and micro-
biology_______________
c. Experience with
analytical laboratory

3 4

methods
d. Experience with
analytical laboratory

3 4

quality control,
including maintaining
a chain of custody
a. Knowledge of and
experience with

3 1

cannabis extraction
techniques
f. Knowledge of
cannabis routes of

3 3
administration
g. Experience with
recalls

2 2

h. Knowledge of and
experience with

1 1

producing cannabis
products
i. Any awards,
recognition or

0 3
certifications
received for relevant
expertise

coi&t. Score (IPPa) 19 24
Scaled Percentage 79% 100%
Da.a.ta1. Scar. (RQPs) 5.93 7.50:

VI. B. Processing 2. Infrastructure -
7.50%

a. Vehicles that will
be used to transport

NC NC

product among
cultivating,
processing, and
dispensing facilities
b. Communication
systems

NC NC

c. Methods of
mitigating odors if

NC NC

a plicable
Caoaits Seoz* (IPP.) 750 7.50

I Scaled Percentage 100% 100%
7.50 7.50flanial Score (SQPe)

iv
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DIN 31.CTOR POR
vu. s. Processing 3. Pr.auses, a. Loction of all NC NC

Resouross, properties 3ppilcant
Personnel - 7.50% proposes to utilize -

to process low-TRC
cannabis and
Derivative Products,
inc.luding ownership
information for the
properties and any
lea -se terms if
applicable:

b. Compliance with 21
local regulations
regarding sanitation
ind waste disposal.

c. the ability to NC NC
obtain zoning
approval
d. Sketch or other NC NC
illustration
approximating the
property boundaries,
land topography,
vegetation, proposed
and/or existing
structures,
easements, wells, and
roadways for each
processing property
proposed
a. A description of NC NC
the ability or plan
to expand any of the
areas proposed for
proceasing low-PEC
cannabis
f. Back-up systems 2 4
for all processing
systems
g. Description of the NC NC
areas proposed for
the processing of
Derivative Products,
including the
following:

h. A Ust of current 3 3
and proposed
staffing, including:

i. in organizational. 3 3
chart illustrating
the supervisory
structure of the
processing function
of the proposed
Dispensing
Organization
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FACTOR POR 387
j. Plans and
procedures for lose

NC NC

of key personnel
k. Plans
procedures for

3 2
complying with OSHA
regulations for
workplace safety
1. Relationship(s)
with an independent

0 1
laboratory(ies) with
cannabis testing
rotocols and methods

composite score (IPs)
7 30 -

Scal.d P.rc.ntaa 90%' : j 00 % -.-:: -.
Dominial 6 75:t: 7 50

VIXI. 3. 4. Accountability -
Processing 7.50%

a. Floor plan of each
cultivation facility

NC NC

or proposed floor
plans for proposed
processing
facilities, including
the fo].lowing:

b. Storage, including
the following:

NC NC

c. Diversion and
trafficking

NC NC

prevention procedures
for the processing
facilities
d. A facility
emergency management

3 3

plan for the
processing facilities

e. System for
tracking low-THC

3 3

source plant material
throughout processing
f. Inventory control
system for low-THC

2 2

cannabis and
Derivative Products
g. Policies and
procedures for

NC NC

recordkeeping
h. Vehicle tracking
systems

NC NC

i. Vehicle security NC NCsystems_________________
j. Methods of
screening and

NC NC

monitoring employees

vi
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Dc&IN J?dTOR POR

k. Personnel
qualifications nd

3 3

experience with chain
of custod, or other
tracking mechanisms

NC NC1.. Personnel reserved
solely for inventory
control purposes

. Personnel raserteU
solely for security

3 2
purposes;

a. Waste disposal
plan______________NC NC

NC NCo. Access to
specialized resources
or expertise
regarding data
collection, security,
and trackin

Co.ite Score (Ifs)
Scaled Percentage

Dani.X tIQPi)

XX. C. Dispensing 1. Technical a. Experience 4 4
Ability - 3.75% interacting with

patients
b. Experience with NC NC
handling confidential
information
c. A marketing plan 3 3

d. Experience NC NC
gathering and
managing data, i.e.
data on patient
reactions to products
dispensed
a. Experience with 2 2
recalls
f. Knowledge of 3 3
cannabis routes of
administration
g. Training programs 3 3
for employees

h. Any awards, 2 o
recognition or
certifications
received for relevant
expertise.

Co.çaaita Scare (IPPe) 2O 2. -:-

Scaled Percentage 1QO%
Doaanial Score (PQPs) 375 3

X. C. Dispensing 2. Xnfra.trncthxe -
3.75%

a. A map showing the
location of the

NC NC

applicant's proposed
dispensing facilities

vii
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___ 1i1iiJ

!ACTOR POR 337
b. A sketch or other
illustration of the

NC NC

actual or proposed
dispensing locations
showing streets;
property lines;
buildings; parking
areas; outdoor areas,
if applicable;
fences; security
features; fire
hydrants, if
applicable; and
access to water and
sanitation systems
C. A floor plan of
the actual or

NC NC

proposed building or
buildings where
dispensing activities
wifl occur showing:

d. A HI?AA compliant
computer network

3 3

utilized by all
facilities
a. Vehicles that will
be used to transport

NC NC

product among
cultivating,
processing? and
dispensing facilities

f. Communication
systems

NC NC

g. Hours of operation
of each dispensing

NC NC

facility________________
h. Methods of
mitigating odors if

NC NC

copo.it. score (XPP.) 20.50 205O
Saalsd Percuntags 100% 100%

Scars (RQP.)
3 '15

xx. C. Dispensing 3. Pxnis.s, a. Location of all
Desources, properties applicant

NC NC

P.rsonnsl - 3.75% proposes to utilize
to dispense
Derivative Products,
including ownership
information for the
properties and any
lease terms if
applicable

b. Compliance with
local regulations

2 2
regarding sanitation
and waste disposal
c. The ability to
obtain zoning

3 2

approval
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DIN WACTOP. POP. 381'

d. Sketch or other NC
illustration

NC
approximating the
dispensing property
boundaries, land
topography,
vegetation, proposed
and/or existing
stiucture3,
easements, wells, and
roadways for each
property proposed

NC NCa. A description of
the ability or plan
to expand any of the
areas proposed for
dispensing Derivative
Products
f. Description of the
methodn proposed for

3 3

the dispensing of
Derivative
Products, including
the following:

g. A list of current
and proposed

33

dispensing staffing,
including:

h. ?.n organizational
chart illustrating

3 3

the supervisory
structure of the
dispensing function
of the proposed
Dispensing
Organization
i. Plans and
procedures for loss

NC NC
of key personnel
j. Plans and
procedures for

3 2

complying with aSH?.
regulations for
workplace safety

cmipaait. Score (XPW.)

Scaled Percentage

Dtaii1 Score (RQPa) 3't,49

XII. C. Dispenaiug 4. Accountability -
3.751

a. fl.00r plan of each
facility or proposed

NC NC
floor plans for
proposed dispensing
facilities, including
the following:

b. Storage, including
the following:

NC NC

ix
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DOMAIN I TACTOR POR 3B1

c. Diversion
trafficking

NC NC

prevention procedures
for the dispensing
facilities
d. A facility 3 3
emergency management
plan for the
dispensing facilities
a. System for
tracking Derivative

3 3
Products throughout
dispensing
f Inventory control
system for Derivative

2 2
Products
g. Policies and
procedures for

NC NC

recordkeeping
h. Methods of
screening and

NC NC

monitoring employees
i Personnel
qualifications and

3 3

experience with chain
of custody or other
tracking mechanisms
j Personnel reserved
solely for inventory

NC NC

control purposes
k. Personnel reserved
solely for security
purposes

3 2

L Plans for the
recaj.l of any

3 2
Derivative Products
that have a
reasonable
probahility of
causing adverse
health consequences
based on a testing
result, bad patient
reaction, or other
reason
m. Access to
specialized resources

NC NC

or expertise
regarding data
collection, security,
and tracking

Ca.ite Score (IPPi) 34.50 32.50
Sca).td centagu 100% 94%
Dcani*1 Score (BQPe) 3 75 3 53

XIIX. D Medical
Director - 5%

a Specialty area, if
any

4 4

b. Experience with
epileptic patients

3 3

-
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DOHAfl WACTOR POR 3BY
0. E erience with 3 2
cancer patients
d. Experience with 3 3
patients with sever.
seizures or muscle

spasms_______________
S. Knowledge of the 3 5usS of low-TEC
cannabis for
treatment of cancer
or physical medical
conditions that
chronically produce

Tnptoms of seizures
or severe and
persistent muscle

spasms________________
f. Knowledge of good 2 2
manufacturing
practices
g. Knowledge of 2 4
analytical. and
organic chemistry
h. Knowledge of 3 4
analytical laboratory
methods_______________
i. Knowledge of 3 4
analytical laboratory
quality control.
including maintaining
a chain of custody

j. Knowledge of and 1 1
experience with
CBD/low-TRC
extraction techniques
k. Knowledge of 3 3
CED/low-TEC routes of
administration

1. Experience in or 4 4
knowledge of clinical
trials or
observational studies
m. Knowledge of and 1 1
experience with
producing CBD/low-TRC
products

n. Experience with or 3 3
knowledge of
botanical medicines
0. Experience with 4 3
dispensing
medications
p. Description of how 3 2
the medical director
will supervise the
activities of the
Dispensing
Organization

I ____
xi
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DOMAIN FACTOR OR 3BF
q. Description of how
the Dispensing

2 2

Organization will
ensure it has a
medical director at
all times

Coiit* Score (XPP.) 47.
Scai.sdP.rc.ntag. 94%- -,T

Dania). Score (eQS.) &70 -

XIV. . financial,
- 20%

a. Certified
Financials issued

3 2

within the
inunediately preceding
12 months
b. Applicant's NC NC
corporate structure
C. All owners of the
Applicant

NC NC

d. All individuals
and entities that can

NC NC
exercise control of
the Applicant
e. All individuals
and entities that

NC NC
share in the profits
and losses of the
Applicant

NC NC
f. All subsidiaries
of the Applicant
g. Any other
individuals or

NC NC
entities for which
the Applicant is
financially
responsible
h. Assets of the
Applicant and

NC NC
Applicant's
subsidiaries
i. Liabilities of the
Applicant and

NC NC
Applicant s
subsidiaries
j. Any pending
lawsuits to which the

NC NC
Applicant is a party
k. Any lawsuits
within the past 7

NC NC
years to which the
Applicant was a
1. All financial
obligations of

NC NC
Applicant that are
not listed as a
1iabilityc in the

Certified Financials
m. A projected two
year budget for the

3 1

Dispensing
Organization

xii
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I OOMiXN FACTOR POR
n. Sifi reference 2 2
to aufficient aaaeta
available to aupport
the Diapeneing
Organization
activities.

Coøuit Scozs (XPP 355 25O:
Scaled Percentage

tRQP)
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

EDWARD MILLER& SON, [NC.,
a Florida corporation, CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700

Plaintiff,
vs.

STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH,

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD L. WATSON

STATE OF FLORIDA )
COUNTY OF ________)

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority personally appearJJQnald L. WatsOn who,
after being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

1. My name is Ronald L. Watson and I make all statements contained herein from
my own personal knowledge.

2. I am over the age of twenty one (21) years, and competent to make this Affidavit.

3. 1 am not a party to the above -captioned lawsuit.

4. I met Mr. Ardizzone of Ed Miller and Son Nursery in June of 2014 at a meeting
that the Department of Health was holding for nile development of the Office of
Compassionate Use.

S. A friendly relationship was developed over the 2 years we spent together at every
meeting held by the Department.

6. On July 8th, 2015, I received a phone call from Mr. Ardizzone where I was
informed that the Application they were delivering to 2585 Merchants Row,
Tallahassee, Florida was delayed.

7. 1 offered my help in making that delivery if he could get the Application delivered
to me via email, where I would download it to a usb stick and make delivery to
the department, as I am only 20 minutes away.

171171



8. I arrived at the department and the doors were locked. Once someone let me in, I
rushed to where I met the clerk that was accepting applications.

9. I was informed that applications were no longer being accepted, that it was after
5:00 pm.

10. I explained that I was informed that contact was made with Taylor Sachs of OCU,
who said that so long as we got the Application to the Department by 5:30 pm, it
would be accepted.

11. 1 was told that wasn't possible.

12. I called Mr. Ardizzone to inform him the Application was refused. However, I
met Torn, an attorney from the General Counsel for the Department and Tom
spoke with Mr. Ardizzone, who was on the phone. They agreed to date stamp the
application.

14. The application was time stamped at 5:27 pm and I then sent a copy that

FURTHER AFFT8ATHNAHT.

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this i.oh day of January, 2018
by Ronald L. Watson, who i sona11yknowntoTme(or produced as
identification).

fl9k &
N'otary Public, Statèdf Florida

My Commission Expires:
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA 

             

EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC., 

a Florida corporation,     CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700 

 

 Plaintiff, 

vs. 

 

STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT    

OF HEALTH, 

 

 Defendant. 

_____________________________________ 

 

 

NOTICE OF FILING 

 

 The Plaintiff, EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC, by and through its undersigned counsel, 

herewith files the following: 

1. Affidavit of  Dr. Pritesh Kumar 

2. Affidavit of Anthony Ardizzone 

3. Affidavit of Holley Moseley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing was filed with the Florida E-Filing Portal and a 

copy was furnished by it to Eduardo S. Lombard, Esquire at elombard@vlplaw.com,Vezina, 

Lawrence & Piscitelli, P.A., Counsel for FDOH, 413 E. Park Avenue, Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

and to all other parties in this matter listed thereon, this 31st  day of  January, 2018. 

      COHEN KOTLER, P.A. 

      54 SW Boca Raton Boulevard 

      Boca Raton, Florida 33432 

      561-361-9600 

      561-361-9770 - Fax 
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      By: __/s/ David Kotler___________________ 

       David Kotler, Esquire 

       Florida Bar No. 121290 

dkotler@cohenkotler.com   

     

 

        -and- 

 

      Daniel A. Bushell, Esquire 

      Florida Bar No. 0043442 

      BUSHELL LAW, P.A. 

      1451 West Cypress Creek Road, Suite 300 

      Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309 

      954-666-0220 

dan@bushellappellatelaw.com   

    

 

      Counsel for Plaintiff Edward Miller & Son, Inc. 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC.,
a Florida corporation, CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700

Plaintiff;
vs.

STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH,

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF Dr. PRITESH KUMAR

STATE OF/r-.TLC èç
COUNTY OFj

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared Pritesh Kumar who, after
being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

1. My name is Dr. Pritesh Kurnar and I make all statements contained herein from my
own personal recollection.

2. I am over the age of twenty one (21) years, and competent to make this Affidavit.

3. I met Mr. Ardizzone of Ed Mifier and Son Nursery in March of 2015 at a meeting
concerning Application for a Dispensing Organization in Florida.

4. A business relationship was developed and the firm that I represented was included
in Edward Mifier & Son Inc.'s Application.

5. On July 8th, 2015, I received a phone call from Mr. Ardizzone of Ed Miller and
Son concerning the delivery of the Nurseries Application to the Office of
Compassionate Use.

6. Mr. Ardizzone explained that he contacted Ron Watson, a lobbyist in Tallahassee
that he knew, and Mr. Watson has offered to make delivery of the Application to
the department via usb stick.

7. Mr. Ardizzone wasn't sure that Mr. Watson could make it in time and asked me if I
lcnew a way to contact the Office of Compassionate Use as he had no luck in
making contact.

8. I said "yes" and did so on the behalf of Ed Miller and Son. On July 8th, 2015,
around 12:30 pm, I contacted the department and after 2 or 3 different people, I
was switched to Taylor Sachs of OCU.

9. I explained the situation and Taylor's reply was "so long as we got it there by 5:30,
it would be accepted."

10. I contacted Mr. Ardizzone, informed him of the conversation and later received a
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copy of the Application with a time stamp o

FTER AFFIAT SAYETH NAUGHT.

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 2.lav of Januaiy, 2018
by Dr. Pritesh Kumar, who is personally known to me (or produced U as
identification).

)6&try Public, State of ,5LJTUCJtV

TOD ESTESMy Commission Expires:
Nota Public, State at Large, KY

My commission expires July 17, 2019
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC.,
a Florida corporation, CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700

vs.
Plaintiff,

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF HOLLEY MOSELEY

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared Holley Moseley who, after
being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

1. My name is Holley Moseley and I make all statements contained herein from my
own personal knowledge.

2. I am over the age of twenty one (21) years, and competent to make this Affidavit.

3. I am not a party to the above styled suit.

4. My husband Peyton Mosely is involved with Loop's Nursery which has ultimately
secured a license as a MMTC.

5. During the time that Loop's Nursery was involved in pursuing a license under the
compassionate use act. I served on the Rule Negotiating Committee as a parent
advocate along with Patty Nelson the Director Compassionate Use.

6. The day that I heard Patty Nelson was reassigned from director of Compassionate
Use to the Governor's office, I called Patty.

7. On my conversation with Patty Nelson she shared that she was being reassigned to
the governor's office.

8. She went on to share that she had developed relationships with many of the
applicants and since the director of compassionate use would be one of the three
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persons scoring applications, she thought the move was for the best.

9. Hence, I was very surprised when she was later assigned as one of the three
scorers for applications.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 3/ day of January, 2018
by Flolley Moseley, who is personally known to me (or produced Jp L as
identification).

My Commission Expires: 2- /5 / '/

CLQ
Notary Public, State of Florida

i "ASCHIESL

\:.. "!,'
1E 2Y;9

2
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
N AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA

EDWARD MILLER & SON, [NC.,
a Florida corporation, CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700

Plaintiff,
vs.

STATE OF FLORIDA. DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH,

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY ARDIZZQNE

STATE OF FLORIDA )
COUNTY OF

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared Anthony Ardione who,
after being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

I. My name is Anthony Ardizzone and I make all statements contained herein from
my own personal knowledge.

2. 1 am over the age of twenty one (21) years, and competent to make this Affidavit.

3. 1 am the designated representative of the Plaintiff.

4. When the Department 01' Health formed a negotiated rulemaking committee, I
asked to be included. I was conceme& that based on larger nursery comments
during the rule making process that the committee was mostly made up of, would
create an advantage in their favor. Smaller nurseries' interests wouldn't be
represented.

5. At the time. Patty Nelson told me it wasn't necessary and that she'd protect our
interests.

6. During that time Patty asked what region I was applying in. I was told by Patty
Nelson to get out of the Southeast, apply in a different region, which I took to
mean that it was locked down already.

7. When our Initial application wasn't accepted, I understood the Department to be
taking the position that the rules, and deadlines were to be sLrictly enforced.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND nJDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA 

EDWARD MILLER & SON, INC., 
a Florida corporation, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

STATE OF FLORlDA, DEPARTMENT 
OF HEALTH, 

Defendant. 

CASE NO.: 2016 CA 000700 

AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY ARDIZZQNE 

ST ATE OF FLORlDA ) 
COUNTY OF P,t�m J2t',tll- ) 

I 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned auiliority, personally appeared Anthony Ardizzone who, 
after being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 

I . My name is Anthony Ardizzone and I make all statements contained herein from 
my own personal knowledge. 

2. I am over the age of twenty one (21) years, and competent to make this Affidavit.

3. I am the designated representative of the Plaintiff.

4. When the Department of Health fonned a negotiated rulcmaking committee, I
asked to be included. I was concerned, that based on larger nursery comments
during the rule making process that the committee was mostly made up of, would
create an advantage in their favor. Smaller nurseries' interests wouldn't be
represented.

5. At the time, Patty Nelson told me it wasn't necessary and that she'd protect our
interests.

6. During that time Patty asked what region I was applying in. I was told by Patty
Nelson to get out of the Southeast, apply in a different region, which I took to
mean that it was locked down already.

7. When our Initial application wasn't accepted, I understood the Department to be
taking the position that the rules, and deadlim.is were to be strictly enforced.
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8. I understood that the other compassioiate use initial applications had been

accepted because they were timely and complete.

9, Patty Nelson told me she was leaving the department because she had developed

relationships with the committee members and didni feel she could he objective.

lfL 11w timtiirftrs tys had e1arsed after the reiçction of Miller's application

that documentation was made public. I then learned that the department had

tccepted many other Initial applications dcste their not beii'g timely submitted

in coniplet form in addition to late acceptance of the Knox' bond.

II. By that time, it was too late to request review under section 120.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAU /--/__

The forcoing instrument was acknowjiãd before me this day of January, 2018 by

Anthony Ardizonne, who is personally i(n me (or picduced as

identification).

/( 'i

Public, State of Florida

My Commission Expires:[

th 11
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